INTRODUCTION
Exposition Of Damnable Heresies (E.O.D.H.), the publishing arm of Bethel, The House Of God, has
proven its integrity for many years, as the true representation of the Bible and message of William Marrion
Branham (Malachi 4:5-6, Revelation 10:7, Revelation 3:14-22).

By this exposition entitled “Raymond Jackson‟s Offspring – Heresies Of John Tay & James Andah –
E.O.D.H. Exposition”, it has further magnified the Word. The revelation contained in the pages of many books,
recorded sermons and written articles has proven itself undefeatable, unchallengeable and invincible against
heretics, heresies and perverters of the written Word and message of the prophet, W. M. Branham.
The revelation of the seals has exposed and defeated all major heretics and heresies internationally.
Message impersonators were publicly exposed on Bethel‟s website (www.bethelthehouseofgod.net). All of their
attempts were defeated, to defend themselves against our exposition of them as false Christs, false prophets,
false apostles, and other self-appointed titles. Such exposition and fierce battles are documented in about twenty
E.O.D.H. books. They have circled the globe for about sixteen years.

This revelation of the seals exposed the antichrist around the message, bringing great deliverance to
message believers from the hands of message heretics.

Junior Jackson was exposed in book 12, chapter 16, pages 270 to 281. His offspring, Tay and Andah, on
this exposition, have shamefully exposed themselves as heretics and offspring of Mister Jackson, by their own
heresies as follows:
1. Brother Branham restored the fivefold ministry, and a fivefold ministry was placed before the rapture.
2. The mighty angel of Revelation 10:1 did not descend in 1963 at the opening of the seals, as Brother
Branham said.
3. Revelation 10:1 descends at the brink of the rapture, just before the blood leaves the mercy seat.
4. Revelation 10:1 is a separate Angel from the 7th Angel with the seventh seal.
5. The cloud over Arizona in 1963 and the cloud in Revelation 10:1 are not associated.
6. The seven angels who met W. M. Branham never touched the earth.
7. The revealing of the seals is different from the open book.
8. There is no Bride age.
9. The 144,000 Jews will not be killed.
10. Son of man heresy.

This exposition was undertaken for a few reasons:
A. To pick up the challenge of Mister Tay, who boasted of thirty errors he found in E.O.D.H.
He was defeated before he could have presented such lies.
B. To defend our E.O.D.H. ministers in Ghana, Africa, who uphold the revelation of the seals and are
bringing deliverance to the souls of God‟s children there.
C. To expose the heresies of Tay, Andah, and all who preach their heresies, and to bring deliverance to
elected children of God.
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RAYMOND JACKSON’S OFFSPRING -

HERESIES OF JOHN TAY AND JAMES ANDAH
E.O.D.H. EXPOSITION
CHAPTER 1

II Corinthians 10:3-6 <For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war after the flesh:
(For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling down of strong
holds;)
Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalteth itself against the knowledge of God, and
bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ;
And having in a readiness to revenge all disobedience, when your obedience is fulfilled.>
May the Lord add a blessing to the reading of His holy Words.
It is a grand privilege to be in the House of God this morning, and especially to feel His mighty presence
in songs and in music, and the dances. We feel the mighty power of God from the mighty Angel of God, now
standing on land and sea. It is the coming of the Lord, and we appreciate His presence today.
Our mission here this morning is to be on the warpath again, to expose some more heretics, and this time
in Ghana, Africa. And these heretics are the offspring of „Apostle‟ Jackson. So you will understand a little
better, as we continue.
Raymond Jackson was a good friend of Brother Branham. He was considered to be a dreamer, and
Brother Branham interpreted some of his dreams concerning riding a white horse, and also concerning the
pyramid. So he was beloved of Brother Branham, and then Jackson had to be exposed by us, and it was done on
E.O.D.H. book 12, and we exposed about twenty eight heresies-way off heresies.
Now, our exposure is not altogether concerning Jackson. He is now dead. I don‟t know if he even read
those expositions. I am still hoping somehow that God saved the man and forgave him. And I have hopes on
these grounds that Jackson somehow lost his sanity, because of the things that he preached, and the way he
preached in opposition to Brother Branham, and changed the very interpretations of the scriptures, and the
interpretations that Brother Branham gave to the scriptures, I believe that the man suffered some kind of
insanity.
The things that he preached, you could look at them in book 12, chapter 16, pages 270 to 281, that is the
last chapter of the book, and you could see and understand that it took some insanity to say the things that he

said. But this here is directed with the love and hope of salvation for his followers, and for other men who
arose after the death of Brother Jackson.

JOHN TAY & JAMES ANDAH
So there are three men who have arisen with terrible heresies. The name of one is John Tay, and
another James Andah. They are located in Ghana, next door to our faithful servants of God who uphold the
truth of Brother Branham‟s message, expressed in Exposition of Damnable Heresies (E.O.D.H.).
Now, the main heresies of these two fellows, I will call them „Pastors‟, are:
Number One Heresy: They deny Revelation 10:1 as coming down at the seals. We will pick up that a
little later. Both men are denying that Revelation 10:1 is now on the earth. They are trying to explain away our
Kinsman Redeemer that we love so much, and who comes in our midst, and is still here from this morning.
Now, this is a serious heresy, yes, to tell us that Christ is not with us, and then misplace Him and put Him when
mercy is over. “When mercy is over, saying then will come down this mighty angel; Revelation 10:1, and in
that time when He comes down, He will reveal the seven seals, seven thunders to us and change our bodies for
the rapture.
Now, another man put Revelation 10:1 further than they, and that was Ewald Frank, who was also
exposed in book 12, and he placed Revelation 10:1 on the Mount of Zion with the Jews, saying that is the time
Revelation 10:1 is going to come down. Our prophet, Elijah Branham, placed Him at the opening of the seals,
and we are believers of that doctrine, and we are more than able to defend it and prove it in the scripture, and all
who try to take away our Kinsman Redeemer will be proven liars.
He is our strength, He is the presence of God, He is the strength of our life, yes, He is our strength to
continue in this Christian walk. Nobody is going to take Him away from us. Alright. So when Jackson died
there was mass confusion, yes, mass confusion of who will be the leader. One arose and said that Jackson would
not die but he will live until the rapture.
Alright. So both Pastor Tay and Andah deny Revelation 10:1, our Redeemer standing on earth now,
since 1963. They place Him on earth at the brink of the rapture when the blood goes off the mercy seat. Now
this does not make much sense. And then the seventh seal and seven thunders will be revealed. We defy this
heresy, and we are coming back to that heresy a little later.
Number Two Heresy: Now also, John Tay and Andah are proclaiming that there is a five-fold ministry
now in operation and that Brother Branham left a fivefold ministry, and the next thing to follow William
Branham is a five-fold ministry and not Revelation 10:1. Okay, we will pick up that as we go along in this
message.
James wrote a book denying Revelation 10:1, and also saying that there are two angels. The notable
Angel of the seven angels is one, and the mighty Angel of Revelation 10:1 is the second Angel. We are going to
pick up that a little later. Brother Tay, he preached the same heresy.
He took on a title, and his title is: “A Certified Special Consultant of the Seven Thunders Issues”.
Now briefly I am asking, where do we find that in the Bible, and where do we find that in the five-fold
ministry, and who certified him? They like the name „America‟. Anything that comes from America is great: He
said, “Do not be jealous of him.” My friend, I do not have the slightest jealousy, because this title is mad. I do
not jealous you for your madness. So now they claim a five-fold ministry after Brother Branham. We will
pick up some of that.

Number Three Heresy: They are saying that there is no Bride age. If there is no Bride age there is no
Bride. Now I am ministering in hope that some will come out of these heresies.
Number Four heresy: Where they are going to get in trouble is that he is proclaiming that there are
thirty errors that he found in E.O.D.H. I am sure he judged that by his heresies, and not the Word of God. We
will pick up that. He is halting to identify them to the Ghana ministers and E.O.D.H.
Number Five Heresy: Another accusation is that he said that Bruce is an eighth messenger for the
eighth church age. I answer you briefly: “Sir, there is no eighth church age and there is no eighth church age
messenger, and I am not.”
Alright. Now in defeating heresies and heretics, we can learn a lesson again. The axe must be laid to the
root of the tree. That is what John the Baptist in Matthew 3 said. When he started to defeat those seeds of the
serpent and all those priests and Sadducees and scribes and Pharisees, he started at the root. If you start at the
root the branches will fall. So the woodsman preacher over there at the Jordan, did not mix matters. He said:

Matthew 3:10 < And now also the axe is laid unto the root of the trees: therefore every tree which
bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire.>

Yes. So the axe must be laid to the root of the trees. Alright. So now, first of all we take the root. The
root of Tay and the root of Andah is Raymond Jackson, it is Raymond Jackson. I pity that man, yes, and I
always admired that man until he injected heresies into the message of the prophet and the Word of God.
So this tree that was standing out there pushed forth a lot of offspring and offshoots. If you want to
know who Pastor Tay and Pastor Andah are, we have to go back to their roots, yes, they are off springs from
that root, they claim their birth from that root, they claim their ministries from that root, they claim their
baptism from that root. Therefore we have to examine the root a little.
I cannot go back and say all what Jackson said, but one of the main things that Jackson spoke about, he
said that the seven men are seven thunders. One of them was Gan, and he said that these seven men do not
contradict themselves, no matter how far apart they live. Gan started to fight with Jackson saying that he is
having the first prize, and Jackson said that he is the chief apostle and he is Joshua. None of them arose while
Brother Branham was alive.
Alright, he is the chief apostle and seven men are seven thunders, and Jackson is the chief apostle of the
five-fold ministry. He was a chief apostle of the five-fold ministry and he had a perfect revelation, and these
seven men had a perfect revelation, without any contradiction. Jackson died and these factions arose. Now here
Mister Tay is saying that the seven thunders will be revealed about the time of the rapture, and Jackson said that
seven men are seven thunders this side of the rapture. Mass confusion amongst them with several heretics and
multitudes of heresies

RAYMOND JACKSON’S HERESIES
Alright, so linked to the thunders, I brief you a little bit on the heresies of Jackson which is still
accepted, a lot of them is accepted among the offshoots, the offspring, his ministers, his sect, yes, and these
were exposed on Book 12, chapter 16, pages 270 to 281.
1. He said that the order of the church is only for Branham Tabernacle. A lie. We proved it.
2. He is the chief apostle of the five-fold ministry.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Seven men are seven thunders.
Jesus only became God at the banks of Jordan.
He believed that there is a pre-historic generation of men before Adam.
He said, “And where Lucifer fell is that God put angels over pre-historic animals and they caused
them to fight and kill one another, so the angels were cast out.”
How many know those are lies? [Congregation says, “Amen.”] Alright.
7. He said the serpent was supposed to be a household servant of Adam and Eve, and that is why he
was made, and he was made from a mud-hole.
Now this fellow, I believe he lost his wits.
8. He said, “Eden was not natural, it was spiritual, and New Jerusalem would not be natural, it would
be spiritual.
That is after the prophet preached “Future Home”, after he established all these wonderful doctrines.
This man went mad, and he made a lot of people mad. Yes, caused a lot of people to go mad.
He said it is not literal, the city is not literal, it is spiritual. And do you know what this city is? The
Bride. The city is the Bride. And hear this next madness:
9. God‟s original plan of reproduction was how you and I were born, by sex.
That is after Brother Branham established differently:

Quote W.M.B.: 93 Just like, in the beginning, it was not God's perfect will for children to be born on
the earth through sex. (Does God Change His Mind 18/4/65).
Quote: 201 …there will come a time where it won't be no more sex, but God shall call His children from
the dust of the earth, back like they was in the original. (Marriage & Divorce 65-0221M)

10. He said, the woman in Revelation 12 is not the Bride, it is the Jews.
That is after Brother Branham said that that is the Bride.
11. Another madness is that the one hundred and forty four thousand Jews are not killed. Revelation
6:11 said, “…their fellowservants also and their brethren, that should be killed as they were, should
be fulfilled.”
After it is written in the Bible there that they “should be killed”. Now, the only hope that I have for this
man, is that the man went nuts, and he became a trial for other deceitful people. Brother Branham said a man
could be steering mad but his soul is saved. I cannot confirm that. But I could have a hope. Seeing the man‟s
heresies, I am hoping that the man went crazy and started to say these things, and all those who were lusting for
a position started to follow this man.
So now since “seven thunders are seven men”, the chief thunder died. So they are left with six
thunders. So the sect of Jackson broke up, and those men who were lusting for a great position, they sought of
abandoned the six other thunders, they started to fight amongst themselves and they abandoned “the thunders”.
So every man went his own way after Jackson died. Now, we have these offspring.
Now, these offspring, Jackson was their father, and he had a certain seed planted in them, and it is a
corruptible seed. Now if you follow a false prophet, you will receive a false spirit, and you will receive a false

birth. (Axe to the root of the tree.) On “Ye must be born again”, Brother Branham said, follow a false prophet
and you will receive a false birth.

FALSE PROPHETS BRING FALSE BIRTHS
Quote W.M.B.: 129 Now, false teachers will bring false births. True prophets will bring the Word, the
birth of the Word, Christ. False prophets will bring false birth, the birth of churches, the birth of creeds, the
birth of denominations. (61-1231M You Must Be Born Again).

FALSE CONCEPTIONS LEAD MILLIONS TO A FALSE BIRTH
Quote: 131 False keep enough of the true to make a form of godliness. And listen, now I'm saying
something here; I want you to listen. Them kind of false conceptions (You know what a false conception is?)
lead millions of people to a false birth.
False teachers lead the people to believe in a sensation, "'Cause you jerked all over, you got It. Oh,
because you got a real funny feeling went over you, you seen lights in front of you, and got blind and staggered,
that's Elijah's jacket put on you. That's right, you got It. (61-1231M You Must Be Born Again).

I am declaring here that ALL ministers, lay members, locally in America and overseas, who believe
Jackson, received a false birth and received a false seed, and they are born by a corruptible seed. Yes sir. In
order for you to be born again, you must be born from an incorruptible seed, which is the Word of God that
liveth forever.

I Peter 1:23 <Being born again, not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible, by the word of God, which
liveth and abideth for ever.>

All disciples, all ministers, locally from USA and the world around, who accepted the teachings of
Raymond Jackson, are born of a corruptible seed. That includes Mister Tay and Mister Andah. (Axe to the
root of the tree.)
Now see what this corruptible seed have produced. It produced a false birth, it produced a false spirit, it
produced false prophets, it produced false apostles. Alright. Now, this corruption is made up of ambition to the
highest. Chief, only chief, everybody is chief. Ambition. It is made up of pride. I am talking about a lump of
corruption.
Alright, since they were not born again, religious ambition stepped in. They could not control their
pride. Pride goeth before destruction. Then this mass of corruption was made up of self-exaltation, show off,
perversion of the Word, rebellion to the message, rebellion to William Branham, rebellion to his teachings. O
yes.
So after the death of Jackson, all these men became self-appointed with big titles. Jackson himself was
“Joshua”, and “he held the revelation of the seven thunders, with six other men.” So confusion brewed with the
offspring, against each other, for the highest office.
Now, every one of them carried the same spirit of such corruption. Yes. They produced new heresies.
These heresies that they made even condemned Jackson‟s. Yes. So it was seed after its kind. Now, “Spoken

word is the original seed”, did brother Branham preach a great message that every seed would produce after its
kind? Now, we are about to see that played out, in the death of Jackson, we are about to see how that works.

EVERY SEED BRINGS FORTH OF ITS KIND
Quote W.M.B.: 389 … "Every seed bring forth of its kind." The denominational seed will bring forth
of its kind. The Pentecostal organization will bring forth of its kind. The Baptist will bring forth of its kind.
What is it? Organization, constantly, constantly. (62-0318 The Spoken Word Is The Original Seed 1).

BY THEIR FRUITS THEY ARE KNOWN THE KIND OF SEED THEY ARE
Quote: 347 Now watch this real close. I know the harlot claims it, and they do remit sins by their
denominational power, but look at their children. Every dance hall, cut their hair, painted up like clowns, men
out living with other men's wives, flirting, running around on the street, mixed bathing, everything else.
…What they do? They wear shorts, cut their hair, wear make-up. Jesus said, "By their fruits they are
known," the kind of seed that they are. There is what it is. Denominational seed gives denominational
forgiveness. Exactly right.
God said, "Let the Word be after Its kind." And so It is. That's right. Oh, brother, the Scriptures is true.
(62-0318 The Spoken Word Is The Original Seed 1).

This is a good lesson for us, that if you follow a man with a wrong interpretation, and you have a clique
of five people, you would be surprised to know how that spirit jumps from one to the other, and we have seen
that over the years, and exposed that in book 19, and we know the reality of it. Now, you are going to see it in
this case of when a man goes wrong and he influences other people, influences his family, influences his wife,
influences his children, and he picks up a certain self-opiniated idea, how that idea could go over to his wife
(white horse rider), go over to the children, go over to friends and family, and how they could stand for that
opinion, contrary to the Word of God, at the expense of their souls. Now, that family example is only a small
example to what happened here. O yes.

I SPEAK TO TAY, ANDAH, CONGREGATION
So confusion brewed, and these followers who followed these other pastors, these branches, I would call
them, are not born again. Follow a false prophet, you will receive a false seed. Now, my concern is the
followers of Jackson and the followers of Mister Tay, and the followers of Mister Andah. And if I may speak to
the congregations of these men, should this media or this book would fall into their hands, or the tape would fall
into their hands when it goes out to expose this heresy, I am saying to you, beloved followers of the message,
you are no doubt sincere and honest in your hearts, and you are following on because you want eternal life.
I am declaring to you, based on the foundation that your pastors were born from, the heresies that they
were born from, the seeds that they were born from, I declare upon the basis of God‟s Word, and exposition of
the heresies of Jackson, that your pastors are not yet born again. Come out from the tents of Korah, Abiram
and Dathan. Depart from the tents of Korah, Abiram and Dathan. Korah, Abiram and Dathan withstood
Moses, and they were self-exalted, and they wanted the highest position. This is the same case here.
The case over here is that these men have arisen, contradicting Moses, contradicting his teachings. They
are full of jealousy, they are full of ambition, they are full of pride, so they are typed unto Korah, Abiram and

Dathan, fighting for the highest position. They are not born again. Your pastor has the wrong seed, and this
wrong seed came from Jackson, this wrong spirit came from Jackson. And you need to repent, you need to walk
away and depart from the tents of Korah, Abiram and Dathan, whoever they are. It could be a hundred of them
in each church.
I am ministering today, with the hope that you wonderful brothers and sisters of the message, who got
caught up under this corruption, under the message of Jackson, and under the message of his ministers, that
have added heresies after heresies to the message, I advise you to come out of the tents of these men, I advise
the ministers who were caught in this corruption, and are trying to preach the message and serve Lord, and who
included Jackson's heresies into their preaching, to leave the tents of Korah, Abiram and Dathan, before you
are swallowed up into hell and the lake of fire. We say that with love and respect, and the hope of your souls'
salvation.

SAINTS ARE NOT BORN AGAIN
We pity these people, we pity the ministers. I pity Mister Tay, I pity Mister Andah. You went the wrong
way, and we call you to repentance, saints. Follow the footsteps of that precious brother who recently came out
of this corruption, being influenced by an associate minister of Tay and Andah, and walked out of that
corruption, with some of the followers, that started a war between our ministers and Jackson's ministers. We
stand in defence of our ministers in Ghana and around the world. You will get more on that just now.
So now, children of God, caught under this corruption, you are not yet born again, and you cannot go
in the rapture. You cannot be perfected by corruption, you cannot be perfected by heresies, you cannot be
perfected by lies, you cannot be perfected by pride, and ambition and arrogance. You cannot!
Now there is a notable character of heretics, and that is they are very arrogant, just like Jehovah‟s
Witnesses and Seventh Day Adventists. Notice that when you start bringing them to the Word, they become
angry. Now that is a devil. Pride comes from the devil. Now these men that are heretics, they become angry,
they have arrogance and they are full of ignorance. Yes, ignorance produces arrogance. They are full of pride,
ambition. That proves that you are yet in your old nature, friend. You, as a pastor, heretic, you are not born
again, but you have the chance to repent. I am ministering with that hope.

Titus 3:10-11 <A man that is an heretick after the first and second admonition reject;
Knowing that he that is such is subverted, and sinneth, being condemned of himself.>

Now, there is hope for a heretic. What is a heretic? A man who is self-opiniated, and a man who forms
his own doctrine by his own opinion. But look at how gracious God is. Brother Paul said, after you counseled
him once, and you counseled him twice, leave him alone. That goes to show that Paul went out with a hope to
bring the heretic to repentance. Now, that is what I am trying to do this morning, but I do not have much faith,
because pride goeth before destruction. And when you see how high a man climbs; the higher you climb is the
harder you fall. Then it causes you to lose hope. But then you try, with whatever little hope.
Brother Branham said go after a fallen brother at his last breath. That is love for souls. No matter what
he did, no matter what was his problem, go after him at his last breath. And that is what I am feeling like, I am
trying to come after you, Mister Tay and Mister Andah, at your last breath. You have but just a few breaths to
take before you blaspheme the Holy Ghost. Yes. And more so my heart is after the souls in your congregation,
and whom you have influenced around the world, and in Ghana, to follow you, to make you believe that you are
a “Seven Thunders Consultant and Specialist”. Where can you find that title in the Bible? Where can you find

that title in the fivefold ministry? Where did you get that title? And you rightly said there, from America. The
only place that you could get that is from America or a Bible School. So now, you are disqualified to lead the
people of God.
Now this is Korah and company, directly coming against Brother Branham, our Moses. You need to
depart from the tents of these men. Ministers, just like you saw this brother pulled away some of the members
from under this cult, I will say, from under this corruption, you follow suit. Come out of the tents of Korah,
Abiram and Dathan.
Now you may so believe these men, that you feel it is impossible to leave your lovely pastor. No doubt
he is a lovely to you, but he is not born again, and he is born from a corruptible seed. And the only seed that you
could be born from your pastor is a corruptible seed. One seed passed to the other. So do even like that brother.
Come out from the tents of these men. I minister with that hope.
Now you say, I do not know what you mean when you say “heretic, and a heretic could be saved”. A
heretic is one who makes an interpretation, but it is not scriptural. Now if he does that and somebody passes and
admonishes him, one or twice, then the possibility is that the man could repent. But then if you admonish him
twice, and he is adamant in his doctrine, proud, arrogant, and wants to even fight you physically. Then Brother
Paul said leave him alone, he is a condemned man, condemned of his own self.

Titus 3:10-11 <A man that is an heretick after the first and second admonition reject;
Knowing that he that is such is subverted, and sinneth, being condemned of himself.>.

Yes children, you have to be urgent in this hour. The end of the world is upon us. And if you sit down
long enough there under heresies, overseas, and you let the rapture come, you are going to go through the
tribulation. Come out of the tents of Korah and his company or hell will swallow you and the lake of fire will
swallow you.
Now proving to you again and to the world, how that when you are born from a corruptible seed, how it
travels down to many people. Many people followed Korah and company, and they were everyone swallowed
up. Yes, my beloved.
Now there arose a fellow after the death of Jackson, and you are going to hear his claims just now. So
some of the brothers from Africa were teaching me how to pronounce the African names. So I guess we say all
kinds of things here. Up to this morning, I asked them how to pronounce this man's name. So they repeated that
for me, over and over. He said, “Now,” I will say it slowly.” So this man's name is Amos Segun Omoboriowo. I
hope I nearly made it there brothers from Africa. They have a way of pronouncing. So now this man jumped
up, a real faithful disciple of Jackson. So as soon as he died he arose and claimed an office.
Now the point I am trying to drive at is, you came from that corruption of pride and ambition, and selfexaltation and arrogance. If you were born from that seed, then you have to act just like that. That is what I am
saying. Now, if I am an arrogant fellow, quick in judgment and to push down everybody in this church, beloved,
it would show that I am not born again. But if I am of a different kind, I am born by the word of God, I will
manifest like Christ. And if these preachers were born from Jackson, (he is the man who put out the papers
called “the contender”), if you ever saw it.
And then if you are born from that stock, then you have to act like that. You have to be self-exalted, you
have to claim positions, you have to claim to be the chief', number one. You have to be arrogant, you have to be
self-opiniated. That is what you will produce. If you are born of Christ and the seed of Christ, the beauty of
Jesus will be seen in you. Yes. So this man jumped up and made certain claims. I am trying to prove how that
spirit fell upon the branches.

What is in the root is going to be in the branches. That is the fruit it is going to bear. You cannot go to a
mango tree and try to pick a coconut. No, you will be a foolish man. But if you are born from Jackson, you will
make claims like Jackson, you will pervert the Word like Jackson. You will be ignorant and arrogant according
to the tree that you were born from.

Amos Segun Omoboriowo

SELF-EXALTED CLAIMS OF OMOBORIOWO
Now, we have to get a picture of Amos Omoboriowo. Hear this man‟s claim. He is “The unveiling of
the Son of God”. Let me quote it; (he passed Jackson. Two-fold more a child of hell, Jesus called it.).
Quote: “The unveiling of the Son of God in a black-skinned son of Ham, the end-time John of
Revelation 10:11; the lead standard apostle bearer of I Corinthians 12:28; Ephesians 4:11,12, and the third endtime scribe of Matthew 13:52 C for perfection, unity and leadership of the end-time true blood-washed, wordborn, bride saints of this hour, till the rapture”.

Unquote. More exaltation than that, is to the throne of God and the seventh heaven. And that is what
Lucifer tried to do ascend; the throne. The writer put his name right here: Brother W. O. Benjamin. I don‟t
know who that is, but Brother W. O. Benjamin is speaking of Amos: 27th October 2009.
Now brethren, I am trying to show you, that if you came from a certain root, you are going to have a
certain branch, and you will bear a certain fruit. Everybody that followed Jackson is born from the wrong seed.
But you are born from the right seed. That seed came from the opening of the seals, and we ought to thank God,
otherwise you could have been in things like this. And some of you were attached to people who could have led
you that way. But God rich in mercy. Brother, you heard the truth and it pulled you out.
That is Mr Amos. Now, he is the reigning man in Nigeria. We have believers in Nigeria, lovely people
in Nigeria. Yes. The title is so big. Brother Branham said, a man came to him one time and he said, “I asked
him what his title was.” He said, “I had to write it right across the page. It was so big.” And then he asked
Brother Branham, “How should I address you?” He said,” If you love me, call me brother.” That is how a
spiritual man acts, that is a prophet, that is humility. He said,” If you love me, call me brother.” And hear it
again, these are not my words now.

Quote: “The unveiling of the Son of God in a black-skinned son of Ham, the end-time John of
Revelation 10:11; the lead standard apostle bearer of I Corinthians 12:28; Ephesians 4:11,12, and the third endtime scribe of Matthew 13:52 C for perfection, unity and leadership of the end-time true blood-washed, wordborn, bride saints of this hour, till the rapture”.

Unquote: Now, he is claiming that Amos will never die until the rapture. They may put him in a box
tomorrow. Stupid fellow. He is telling the people that they are born by the Word and the blood. None of them is
born again, none. (Poor children.) He claims to be a scribe. A scribe of Matthew 13. Well, Ephesians 4 means
the five-fold ministry, and I Corinthians tell you about the offices of ministers.
Now, when he says that he is a black-skinned son of Ham, there is a doctrine which says that God has
raised up the black man, and this is their hour to lead the church through their ministry. Coleman came up with
that, you know, and Amos is saying that this is the creole hour. That is how we respectfully address the blackman in Trinidad: “the creole people or Negroes”. (Massock said the same thing too.)
Now, Ham was the progenitor of the dark race. So that is why he is saying that he is the unveiling of the
Son of God, in a blacked-skinned son of Ham. Yes, they try to project that doctrine. My beloved, that is wrong.
God uses the black man, He uses the white man, and He uses all races. We know no man after the flesh but after
the Spirit. The colour does not qualify or disqualify the man, but the spirit you manifest.

II Corinthians 5:16 <Wherefore henceforth know we no man after the flesh: yea, though we have
known Christ after the flesh, yet now henceforth know we him no more.>

TERRIBLE MISTAKE WHEN ATTACKED E.O.DH. & MINISTERS
CHAPTER 2
So, we could see that this is a carnal, ungodly, devilish heresy.
So, Mister Amos, we call you to repentance and to put down your pride. Yes. Likewise, we call Pastor
Tay and Andah to repentance.
You made a terrible mistake when you attacked E.O.D.H. You made a terrible mistake when you
attacked E.O.D.H.‟s ministers in Ghana, and we are going to fix you to suit, but we call you to repentance. Yes.
You made a terrible mistake when you said that Revelation 10:1 is only going to stand on land and sea at the
rapture. We are going to address this afterwards.
Be patient with me today, my purpose is to deliver souls just like you were delivered, and thousands
were delivered, by the E.O.D.H. books, from around the world, and they are rejoicing and they are happy. The
messages that went out are like these: exposing heresies, exposing the heretics, and people found them and read
them and listened to them, believed them and were delivered. So we are not wasting time here. We are working
for the deliverance of the souls of men and women, that is what we are doing here this morning.
Alright, we lay down the heresy of Revelation 10:1 to rest a little. There are too many heresies in that.
Now, we pick up Tay. Andah wrote a book, and then Tay preached a sermon, and both of them agreed
that Revelation:10:1 has not come down, contrary to the prophet‟s teaching in the seals book, pages 74 to 75.

WHEN THE SEALS ARE BROKE, DOWN COMES THE ANGEL
Quote W.M.B.: 29 This seven-sealed Book is revealed at the time of the Seven Thunders of Revelations
10.
... I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a cloud: and a rainbow... upon his
head,...
…And when the Seals are broke and the mystery is revealed, down comes the Angel, the Messenger,
Christ, setting His foot upon the land and upon the sea with a rainbow over His head. Now remember, this
seventh angel is on earth at the time of this coming.

Just as John was giving his message, the same time that Messiah come in the days... John knew he
would see Him, because he was going to introduce Him. And we realize that in the Scriptures over in Malachi
4, there's to be a one like John, an Elijah… (The Breach 63-0317E).
Brother Branham is saying he is here on earth when the seals were opened, and they are saying, “No”.
You are a child of disobedience. You are a son of Jackson, and you are doing just like Jackson, that when the
prophet says one thing, Jackson says another. Stop your nonsense. Mister Tay, Mister Andah, stop your
nonsense. “Let my people go”, is the topic here this morning, and the command of the Lord is to “let my
people go”. You have them in bondage of corruption.
Now, Tay, you have the same spirit like Amos, and both of you are battling for the first position. After
Jackson died, everybody battled for the first position. It goes to show that you came from corruption, and you
have corrupted these people. Let them go. Let my people go, saith the Lord.

Repent, tell them you are wrong. Do not let your pride hold you, don‟t let your ambition hold you.
Repent, say that you are wrong. Tell the congregation to go and find true servants of God. Be humble, tell them
to go down by Brother William Mensah, let him teach them. Tell them to go down by Timothy Asare. Tell them
to go down by Maxwell Gomado. Those are our ministers in Ghana. Tell them to go down to Brother Vincent
Kwawoo. Tell them to go down to Holy Mensah. They have the truth, and they alone have the truth in Ghana.
I call you to repentance.
Now, just like Amos, Tay has declared his title, and he appealed for no jealousy, so nobody don‟t get
jealous of this position. If ever you get jealous of this man‟s position, you have gone into a cult.
I repeat again: “Certified, special consultant of the seven thunders issues of America.” Brother, that is
pass a PHD. Where did you get this Mister Tay? Is that the fivefold ministry Brother Branham went away and
left? Who certified you? Who in America certified you? Anybody who certified you in America, is a cult, and
they follow the same heresy. They gave you a certificate, man. That church has to be corrupt.
That minister in America has to be corrupt, he has to not know the message to give you a certificate and
say that you are a consultant. “Seven thunders consultant of all thunders issues”. Well, by saying that
Revelation10:1 is not on earth now, you are disqualified. We cannot take your counsel. That is why we are
exposing your counsel. You are disqualified, according to the Bible. You got your certificate, and that is equal
to a Bible school certificate. This is past a PHD, now.

TITLES OF SELF-EXALTED MEN
You cannot fit that in the Bible, Mister Tay. And the only place that you can fit that, is in the corruption
of Jackson. You claimed that Brother Branham left a fivefold ministry, and you belong to a fivefold ministry.
Then this is a sixth one then, this is a six-fold ministry, to take this and add it here now.
Now, I am saying that this is linked to the Catholic Church. This here is linked to the Catholic Church.
The first one who gave out beast papers was the Pope. And the first one that gave these kinds of ranks of
Popes, and Cardinals and Bishops and all these other titles, was the Pope. So, you are linked to the Catholic
Church, and the church that certified you, belongs to the Catholic Church, they do not belong to the message.
Oh my God, look at the mighty prophet of God, Elijah the Prophet. He never broadcasted his titles, he
never broadcasted himself as Elijah the prophet, he never broadcasted himself as a mighty prophet and
messenger. No, no. He said, if you love me call me brother. Oh, God, that is humility, that is a man of God,
that is a prophet of God, that is an apostle. Yes sir, “If you love me, call me brother.”
They went down to the banks of Jordan and they said unto John the Baptist, art thou the Christ? He said,
“I am not.” They said, “Are you Elijah then?” He said, “I am not”, hiding his position. That is the Spirit of God.
He said, but I will tell you something”, I am the voice of one crying in the wilderness, prepare ye the way of the
Lord”. He said, that is where I am identified in the scriptures. I do not claim to be Elijah, but I am the voice of
one crying in the wilderness, preparing the way of the Lord. Yes.
So those were great men. But anytime a man takes these Bible training and call themselves Doctor, like
Doctor Ewald Frank, and he took Christ and put him on the mountain, far from us, in the tribulation. And he
said, he is the German Eagle. You are a German Corbeaux (vulture). Ye sir. Proud devil.
So, now this is the same spirit: same spirit of pride, self-exaltation, even like Amos. Take this title here
of Amos, and take the title of Pastor Tay. They did not fall too far apart. No. Where did you get that title,
friend?

Alright, now I am going to come back later to you, Mr. Andah. You wrote this book, and telling the
whole world that Christ, the Covenant Angel did not come down to the earth in 1963, and you are saying that
Brother Branham never met him, when Brother Branham said both Angels will meet here on the earth. (The
Breach 63-0317E).
Must I leave what Brother Branham said and believe you, who was born from a corruptible seed? No! I
prefer to believe the man who was born by the Word of God.
Alright, Tay is saying that he found thirty errors in E.O.D.H. books. He has to be reading it through
the eyes of heresies. That is the only way he could find that. When the brothers, over there in Ghana, challenged
him, he refused to identify and he refused to answer to these lying allegations. Then on top of that, he says that,
Dalton Bruce, some are preaching him as an eighth messenger, for an eighth church age. Just now I will make
you, my congregation, answer up. Alright, that is a lie. We wrote him a letter. E.O.D.H. fears no man on the
earth, fears no heresy, and we sent out a challenge on E.O.D.H. books to prove us wrong. If a man rises up and
says, there is thirty errors in it, we want to hear it, the Ministers in Ghana want to hear it, and they will climb on
their throats, because they are dedicated men, who love the truth of Brother Branham‟s message.
So, after hearing some of these rumours, my scribe went to work, under my instructions and he is
addressing John Ben Tay:

EXPOSITION OF DAMNABLE HERESIES
Calcutta Road No. 2 Freeport L.P. No. 40, P.O. Box 238 Trinidad W.I.
Email:- mountainspring_@hotmail.com, livingfountain@msn.com (Ronald Jack)
Website:- www.bethelthehouseofgod.net
FIRST LETTER TO JOHN TAY

-

Dated:- 19TH April 2016

Dear Pastor John Ben Tay,
Christian Greetings to you. We are the authors of the above publication, of which you may be
acquainted-E.O.D.H. It is my knowledge that you are affiliated with another Pastor James Andah, writer of a
book called "The Vision, The cloud and Revelation 10:1", and who has a website which we have viewed
briefly in search for the book he wrote. We are yet to find it on his site. My subject matter to you is as follows:
1.
true?

It was reported to me that you found several false doctrines and errors on our EODH books. Is this

2.
We are willing to be corrected, as we always want to do right, and have requested of anyone to correct
us, expose us, etc.
3.
Your name was associated with another rumour, whether true or false, we do not know. It stated that
Dalton Bruce preached himself as an eighth messenger of an eighth church age. Is this true? If so can you
support this by evidence of any kind? If so it will be his pleasure to hear you out.
4.
This pertains to a doctrine that W.M. Branham set a fivefold ministry in order, and it is active amongst
you and your associates. We are questioning, “Where is that fivefold ministry in operation, and what is the
evidence?” If so, can you defend that claim?
5.
We thought to check with you before proceeding on our agenda. If these allegations are true, we humbly
request that you defend them. If we do not hear from you within 14 days, we will have no other choice than to
address these false allegations publicly on our website, by supportive witnesses, to defend ourselves against
such allegations.

E.O.D.H editors C/O Minister/Deacon
Ronald Jack
So this was the first letter that was sent to Mister Tay, concerning his allegations. This is Mister Tay‟s
reply. I am talking about days ago, April 26th.

TAY’S REPLY
“Dear Bro Ronald Jack,
Christian Greetings.
Yours of April 19th 2016 was received on 26th April 2016.
Point by point answer to your five enquiries.
Point 1. Yes.” (He is saying that there are errors in EODH).

Point 2. Please, Bro Raymond Jackson could not correct you, everyone to you is wrong except those who are
loyal to you. His Bible and my Bible is the only absolute and not the one - sided - pick and choose quotes by
you. Just examine your conclusions whether they are Bible based or quote based.
Point 3. I wrote you earlier this year drawing your attention to what the loyalist of yours in Ghana are saying
about Dalton Bruce being the eighth messenger and not me saying and never saying that Dalton Bruce is
proclaiming himself as the eighth messenger. No reply has been received from you so far.
Point 4. Please, don't you have Ephesians chapter 4 verses 11 to 14 in your Bible?
Point 5. God bless you for checking with me "before proceeding on your agenda". Please, I am set for the
defense of the Gospel and not any "agenda".
God bless you Shalom! Bro John Ben Tay

GHANA MINISTERS DENY TAY’S LIES
Now, this is how big men act when you challenge them. Now hear this carefully; I asked these
brothers for proof concerning this man‟s statement, and I have a letter here:
A. This man, Tay, is saying that he was in Trinidad and Tobago. Did anybody see him?
[Congregation says, “No!”]
B. This man is saying that I asked him to tell the people that I am not the eighth messenger.
C. He said that he wrote earlier this year. I think that mail is coming by a „donkey cart‟. I received no
letter, I gave him no instruction at any time, to stop people from preaching me as the eighth messenger. I have
not seen him in Trinidad and Tobago. A copy from your passport the stamp of entry into Trinidad and Tobago
and we would believe it.

I asked these brother ministers, because of the battle there, to tell me the truth. I never expected them
to preach me as eighth messenger. That is not the issue. No. I wanted to prove this man a liar, because he is
blaming them for preaching me as the eighth church age messenger, and he said, give me proof from your
loyalist. Yes, they are our loyalist, they are the Lord‟s loyalist, they are message loyalist, and we are proud of
them. We have the proof. Here it is. So, this is a letter written by the consent of the Ghana ministers:

QUOTE MINISTERS’ LETTER
“It has come to our notice as Ministers of the Revelation of the message, given to our prophet William
Marrion Branham, which is being contended for by EODH, that pastor J. B. Tay of the Bible Believers
Fellowship in Ghana is accusing us of believing and preaching our precious brother and shepherd Dalton
Bruce as an eighth messenger. This we say is a lie of the devil and from the pit of hell.
We are not surprised at this tactics of Satan. Because this same spirit has wrongly accused some of us,
who believe EODH, as contending for the faith, once delivered unto the saints, that we say we won‟t marry, just
because we said, that God‟s prophet, William Branham, taught that the original plan of God to populate the
earth was supposed to be by the spoken word and not by sex.
We the Ministers associated with EODH in Ghana are Pastor William Mensah, Pastor Vincent
Famous Kwawoo, Pastor Holy Mensah, Brother Maxwell Gomado and I, Brother Timothy Asare and many
other Ministers in Ghana, denounced the claim of this preacher in Ghana. We asked him to provide any proof
where anyone of us have ever preached or hinted that we believe this lie of the devil, proclaiming Brother
Dalton Bruce as an eighth messenger.
Brother Dalton Bruce has only claimed to be a preacher of righteousness, whom we love and cherish,
because he has led an honest Christian life and preaches nothing but the truth.
We have all his E.O.D.H books and hundreds of his tapes, which he has never hinted to be an eighth
messenger. But rather exposed all those false, eighth messengers who have arisen around the message. We
know there is only one ministry after Brother Branham, and that is Christ‟s ministry, according to Revelation
chapter 10. Our Prophet said, his ministry is to forerun the coming Word, which is Christ.
If this self-proclaimed teacher of the Bride has no proof of this lie, then he should beg God to take away
that lying spirit out of him, and stop propagating those lies.”

Now, these men are warriors. This young man here, a university graduate, he does not care anything
about what anyone says. He loves the Lord. When he started to go to university and he heard that Word of God,
he said, “Brother Bruce, can I quit this university?” I said hold right there, you need a job. Those men were
willing to sacrifice anything, to walk with the Word of God. Gallant, gallant men of God. Brother Kwawoo, a
gallant man of God, and Brother Mensah, a wonderful man of God. They have humbled themselves like little
children, and are always ready to be submissive to this ministry, and praise this ministry and thank this ministry
for deliverance. Yes, we stand for them, we support them, and when you touch them you touch us.
You enter into a certain war when you touch our ministers there. They are undefeatable, you cannot
fight them. I have joined this conflict, and we have joined this conflict, to fight against these heretics coming
against E.O.D.H and against our brothers.

I am going to ask you a question, after a while, to put these devils to silence. Now remember that Pastor
Tay just said that he never, ever said that Bruce was the eighth messenger. You remember his letter, declaring
that he never said it? “It is your loyalist saying that.” In other words, “Not me. It is your people saying that.”
Hear the report. I will read another letter here. It tells you how this conflict with our ministers, Christ‟s
ministers, God‟s ministers, started with these heretics. This is a report concerning the conflict.

GHANA MINISTERS’ REPORT
“Pastor Tay preached a message on Saturday evening 27th February, 2016. Some brethren who believe
E.O.D.H. attended the meetings purposely to give support to Brother Victor, since he was new to E.O.D.H.
These brothers, together with Brother Victor, sent some questions to Tay for him to answer. The questions were
of the aim to get Tay exposed. But he evaded the questions by hiding under the pretence that he was observing
Church Order as preached by W.M.B.
So he then invited Brother Victor and whoever Victor is associated with to come for a meeting at his
church premises to discuss the questions. But when we attended that meeting, this man was rude arrogant and
dominated the whole meeting till closing. He prevented us from talking, seeing he would be exposed if he allows
us to talk.
He was scared of losing his people present at the meeting. He asked us to sit down and not to contribute
to the discussion, using the excuse that we don‟t know our position in the fivefold ministry. It was at this
meeting he stated that some believers of E.O.D.H. believe and preach that you are an eighth messenger. We
couldn‟t reply because this man was not allowing anyone from our side to talk. He also stated that there are
about 30 errors in E.O.D.H. he has seen. He said this at the church service when he visited Victor‟s then church
assembly, and also at the meeting at his church premises.”

Unquote. Does this match with what he said? Beloved, when we wrote him, he said that he never said
that, “It is your people who said that”. We have him documented here. And this is the true report, and we have
several witnesses.
We have several witnesses where he stated that some are preaching that I am the eighth messenger, for
the eighth church age. And now when he was cornered and challenged by that, he said he never said that, it is
our loyalist who said that”. I declare Tay a liar. A liar should not preach the gospel, a liar like that is not born
again, a liar like that does not have the Spirit of God, a liar like that should come down from the pulpit, a liar
like that should repent to all our ministers in Ghana, for lying on them. That is the truth. So Mister John Tay,
you have no right to the interpretation of scriptures, you came from a cult, you were born from a man who
perverted the scriptures, you were born from heresies, you were born from a corruptible seed and you are
leading those poor souls to hell.
Now, overseas congregation, some of you elders were there when this man made this statement, and our
ministers were there, that people are preaching that Dalton Bruce is the eighth messenger. Now he has lied on a
letter to us. What kind of pastor do you have? You have a lying pastor. Run from that lying pastor. It is proof
that this man is telling lies, and I call on him to repent. You have to go and repent to our ministers in Ghana,
otherwise you are a hypocrite, or you are a bastard, and you have no business standing behind the pulpit
preaching, because we have proven you a liar, by your own words, you said you never said that, and by
witnesses and some of your own people. And congregation there, under these corruptions, I would not be

surprised if you heard him blast out that in his former messages, the way they hate this revelation. I would not
be surprised if you heard him come down and preach against me, as an eighth messenger.
I declare to you, as the followers of Jackson, there is only one title that I claim, and that is a preacher
of righteousness. I will know better by the adoption, we will know better by the adoption, even because we
have humbled our hearts before the Lord, and who humble themselves would be exalted.
Another proof, and you can use that there Brother Mensah, Brother Asare and others, you can use this in
any part of the world, without being afraid of these men. I am going to ask this congregation who sat here, some
of them for forty eight to forty nine years. Some sat for forty years and some sat here for ten years and even
less. And I am going to let them bear witness for me.
Now, if ever I preached that, and I come here to make you lie for me, then do not listen to me, leave the
church and go away. Is that fair? Then you will know I am a liar, because I am making you lie for me, but I told
you for years, that I am not an eighth messenger, and there is no eighth church age.
Let me put these questions here:
1. How many know that I never indicated, I never claimed, and never preached that heresy, and none
believe that, at Bethel and sister churches? If you know that say amen.
[Congregation says “Amen!”].
I am not hearing you loud enough.
[Congregation says “Amen!”]
So then, how many say it is a lie.
[Congregation says “It is a lie!”]
2. How many say that I never claimed a ministry of prophet, son of man, Christ, and Revelation 10:1e.
How many know that to be the truth, and that I never said that, say „Amen‟.
[Congregation says “Amen!”]
Alright, let your voices echo throughout the world. That is the only way they could try to fight us, is to lie,
because we have the truth.
3. How many knows I never claimed to be a seven thunders specialist and consultant, and I never claimed
to be a son of ham, and the revealing of the Son of God? Let me hear everyone who knows that I never
claimed that say „amen‟.
[Congregation says “Amen!”]
Well, here we are, challenge that if you can. There are a cloud of witnesses here, to prove that you are a
liar, Mister Tay, Mister Andah, you are liars, making false doctrines.
Now, children of God over in Ghana, I want you to know that a liar cannot preach the truth. (Axe to the
root of the tree.) A liar cannot preach truth, and that is what Jesus beat them with, He beat the Pharisees and

scribes. Yes, hear what He told them, He said, Scribes and Pharisees hypocrites, Ye are of your father the devil,.
He was a murderer from the beginning, and abode not in the truth.
Yes, so He proved these Pharisees and scribes liars, and they did not abide in the truth. So, Mister Tay,
excuse the expression, but a liar cannot preach the truth. You cannot lie like that and have the Holy Ghost;
you cannot lie like that, and be born again. Now, your life and your teachings, are reflecting your seed that you
got from Jackson and the corruption of heresies. You are defeated.
John 8:44 <Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer
from the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he
speaketh of his own: for he is a liar, and the father of it.>
All members under your teachings, wherever they are, whether in America or Europe, to where you
have fled when you were challenged, need to leave you and walk away. They need to come out of your tent,
because you are a Korah, and you belong to a Korah company. Now friends, there are many things that we
could expose. Yes. It takes time.
He is a Thunders specialist. You are no Thunders specialist. Hear this, he is a Thunders Specialist,
Special Consultant; and the Thunders, according to his doctrine, are not revealed as yet. Come on, according to
his doctrine, the Thunders are not yet revealed. „It is going to be revealed at the time of the coming of the Lord.‟
How did you become a consultant? How did you become a specialist? You don‟t know what you are talking
about. You don‟t know what you are talking about!
You are a consultant and you are a specialist in the Thunders, and you say the Thunders are not
revealed and would not be revealed until Jesus comes. Then you are a liar, nobody should hear you. Then you
lied about Revelation 10:1 and you lied about the five-fold ministry.
So now, Tay, he dodged, and he lied about preaching me as an eighth messenger. Now, he could not
handle the questions that we gave him. He could not handle the questions we gave him on the five-fold
ministry. Now this is the eighth messenger question that I just dealt with. I don‟t want to mix matters.

FIVE-FOLD MINISTRY QUESTIONS DODGED AND EVADED
We asked him another question: “When was the five-fold ministry set, since you say that the five-fold
ministry came behind to carry on, and there is no Revelation 10:1 on the earth? His doctrine is that a fivefold
ministry followed Brother. Based on that, all that I am asking is when was the fivefold ministry set by Brother
Branham?” He dodged it, oh, he ran away from it. He said “It is an unscriptural question, so I cannot answer
that.”
Quote Tay: “Point 4. God bless you for your admission of having Ephesians 4:11-14 in your Bible. I
hope 1 Corinthians 12:28 is also in your Bible. I am responsible for answering BIBLE QUESTIONS. "Your
"simple question" of where and when did Bro. Branham SET the five fold ministry in order and how did he do
it?" Is not a Bible question please, with all respect. Thank you.”

Your sarcasm is expressed even like the insane man called Gan. You came from the same corrupt tree.
What foolishness, what pride! We admit to all the Word of God. You cannot answer our questions, so you have
to talk such foolishness.

You talk about liars. Is that an unscriptural question, church, that if I ask, “When did Brother Branham
set the five-fold ministry in order?”, is that unscriptural? [Congregation says, “No”]
If I were to ask, “When did John the Baptist set the five-fold ministry in order in his day?”, is that
unscriptural? [Congregation says, “No”] Now I am telling you Mister Tay, that it is a scriptural question. And
I could ask the same question, “When did Jesus set the five-fold ministry in order that is recorded in Ephesians
4? When was it set in order?” And it is a scriptural question. The reason you said it is unscriptural, is because
you cannot answer it, and that is why you got busy to run away to Europe.
He told Brother Jack, “I am a little busy, I am going over to Europe.”
Quote Mister Tay: “Be kind with me as I'm preparing for European visit. I'll be in touch God willing.”

You cannot answer that question, Tay; I challenge you on the Word of God. And Andah, you said
“Malachi 4 restored the five-fold ministry”. I challenge you. Now point to me, prove to me where that five-fold
ministry was ever set in order. You cannot answer.
And Tay, humble your heart, say you cannot answer, say you got dumbfounded, yes. Say you got
dumbfounded, by a little black-skinned son of Ham, Brother Jack. It is black-skin for black-skin here, man. If
you cannot answer, humble yourself and say, “Son of Ham, I cannot answer that.” No, but you are
dumbfounded. I am simply asking you, when the five-fold ministry that you claim, was set in order?

MESSAGE RESEARCH CENTRE
You have no answer, you are running to Europe. And hear the nonsensical answer he sent. He indicated
that he is going to answer from the message research centre. They have what you call a message research
centre, and he forwarded that to answer the question. So, we wrote back, we said, “Listen, that does not answer
the question, „When did Brother Branham set the five-fold ministry in order.‟ This research centre you have, did
not say one word about that.
Now he is trying to show me how big he is in the message; they have a research centre. The research
centre is a heresy research centre. If you were searching the message properly, you would have found out that
Revelation 10:1 is on the earth. And you would have found out that the fivefold ministry is not yet set in order
here on the earth. So your research centre is of the devil. Yes sir.
You have a research centre, and you are putting Revelation 10:1 at the brink of the rapture? And you are
saying that there is a five-fold ministry in operation now? No sir. I will leave that question open for you.
And on your letter shows your sarcasm, it shows your proud spirit. We asked a question about five-fold
ministry, and because you cannot answer it, you became arrogant, because you are ignorant of the scriptures.
And the answer that he gave was, “Don‟t you have Ephesians 4 in your Bible?” We said “That does not
answer our question. When was the five-fold ministry set in order?” We are fully aware of Ephesians 4, and the
five-fold ministry. Yes, we are acquainted with that. When was it set in order?
For your information, Mister Tay, John the Baptist, the forerunner of Christ, never set the five-fold
ministry in order. No sir. And if you don‟t know the answer, then say you don‟t know the answer. And I am still
asking you, when was the fivefold ministry set in order, Mister Andah and Mister Tay?

You said on your book that after Brother Branham was the five-fold ministry. You never gave an
account of when that five-fold ministry came into action, when it was set. And another question you evaded is
how was it set? How was the five-fold ministry set in order? Bring it, prove it to us. You don‟t know. Then
your claims are false. If you don‟t know how it is set, and when it was set, then your claims are false. Yes.

TAY’S ARROGANCE TO E.O.D.H. MINISTERS
And you try to ridicule our brothers with your arrogance. Hear how arrogant you are; hear how arrogant
your pastor is. That is the way he deals with you in Ghana? A man with a proud spirit, a man with a temper,
a man with arrogance, a man who does not know the word. I guess a lot of you saints have to be crying, coming
out of his office.
A man like that is a butcher, and he is not a shepherd. Yes. Instead of uplifting people, he is going to
pull them down. I am sure he has a lot of you in depression. Yes, that is the way you will deal with your sheep,
the way you answered on this letter, that is the way you will answer your people, that is the way you will keep a
debate with other ministers.
And hear how your arrogance out here was displayed. One brother came out from under Jackson‟s
corruption and influence, and he did right, he is correct, we support him. Yes. Other brothers go there to support
this brother and they challenge you with questions. You would not allow them to speak, and you made an
excuse to get away from these brothers. They were like sharks behind you, and they belittled you when you
claimed there are thirty errors in E.O.D.H.
There are no thirty errors; I challenge you to bring them. They asked you for them, you would not
supply them. We asked you for them, you would not supply them. I am challenging you again; bring the errors
from the E.O.D.H. books. We are ready to answer them. Yes. You have none. E.O.D.H. is perfect, E.O.D.H. is
unchallengeable, E.O.D.H. is infallible! It is the revelation of Brother Branham‟s message. [Congregation says
Amen] Yes. And for all the years it went out, we sent forth challenges to any man, to defeat E.O.D.H. And
every one of them who tried, they were made ashamed. And they did the same thing like you; they had to lie.
Now, with your lying tongue, you are going to go about saying, “They did not quote all the letter, and
they misrepresented me”. No, we are going to put it right in the book; I am saving time here this morning. We
are going to put it right in the book that will go out. You are defeated, and by this defeat, by the axe laying to
the root of the tree, you are already defeated. And I don‟t have to go any further. But for the sake of the sheep
and sake of the ministers who want to come out from your Jackson corruption, I will proceed. Yes, I will
proceed because of the sheep.
You dodged our questions on the five-fold ministry, you could not answer them, no, you could not
answer them. You said it is unscriptural. And hear the dumb thing you will tell me, Mister. Tay. That was out of
the subject. We were asking you certain things, and instead of answering about the five-fold ministry, you now
say, “You did not listen to Jackson, when he was speaking to you all. You did not listen to Jackson.” How
dumb your statement is! He never spoke to us. You lied.

TAY REFUSES TO LISTEN TO JACKSON
Why don’t you listen to Jackson and say seven men are the seven thunders? You stopped preaching
that. Why did you not listen to Jackson? If you did not listen to Jackson, and you changed doctrine, and put
Revelation 10:1 with the thunders at the rapture, how are you now calling on me to say, „listen to Jackson‟? You
are a dumb fellow. You are making excuses. Yes. Nobody should listen to Jackson! [Congregation says “No!”]

If we had listened to Jackson, we would be following Jackson‟s heresies, and we would be in the same boat like
you are. Yes, we would be in the same boat: being heretics, following heresies. We would be born from the
same seed. But we listen to Christ, and we follow Him only. [Congregation says “Amen!”]
I am sure that you are enjoying the Word of God. [Congregation says “Amen!”] Yes, the Word of God,
the axe cutting down the trees. I hope you ministers are learning. Yes, the axe is cutting down the trees. And I
am coming at you Mister Tay, denying Revelation 10:1. And I am coming to you Mister Andah, with your
book, denying Revelation 10:1 here on earth now.
We declare that Revelation 10:1 is now on earth. [Congregation says “Amen!”] We feel His presence,
we live by His presence, we sing by His presence, and He walks up and down our corridor. [Congregation says
“Amen!”]

FIVEFOLD – FALSE ALARM – FALSE CLAIMS EXPOSED
CHAPTER 3

Alright, now you will have to bear patience with me, just a few minutes. Five-fold claims. These men
claim that Brother Branham left a five-fold ministry behind. As a result of that, there is no Revelation 10; 1.
They have replaced Revelation 10: 1 with the five-fold ministry. We could ask you all kinds of questions, and
we asked you that on your letter. You claim a five-fold ministry, where is that five-fold ministry in
operation? How many say, “Nowhere!” [Congregation says “Nowhere!”] “Nowhere on earth is a five-fold
ministry now in operation!” [Congregation says “Nowhere on earth!”]
Where was the five-fold ministry set in order? How many say, „Nowhere‟? [Congregation says,
“Nowhere”] Nowhere. I am asking, when was the five-fold ministry set in order? At no time. [Congregation
says, “At no time!”] And how many know that there is a five-fold ministry on earth now? Say amen if you
believe it. [Congregation says, “Amen”] Yes, the gifts exist.
There is a five-fold ministry on earth right now! Exactly. But it was not set in order by God as yet.
And that is where I belong, that is where the ministers belong, and that is where Brother Asare belongs. That is
where Brother Mensah belongs, that is where Brother Kwawoo belongs, and they have proven that by humbling
themselves to the revelation of Christ.
That is how you know you belong to the five-fold ministry as a minister; you humble yourself to this
revelation and denounce all others. “My sheep hear My voice and a stranger they would not follow.” That is it.
Come; the questions are open to all who follow Jackson, and the rest of the world.
When was it set in order? How is it set in order? Where is it in operation now? You cannot answer those
questions; you are hemmed up, Mister Tay. That is why you excused yourself and want to run to Europe. That
is why you are talking stupidness about saying it is in Ephesians 4. That is why you are talking stupidness out
here, and saying it is not a scriptural question.
It is a scriptural question; and if you cannot answer it, humble yourself and say you cannot answer it.
Our ministers in Ghana belong to the five-fold ministry and you don’t belong to it, nor does Andah belong to
it. You don‟t belong to that five-fold ministry. Otherwise, you will humble yourself to this revelation, and you
would not deny Revelation 10:1, and you would not talk stupidness about the five-fold ministry.
Okay, five-fold ministry; let us hear the prophet:
FIVE FOLD GIFTS – IT’S BEEN DARK TWO THOUSAND YEARS
Quote: E-64 “Then God went up and give gifts to men. Now, what does gifts do? Some of them are first
apostles, after that prophets, teacher, evangelist, is that right? All gifts put in the church, it was in the early
church at the beginning. Now, it's been dark two years, it's coming out over here in the last age, in the western
country, alpha, omega. (Faith Once Delivered To The Saints 55-0501).

Brother Branham is saying that the five-fold ministry was at the beginning in the church, and within the
dark ages there was none, but it is now coming back. If it is now coming back and the prophet said it is coming
back, where is it? When was it set? For you to claim that you are a thunder consultant in the five-fold ministry,
that will make it six-fold. I am challenging you and all the followers of Malachi 4 to show me where Brother
Branham established the five-fold ministry, and when it was launched, and how it was launched. When?

Brother Branham said it was placed in the beginning, and in the dark ages there was none. But it is going to be
restored in the end time, right here in the end time.
Now, a proof to show you that there was not a fivefold ministry in the dark ages; Brother Braham said none
of the messengers were prophets, they were reformers. If you did not have the prophet, you never had a fivefold
ministry, and if the fivefold ministry is set in order, you must have the five, all five. Hear Brother Branham. If
you clam the fivefold ministry today in the church, hear what Brother Branham is saying:

CAN'T JUST SAY THERE'S A PASTOR & EVANGELIST, NO PROPHET OR APOSTLE
Quote: E-51 “But you realize that God knows you before you ever come on the earth. You believe
that? How many believes that gifts and callings are without repentance? The Bible said there's five gifts in the
church. God has set in the church Apostles, or missionaries, apostles, prophets, teachers, evangelists, pastors.
Truly.
If there's apostle, there's a prophet. If there's a prophet, there's a teacher. If there's a teacher, there's a
pastor or a evangelist. See. You can't just say there's a pastor and evangelist, no prophet or apostle. God still
sets... As long as He's got His church, He's still got His church setting. Certainly. Now, you don't lay hands on
one another for them gifts. God has set in the church.” (Tested Faith Produces Goods 58-0518).

Now this is as plain as daylight. Tay, if you are claiming a fivefold ministry, Andah, if you are claiming
a fivefold ministry, where is the apostle, where is the prophet, where is the teacher, where is the evangelist and
where is the pastor?
The prophet says if you claim that, all have to be in the church. And all that we could hear is about some
lame pastor somewhere, lame teacher, lame evangelist, not knowing what they are talking about, and they are
not vindicated by signs, wonders and miracles, which is a requirement for the fivefold ministry, and which is
the manifestation of the fivefold ministry.

Mark 16:15-18 <And he said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every
creature.
He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall be damned.
And these signs shall follow them that believe; In my name shall they cast out devils; they shall speak
with new tongues;
They shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay
hands on the sick, and they shall recover.>
II Corinthians 12:12 <Truly the signs of an apostle were wrought among you in all patience, in signs,
and wonders, and mighty deeds.>

So the fivefold ministry is there today, yes sir, but not set in order, and they are not vindicated. So that is
it. It is no set in order, and no man has a right to call himself, apostle and prophet. Preacher of righteousness is
okay.
Now I have to get the devil. You don‟t hit a snake two lashes and leave it. No. Make sure you break the
back and burst its head.

Now these people have no regards for Brother Braham‟s message, and that came from the tree root.
Jackson defied all the interpretations of Brother Braham, and he preached his own doctrine. That is the seed
that Tay came from, that is the seed that Andah came from. They pick quotations of what they want, and they
leave the others, believing they are not inspired.

W.M.B.’S FIVE-FOLD TEACHINGS PROVEN IN THE BIBLE
Now you will say, “Well that is what Brother Braham said”. Let me prove it in the Bible for you now.
When John the Baptist came, the forerunner of Christ came, the fivefold ministry was not set. This one might
shock you; while Jesus was on earth, doing signs and wonders, and sent forth the preachers, the fivefold
ministry was never set. How many knows that? [Congregation says, “Amen”!] He appointed twelve, and He
appointed seventy, but never had a fivefold ministry upon the earth. Where did you get it from? How were you
positioned, Mister Tay? And you are rude and out of place, to make our brothers sit down, saying that they
don‟t know their position in the fivefold ministry.
You are a liar, you are an arrogant man, and we are speaking here for them. You brought them on your
church premises and put them to sit down, by invitation, and told them that they cannot speak. It goes to show
how proud you are, it goes to show how arrogant you are, it goes to show fearful you are of this revelation,
because these men will pull your members out, and expose you by the questions. That is why you could not
answer their questions. We are speaking for them, and we will speak to you from the public, we will speak to
you from our website, we will speak to you by tapes, we will speak to you by books and expose you to the
world. Yes, that is the price you will pay for ridiculing our brothers, for belittling our brothers. We are
proving to you that you are not in the fivefold, but you are in the devil‟s fivefold.
Our brothers belong to the fivefold, they are all preachers of righteousness, they are potential pastors,
potential evangelists, potential teachers, potential prophets, potential apostles, yet to be placed in order. And
when they are placed in order, God will stand behind them with signs and wonders and miracles. Yes.
You don‟t know how the fivefold ministry is set in order, and I am going to leave you in your ignorance.
John the baptism never set it, Jesus never set it, but there was a fivefold ministry recorded in Ephesians 4:
11-12. Where did it come from? How was it set? When was it set? Deny what we are saying. And then you
deny Revelation 10:1, the very one to set the fivefold ministry in order. You deny Him, that is why you are out
of the fivefold ministry. The very one that you deny standing on earth is the one to set the fivefold ministry in
order. Yes sir.
Tell me, I am challenging the world, I am challenging Andah, I am challenging all of Jackson‟s followers:
tell me how was the fivefold ministry set in order at the beginning of the church? I have the answer, we have the
answer, and we have preached it before, and we believe it, and understand it, and we know it to be the truth.
Don‟t play stupid with E.O.D.H., boy. You went out of your head? Don‟t play stupid and think you are
finding errors in E.O.D.H. books. Don‟t try to belittle our ministers over there in Ghana. We are standing for
them. Go on brothers in full faith. This is a dumb man who tried to ridicule you, and we are standing with the
Word of God. They don‟t know anything, they are not in the fivefold. They are in the fivefold of the devil,
otherwise they would be preaching Revelation 10:1, and they would be preaching what you are preaching over
there. Yes sir, it is the sword of the King at work.
Yes my beloved, they cannot defeat this Revelation. Imagine that they will say that our brothers cannot
speak in a gathering that they were invited to, because they don‟t know their position in the fivefold ministry.
Imagine something like that, imagine that proud spirit. You invite a man to talk, you invite a man to discuss,

and when the people reach there, you will come as a big “seven thunders specialist” and will tell them that they
cannot take part in this meeting, because they don‟t know their position in the fivefold ministry.
You don’t know your position in the fivefold ministry. And I challenge you to show me your position.
Alright, bear patience with me again. I quote from the prophet.
The prophet of God said, to know your position as a son of God in the body Christ, an angel has to appear
to you, he has to anoint you, he has to reveal your position in Christ, and send you out, and when you are sent
out, he will back you up by signs and wonders and miracles.

ANGEL APPEARS TO YOU & GIVES POWER TO WORK FOR HIM
Quote: E-76 Oh, He will take you out sometime, an Angel will appear to you. He will put His robe of
power upon you, and He will adopt you then by the adoption, give you power to work for Him. (Hear Ye Him
60-0806).
VISIT HIM WITH AN ANGEL – TELL HIM SOMETHING – SEND HIM OUT – MANIFEST HIMSELF

Quote: 158 What's everything waiting on? What's the whole creation waiting for? The manifestations of
the sons of God. It's waiting for the church to become into its position…And all the whole creation is waiting
for the sons of God to be manifested…Is that right? Waiting, God trying to place His church in position to
manifest Hisself, getting one that He can work through like this, say, "There's My Spirit flowing freely. There It
is. That, that, I can work here."
Get another one over here and place him, "I can place him." Adoption, placing, manifesting, take him
out here and put a ceremony on him, visit him with an Angel, tell him something...
…Now, if he's just making up something, it won't work…we've had a lot of that. But I mean
manifestations of sons of God, when God manifests Himself and He sends him out. And then he goes forth, and
what he says is truth. What he does is the truth. What he does, he manifests Christ. (Position In Christ 600522M).
ADOPTION –THE SON IS GIVEN POWER AND GIFTED
Quote: E-53 And now, when this son is adopted into his own family, from then on, this son is given
power. He's gifted, then his name's just as good as father's is on the check, because he's the boss. (Abraham and
His Seed After Him 61-0423).

HOLY SPIRIT DOES SAME WORK WHEN IT COMES UPON ADOPTED SONS
Quote: E-61 Now, is it the Holy Spirit? Well, if it does the works of Jesus Christ, It's the same Spirit was
on Him. Then you can rest assure that you who believe in God and believe you have the Holy Ghost, that that's
the same Holy Ghost, because It's doing the same thing It did when It was on the real Son of God.
When It comes upon sons and daughters of adoption, It does the same thing It did there. The church
around the world knows it comes from God, because it has the same signs that it did when it was dwelling in
our Lord Jesus. And we are sons and daughters of God by adoption through Him. And His Spirit that was in

Him is in us. “The works that I do shall you do also.” Everybody understand real clearly? (Abraham Restored
61-0211).

ADOPTED INTO THE BODY BY THE HOLY GHOST
A VINDICATED MINISTRY PROVING
Quote: E-70 Oh, He's real. Adopted by the Father into the fellowship, and into the body of believers by
the Holy Ghost, and a vindicated ministry, proving... You don't have to talk so much about it, God does His
Own talking. God testifies of His gifts…He will adopt the people into His Own beloved Body, the Church. And
when the rapture comes, you'll be found without a blemish, because you're living in the Presence of the King.
There's the secret, friend. (Where I Think Pentecost Failed 55-1111).

GOD WILL SOME DAY PLACE ALL POWERS THAT WAS IN CHRIST IN HIS PLACED SONS
Quote: E-37 Now, you see, Jesus had proven to God that He'd been the right kind of Son. And God took
Him up on the top of the mountain…God placed on Him that robe of immortality, showing that He had received
Him. That's the thing that God will do to His sons here on earth some day. He will call you aside, Church, if
you'll only obey Him and stay on the Word and believe it. And He will place into the Church, before the coming
of Jesus Christ... All the powers that Christ had in Him will be in the Church.
All that God was, He poured into Jesus; all that Jesus was, He pours into the Church. God wanting His
work done, He sent it into His Son; the Son wanting the work done, sent it into the Church. "At that day you'll
know that I'm in the Father, the Father in Me, and I in you, and you in Me." At that day, because the same
power of God, was in Jehovah God, rested in Jesus Christ. The same power that rested in Jesus Christ, rests in
the placed sons in the body of Christ. Hear Ye Him 60-0313.
And Brother Branham said, “That is what happened to me: an angel appeared, he told me my position,
he sent me out, and he backed up my ministry with signs and wonders and miracles”.
Quote W.M.B.: E-49 …I say this by the authority of the Angel of God. It is not this sign that does it;
Jesus sent this Angel and said this, told me, He said, "You were borned in this world to pray for sick people.
And if you get the people to believe you and will be sincere when you pray, nothing shall stand before your
prayer." That was the commission.
… He said, "As Moses was given two signs to a vindicate his ministry, so will you be given two signs."
(51-0720 The Angel Of God)
Oh my brothers and sisters, and that is what happened to Brother Paul. He said, “This night an angel
stood at my side, and he said, „I have given you the souls of all of the men who are on the ship‟.” And he told
them, if you obey me you shall live.

Acts 27:21-24 <But after long abstinence Paul stood forth in the midst of them, and said, Sirs, ye should
have hearkened unto me, and not have loosed from Crete, and to have gained this harm and loss.
And now I exhort you to be of good cheer: for there shall be no loss of any man's life among you, but of
the ship.
For there stood by me this night the angel of God, whose I am, and whom I serve,

Saying, Fear not, Paul; thou must be brought before Caesar: and, lo, God hath given thee all them that
sail with thee.
Wherefore, sirs, be of good cheer: for I believe God, that it shall be even as it was told me.>

Peter had an angel, and they threw him into prison, and the angel came and smote him on the side and
woke him up, and the gates opened of its own accord, and he sent Peter to preach.
Every man who is appointed in the body of Christ has an angel, because he is an adopted son of God. He
is positionally placed in the body of Christ. And the daughters of God are also placed in the body of Christ,
and they are given angels to work signs and wonders and miracles.
Away with your fivefold ministry, Tay, away with your fivefold ministry, Andah. You are out of the
body of Christ, you are not born again, you have no revelation, and you are born from a corruptible seed from
Jackson. Our brothers are born from the Word of God. They are preachers, they belong to the fivefold ministry.
My young brother who came out from the tent of Korah with some of the people, you have done right.
Influence others to do the same. Use this message that I am preaching. Let it go through Ghana. We will send it
through the world and on the net. All followers of Jackson, they are not born again. They are not born again.
They are not in the fivefold. Depart from the tents of Jackson, Amos, Tay and Andah.
Tay, I declare you to be a proud man, an arrogant man, a lying man, and a heretic who tried to
belittle our ministers in Ghana, and we will belittle you to the whole world. I am coming back for you again on
Revelation 10:1, and all the foolishness you spoke on your letter, all the foolishness you spoke against the Word
of God. And the way you tried to belittle our ministers, you will pay for it. You tried to embarrass those great
men? A great man like Mensah, who has hundreds in his church, and accommodated our brothers who were
sent to Africa? You tried to belittle Asare, tried to belittle that brother, saying that they are university boys? No,
they are more than that. They are Christians, they are ministers of God.
You tried to embarrass our brothers in that meeting there, saying that they don‟t know their position in
the fivefold? You do not know your position. You are a heretic. That is your position. You are not any
thunders specialist. Belittle our brothers, you will pay the cake. We stand behind our brothers, we stand behind
every member. We are right, you are wrong. We have the Word and you don‟t have it. Come musicians, let us
sing a song.
My brothers and sisters, the axe is laid to the root of the tree. Yes, take it from the root. The root is
Jackson, and when you take the root the branches will fall. That was a wise fellow. He said:

Matthew 3:10 < And now also the axe is laid unto the root of the trees: therefore every tree which
bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire.>

What about this, Mister Tay? Your son an immoral man, and you are trying to make him pastor over the
church? You are no more than a bunch of so-called Pentecostals. You are Pentecostals in spirit. You are not
born again. And you want to make him the next leader of the church, trying to ordain him?
Run from there, believers. Don‟t let him fool you by him running to Europe, and being trained up in
Europe, and come back there to pastor the church. No. That is a tribal spirit, passing their kingship from one
to the next one, and from the next one to the next, even though they are an adulterer and fornicator.
As we expose these heresies, it has been reported that Tay is preaching down another minister because
the minister preached against Tay making his corrupt son heir.

Why did you secretly bless your son‟s marriage, Mister Tay? Could it be because he impregnated his
wife before marriage, as it is reported? What does your message research centre say about such corruption?
Congregation, run from there, run from Tay, run from Andah, and run from Tay‟s son. Yes sir. Run,
because none of them could get you born again. Immorality shows that a man is not born again.

Proverbs 6:32 <But whoso committeth adultery with a woman lacketh understanding: he that doeth it
destroyeth his own soul.>
John 3:3 <…Except a man be born again, he cannot see (understand) the kingdom of God.>

So he does not have understanding of the Kingdom of God, as long as they go out and live in sin;
commit adultery. And then wants to come and pastor you? Don‟t let that man pastor you. No sir.
My beloved brothers and sisters, this Word is sharp as a two-edged sword. Nothing can stand before the
Word of God. Nothing can stand. We challenge the world to show us the fivefold ministry set in order. Show
us where it was set, and tell me how it is going to be set by God. I will keep you in your ignorance. But the
Ghana brothers know, the Ghana ministers know, and you would not find out that.
Go find out how the fivefold ministry is set in order. We will keep you in your ignorance. The very thing
to set it in order, you deny, and like Laodicea you put Him out of the door. Laodicea put Christ outside of the
door, and these heretics want to put our redeemer out of the door and deny Him.
He is here this morning. His presence is here this morning. I was hoping to deal with Revelation 10:1 in
the afternoon, but there would not be enough time. It is something that needs proving, that Revelation 10:1,
Kinsman Redeemer, is in our midst. I will be here, if the Lord be willing, on Wednesday. Let us continue to
preach the Word of God and expose these heretics. I trust that this message here this morning deliver thousands
of souls around the world, and that people will see the folly of the men who claim to be evangelists and apostles
and pastors and prophets and teachers.
A lot of them, they gather in a “fivefold”. When you go there it is a twofold. It is a gathering of pastors.
If you ask them, “Where is the apostle, I would like to meet him, where is the prophet, I would like to meet
him?”, their mouths would be shut right away. Brother Branham said, all five have to be there. He said, and
when the sons of God are set in order an angel is going to appear and tell you your position in Christ, and he
will send you, and he will back you up with signs and wonders and miracles.
Let them challenge that. Let them challenge what I am saying. Let them prove differently to what I have
preached this morning. What I have spoken is “Thus saith the Lord”, because it comes from the scripture, it
comes from the message of the prophet. The fivefold ministry is not yet set in order, but it exists now on earth,
waiting to be set in order by a certain blessing. Give Him a praise offering. [Brother Bruce and congregation
worship in the Spirit.]
Thank you, thank You, thank You. Thank You Holy Father. Thank You Holy Father. Thank You, thank
You, thank You for Your grace, thank You for Your blessing. O, nothing can stand before the true revelation of
Christ, I know that Lord. Thank You very much for Your great grace, Your great Word, Your great Spirit, Your
presence, Revelation 10:1 standing in our midst. We give You the glory, and we give You the thanks.
Thank You very much for the unction from above this morning, for exposing and delivering people
around the world. In the Name of Jesus Christ we pray with thanksgiving, and the congregation say, amen.
[Congregation says, “Amen!”] One more time. [Congregation says, “Amen!”] One more time we say, amen.
[Congregation says, “Amen!”]

E.O.D.H. EXPOSITION - 10 JUNE 2016
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MR. TAY’S FOOLISH RESPONSE TO OUR NOTICE: “COMING SOON”
E.O.D.H.‟s exposition of Mister Tay and Andah, part one, was launched on 1st June 2016. Some of his
heresies were exposed. More are to come on parts two and three, as soon as possible (A.S.A.P.).

Tay, before the placing of our first exposition on our website, gripped with fear and guilt of his heresies,
frantically responded to our notice, which says, “Coming soon”, and our introduction.

We perceive, by his letter, that his defence of our exposition would be based upon lies, more heresies
and a major heresy to defend his exposition, first to his followers and then to the world:

A. His major heresy is to deny the teachings of the prophet, W. M. Branham, like his father Jackson,
under the terminology of “non Bible-based quotations”, and his heresies presented as Bible-based.
In so doing, he is trying to defend himself and his madness with a piece of a sword, which is more
like a dagger. His defence is departed. It is unaccepted by true believers. We believe the teachings
of W.M.B. one hundred percent. This alone disarms and further exposes Tay and Andah in a greater
way to all true message believers. Yes, W. M. Branham said the Word is the absolute, if he said
anything contrary. But who appointed these heretics to say which is wrong and right, and which
quote is word-based and non Word-based?

B. To deny his heretic father Jackson, his roots, his spirit and his birth that he received from his
spiritual progenitor.

This he does by saying, “He is no longer following Jackson, since 2004 (the year of his decease),
but we accused him for that.” We did not. It is a lie. We traced his roots and laid the axe to it. So he
cannot escape by his lies, from this exposition.
C. He is denying his own heresies, especially by technically asking “Have you heard and read where I
said it is Brother Branham who is to restore the fivefold ministry?” He is technically denying that
they believe that the fivefold ministry was restored after Brother Branham.” Andah firmly said that
the fivefold ministry was restored. That is what we are referring to. Tay believes the same and
expressed it by saying, “There is nothing between Malachi 4 and Revelation 10:1 but the fivefold
ministry.” He believes that insomuch that he placed himself in it, and commanded the brothers of
Ghana, not to speak in a meeting because they did not know their position in the fivefold. You dumb
lying fellow, denying your own heresy. If you did not believe that the fivefold was restored, why
did you ask that question to the brothers, and had them sit down in that meeting? You are playing
with words. You know very well that God has set some in the church-fivefold. You are playing
technical to trap us, like if we do not know that W.M.B. cannot set the fivefold. Only God can set the

fivefold ministry in order. Tay, we have your sermons where you expressed the same like Andah. Do
not lie.
How many other heresies would you now deny, which we exposed?

D. You told lies on your last letter to us, being pretensive that we agreed with your pleadings to wait
for your thirty errors you claim to have found in E.O.D.H., and that you were running off to Europe,
and you pleaded for time. That is a lie. This exposition is not based upon your thirty errors falsely
found. This is a different subject. Here is our lasts statement to you:
Quote Final reply to Tay: “Dear Sir,
Our agenda is in progress and coming to an end. You are much late with this letter. You failed
to answer our question on the five-fold ministry. That closes our correspondence. Thank you. You will hear
from us otherwise. We have no time to waste.”

Would you deny this that our correspondence was closed, and you deceitfully acted like it was not?

E. Your great quotation of humility of the prophet, saying we should follow that pattern, is no excuse
for your heresies being exposed. You sound like the good old priest. W.M.B. compared him with
Jesus. Read Matthew 23, Jude 1 etc, for the great display of humility by Jesus and Jude, and come
again.

F. We await your thirty errors, and challenge you and the whole world to expose them. You cannot
expose them by your dagger and the contender‟s sword that you falsely claimed with Jackson, your
father. Come with all the teachings of Brother Branham, all the scriptures, and not with a broken
sword. Come on, answer up Mister Tay. Get your partner Andah to tell you about the restored
fivefold ministry, and don‟t lie and say that we said that W.M.B. set it in order. God hath set some in
the church-fivefold. We await your defence on our first exposition, and also you, Mister Tay.

Here is your lying letter, love gospel, and pretensive humility in case you want to deny it, expressing
your international pride, denial of our response, behaviour like if the correspondence was still open, your lying
Spirit led mission to Europe:
Quote Tay: “My Dear Bro. Christian Greetings. Before going to Europe, I pleaded with you to let me
get back to you on my return. In Europe I sent you the email you were requesting concerning my earlier email
which you never responded to.
I am back by His Grace, ready to get the list of errors I've found in your BOOKS, but my attention has
been drawn that you've already put me out as "HERETIC". Wow!
Comment
1) Your quotes that are not BIBLE BASED CONCLUSIONS are rather okay?

2) My quotes with BIBLE BASED CONCLUSIONS make me rather " HERETIC" and put out on your
"book of life list" of "insults, names calling and brandings". Go ahead and lie about me by connecting me to
Jackson. On record, I have not yet sent to you the errors in your books.
3) Have you heard and read where I said it is Bro Branham who is to restore the 5 fold ministry as you
claim? Remember, on the 5 fold ministry I told you if you have Ephesians 4:11, 1Corinthians 12: 28 in your
Bible.
4) May The Lord show us the HUMILITY - RESPECT- THE SPEECH and the LIFE the Prophet lived
and the PERFECT LOVE he demonstrated to all even to his bitterest critics.
By the way, since 2004, Bro Raymond Jackson took me off their mailing list because of my disagreement
with some of the things he was putting out. Shalom. God bless you. I love and respect you.”

COMING SOON – TAY AND ANDAH’S EXPOSITION PART 2

RAYMOND JACKSON’S OFFSPRING –
TAY AND ANDAH
FIVEFOLD MINISTRY IS THE PLACING OF THE SONS
CHAPTER 4

Revelation 10:1-7 <And I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a cloud: [A
cloud.] and a rainbow was upon his head, and his face was as it were the sun, and his feet as pillars of fire:
And he had in his hand a little book open: and he set his right foot upon the sea, and his left foot on the
earth,
And cried with a loud voice, as when a lion roareth: and when he had cried, seven thunders uttered their
voices.
And when the seven thunders had uttered their voices, I was about to write: and I heard a voice from
heaven saying unto me, Seal up those things which the seven thunders uttered, and write them not.
And the angel which I saw stand upon the sea and upon the earth lifted up his hand to heaven,
And sware by him that liveth for ever and ever, who created heaven, and the things that therein are, and
the earth, and the things that therein are, and the sea, and the things which are therein, that there should be
time no longer:
But in the days of the voice of the seventh angel, when he shall begin to sound, the mystery of God
should be finished, as he hath declared to his servants the prophets.>

May the Lord add a blessing to the reading of His holy Words.
Amen, I feel a happy feeling tonight, coming from the congregation, and we are thankful for the joy of
the Lord. The entrance of the Word giveth joy. The joy of the Lord is our strength. A Christian life is a joy. If
you are not longing for the things of the world, it becomes a joy. We are a happy people praising the Lord.
So we are back here tonight to continue this exposition of damnable heresies. We stopped at the
fivefold ministry, but I will yet bring a few facts, so you have to bear patience with me. And as we deal with the
fivefold ministry for a few minutes, then we would start with Revelation 10:1 proper; the heresies of Tay and
Andah.
The title of this whole message from last Sunday, which they will documented, is “Raymond Jackson‟s
Offspring – Tay And Andah – Revelation 10:1 Heresies.” We are going to expose tonight, the heresies that
surround our Kinsman Redeemer, trying to take Him away from the people of the world, trying to take Him
away from this assembly, trying to take Him away from the message. We stand in defense of this great and
mighty angel that came down from heaven, whose presence we feel, who is our life, who is our joy, who is our
peace, and of whom we have a revelation as Kinsman Redeemer. Nobody take Him away from us. No.
There is another scripture that I want to read. That is in Matthew 7:15-20, and hear the words of our
Lord, how gracious, and what a great teacher He was. Every word that He spoke was meaningful, divine, true
and with great lessons behind it.

Matthew 7:15-20 <Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they
are ravening wolves.
Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?
Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit. (A corrupt
tree will bring forth evil fruits.)
A good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit.
Every tree that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the fire.
Wherefore by their fruits ye shall know them.>

Beautiful scriptures, and it continued to speak about the faults:

Matthew 2:21 <Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven;
but he that doeth the will of my Father which is in heaven.>

We want to be that kind of people. If you are not doing right, strive to do right. That is the reason for this
exposition.

RAYMOND JACKSON DISAGREED WITH WILLIAM BRANHAM
So we are back on Tay and Andah‟s case. Their heresies, I will repeat here. First of all, their heresies are
based upon Brother Jackson‟s heresies. Brother Branham said in Questions And Answers: “Jackson believes
this message just like I believe it”. He said when he preached church order, a lot of people went down to his
church, and he said, that is Jackson‟s troubles, not mines, “but he believes the message just as I do.”

JACKSON DISAGREE WITH THAT BUT HE BELIEVES THIS MESSAGE
Quote W.M.B.: 124 …somebody made fun of somebody leaving the Tabernacle and went down to
Brother Junior Jackson's for a church.
…Well, the reason of it, because when I set the church here in a certain order, when I come back, to see
if I could get the manifestation of the gifts, half of them pulled away from it. Because when you would start to
speak, or preach, or something... It was getting in such a place that you could hardly preach 'less there was
somebody spoke in tongues, somebody interpreting, somebody give the interpretation; and half of it never even
come to pass.
…Now, Brother Junior Jackson had a right to disagree with that. He wants his church... The people all
want to speak with tongues and things in the audience. That's Brother Junior's troubles; that's up to him. But
Junior Jackson believes this Message the same as any of the rest of us does. He's one of us. And it's not a "dead
bird" to go there. Junior Jackson is a man of God that I love with all my heart. (64-0823E Questions And
Answers 2).

That was history. After the prophet died, Jackson had his own message, and he misinterpreted the
scriptures, and we exposed that in book 12, chapter 16, pages 270 to 281. He was definitely contrary to the
teachings of Brother Branham; all kinds of heresies. Heresies that a mad man would preach.
I heard a lot of mad people preach already. I guess you did too. I sat down and listened to them, O my. I
heard them preach. You dear not open your mouth.

HERESIES OF TAY AND ANDAH, JACKSON’S OFFSPRING
So Amos, his claims alone are able to expose him. And now we are dealing with Tay and Andah who
propagate the same doctrine, and who Jackson fathered.
1. One of the heresies is that Brother Branham left a fivefold ministry in operation. We disproved
that, and you are going to hear a little stronger of how we are going to disprove that. Not a human being on
earth could challenge it.
Quote Andah: Malachi 4 restored the five-fold ministry… (Page 46).
2. And then the second heresy, these are just the big ones, is that Revelation 10:1 is not on the earth
since 1963 and the seals, but will be here when mercy is over and the blood goes off the mercy seat, and right at
the time of the rapture.
Quote Andah: …Revelation 10:1 is yet to be fulfilled. (The vision, the cloud and Revelation 10:1,
Page 19).
Quote Andah: When we see a symbolic change from Lamb to Lion then redemption is over because
the last member of the Bride has come in. The prophet said there will not be an extra one saved. Sirs, did that
take place on 28th February 1963 before the seals were opened? (The vision, the cloud and Revelation 10:1,
Page 34).
Now that is found in Andah‟s book that he published, and one of the sermons of Tay. Do you remember
him, the “thunders specialist, certified in America”? People love themselves. “Thunders specialist”, but he put
the revealing of the thunders when mercy is over. That is where he put the thunders and the seventh seal; at the
end of mercy and when Christ comes.
We exposed “the fivefold ministry in operation”. Both Tay and Andah believe the same thing. I do not
know who the leader is.
3. They believe there were two clouds: one in Arizona and one that came down with Revelation 10:1,
and they are not associated.
4. They also believe that there are two angels: one, the notable angel of the seven angels group that took
up Brother Branham, and two, the mighty angel, but they are two separate angels. These are big heresies that we
have to pick up, all coming from one main heresy, and that is “Christ is not now on the earth as the mighty
angel”. When you make one heresy, you will have a lot of branches that go out, and you go way, way off, and
everything becomes a heresy, because, like Brother Branham would say, you missed the bullseye.
Son now, we have proven that Tay is a born liar, saying that he never said that Bruce is the eighth
messenger, and we have ministers and his own disciples who said, “Yes, he said that”. How a man could lie like
that and stand behind the pulpit? He came from a corrupt tree. We have proven him a liar on the subject of the
fivefold ministry.

Now friends, I will say this here, that these men were defeated, they were exposed as liars, both in
natural things and the fivefold ministry. They came from a corrupt tree, just like Jesus said. You cannot get
away from the words of our Lord. He said, a corrupt tree will bring forth corrupt fruits.
After going through that, that is enough to make these two men repent, come down from the pulpit, and
their congregations leave them, because we showed the root that they came from. The root that they came from
is a root of heresy, a root of disrespect to Brother Branham, misinterpretations of the scripture. Yes that is the
root that they came from, and their root was Jackson. That is why I said, Raymond Jackson‟s offspring – Tay
and Andah; Revelation 10:1 heresies.
Now, the heresies that they follow make them two-fold more children of hell, because they added
heresies upon heresies, and they took it way off. Jackson believed that the seven thunders was this side of the
rapture, and he was the chief thunder, with six other men, and Tay and Andah believe that the thunders is on
that side of the rapture when Jesus comes, not 1963, but whenever Jesus comes, then it will be revealed.
Now that is a lie of the devil. These men came from a corrupt tree and they are bringing forth corrupt
fruits, and they are preaching corrupt doctrines. So those who are following them, whether they be members or
pastors, if this ever falls into your hands, this is sufficient to make you leave these men, and as I said, “Depart
from the tent of Korah, Abiram and Dathan.”
So by this time I should not even address their heresies, because all that could come out of their mouths
is corruption, and they trace back to a corrupt tree, corrupt heresies, corrupt teachings, confused teachings. And
being heretics, this is their second admonition:

Titus 3:10 <A man that is an heretick after the first and second admonition reject;
Knowing that he that is such is subverted, and sinneth, being condemned of himself.>

They condemned their own selves. So I treat them as pastors, sometimes I call them brothers, and that is
Brother Heretics. So Brother Heretics, this is my second admonition to you. After this, you are rejected.
So in their teachings on Revelation 10:1, which we are going to pick up just now, they say that
Revelation 10:1 is when mercy is over, when the blood goes off the mercy seat, and at that time, just before
that, the seven thunders and seven seals will be revealed, and on top of that, (hear this madness), that is the time
of the Bride’s revival. Mercy, mercy, mercy. You mean to say a man could be so foolish? Pastors who follow
that, congregations who follow that, the exposure that has already gone in a book, waiting for this one tonight,
is sufficient to let you know that we love you as message believers, and we long for your souls, but we have
proven your pastors bastard-born, without any revelation and without truth, and I proved to you where they
speak contrary to Brother Branham‟s message.
Okay, now I declare here that mercy is not over. The blood is on the mercy seat. So now, we exposed
the fivefold ministry in operation, we have not seen it. Where is it? They said that Brother Branham left a
fivefold ministry when he went home. The simple questions are: When, and where is it in operation? So they
just stated that on their sermons, after Brother Branham, Elijah the prophet, is the five-fold ministry. Never gave
any explanation, because they want to explain away Revelation 10: 1. I am telling you that after Brother
Branham is Revelation 10:1, and after Revelation 10:1 is the five-fold ministry.
Alright, let me prove that in the scripture to you. After John the Baptist was Christ. He was not called
Revelation 10:1 then. And after Christ was the five-fold ministry, and they cannot tell us how the five-fold
ministry came into being. Do you know who set the five-fold ministry into motion? God.

I Corinthians 12:28 <And God hath set some in the church, first apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly
teachers, after that miracles, then gifts of healings, helps, governments, diversities of tongues.>

I am asking, Tay and Andah, how? And we are keeping our secret. How? Hear it again: The order of the
Lord and the type of the Lord was John the Baptist first, then Jesus followed. No five-fold ministry was set
under Jesus. After Jesus, then came the five-fold ministry. Now, tell me how, tell me when, tell me where? We
know and you do not know. You placed it just after Brother Branham.
So friend, all that these fellows can speak is corruption. I am laying the axe to the root of the tree. They
came from a corrupt tree, they came from heresies. You cannot be born again by a corruptible seed, but by the
incorruptible. (I Peter 1:23). So this now is enough for you pastors around the world who follow this cult, for
your eyes to be opened up, jump out of that, search out E.O.D.H. books, search out E.O.D.H. ministers and go
and sit under them. In Ghana, go down there and sit under our ministers. Yes, go down there to the brothers
there and humble yourselves, because Tay is not born again, nor Andah.
A man who is born again will take up that title? “Special Thunders Consultant? Certified in America.”
You talk like an organizational superintendent with a PhD behind his name who does not know the Word of
God. And you do not know the Word of God, you are exposed. Tay, you are exposed as a liar, and some of your
elders know that you were broadcasting my name, and when we penned you, you lied. But we have witnesses
who were sitting there when you said it, so you are a corrupt tree, you are bringing forth corrupt fruits.
Alright, so this is where they got tied up. This is new. This is where they got tied up with the fivefold
ministry. They do not know that the fivefold ministry is the placing of the sons or adoption, and Brother
Branham made that very clear, and he said that they have an imitation.
Now let me put in this right here for you, I do not want you to miss it. I am saying that the adoption is
the fivefold ministry, and that is where they went wrong. You cannot have the fivefold ministry set in order
until the sons of God are placed by God. “God hath set some in the church”, not Brother Branham; God hath set
some in the church. Ephesians 4. And hear the words of the prophet:
FIVE FOLD – FALSE ALARM –
PLACE THE CHURCH POSITIONALLY – FIVE FOLD - GENUINE ADOPTION AT HAND
Quote: E-22 Now, the same son that was born into a family could be adopted into the same family, or
placed in the same family, or give a position in the family that he was borned into. And I do believe that that is
the work of the Holy Spirit today among the church, is trying to place in the church positionally apostles,
teachers, prophets, and so forth...
And we've seen many false alarms and so forth moving amongst the people, which only indicated that
the real genuine adoption was at hand. I believe it. God has to place into the church. That's the business of
God, not of man. (Hidden Life 55-1006A).

I am using this quote here to prove to you that the fivefold ministry, and the setting of the fivefold
ministry is called adoption. It is called adoption, and adoption has not taken place in the church. Brother
Branham looked for it all the days of his life, and he says, what they have are false alarms of a five-fold
ministry. Yes.

So now Mister Tay and Andah, you claim a five-fold ministry. When did the adoption take place?
Where did it take place? And if you know when the adoption took place, then you have a five-fold ministry. I
am saying that the adoption and the setting of the five-fold ministry are one and the same, upon the basis of the
scripture and upon the quotations of the prophet of God.
And there was an adoption took place after Jesus left the earth. Then we started hearing about apostles,
prophets, teachers and evangelists. Then they could have written epistles and say, “Paul an apostle, Peter an
apostle of Jesus Christ, James a servant of God, Jude a servant of God. Yes, something happened, man. There
was an adoption that they could have identified in scripture the fivefold ministry then, the brothers all
recognized their positions.

FIVEFOLD MINISTRY AFTER JESUS ASCENDED
Agabus was a prophet, remember that? And they recognized those teachers, and they recognized
pastors. So the fivefold ministry was in motion after Jesus ascended on high. And the Bible said:

Ephesians 4:8-12 <Wherefore he saith, When he ascended up on high, he led captivity captive, and gave
gifts unto men.
…And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and
teachers;
For the perfecting of the saints, for the work of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ:>

Now, this fivefold ministry was in all the preachers who followed Jesus, but they were not adopted. You
could have been in the family but you need adoption. So they were in the family of Jesus, preaching the gospel
and everything like that, but they needed adoption. Tay and Andah, I challenge you, and Bethel challenge you,
and E.O.D.H. challenge you to prove to us where this adoption took place. When the adoption takes place, then
the fivefold ministry is set in order.
Alright, you say the adoption is something else. The adoption is something else? Then the prophet don‟t
know what he is talking about. Hear him on this tape again:
THE ADOPTION IS NEAR – NEXT GREAT MOVE – FIVE-FOLD
PLACE IN HIS CHURCH APOSTLES, PROPHETS, EVANGELISTS
Quote: E-23 Now, I believe that that is the time that the church has arrived at today, that the next great
move in the church is for God, after we've seen the false alarms... But now, God will place in His church
correctly, apostles, prophets, teachers, evangelists, not man-made seminary boughten, but God will place into
the church. Not theology run-overs and overnights, but God will place in the church, as God has chosen, as the
Holy Ghost has tutored this church and raised it up.
And in there God will adopt into the position His sons. They're already His sons, but whether they are
worthy of the position that He has for them. That adoption is near the time in parable of the church. It's time for
that. Now, let's drop back to the hidden life and find out what this is going to require to get into this place of
adoption. (Hidden Life 55-1006A).

Beloved, that is what we have been doing here for years. We are being trained up, and though we are
born again, we are waiting on the adoption. When the adoption takes place we are going to see true apostles,
prophets, teachers, evangelists and pastors. And it will outshine the false alarms.
Andah, you are a false alarm. Tay, you are a false alarm, boy. “Thunders specialist?” You are a false
alarm. Amos, you are “the unveiling of the son of God in a black skinned son of Ham?” You are a false alarm,
boy. I am calling you to repentance. I am calling Tay to repentance.
When you get this Andah, know that your book you wrote is heresy that is trying to take away and
interfere with the plan of God. You are false alarms. How many say, “False alarms”? [Congregation says,
“False alarm!”] Yes, false alarms. And our brothers in Ghana are true alarms; they are making a certain sound.
They are preaching the truth, and you are strictly out of place; rude to tell them that they cannot discuss the
question you called them for, because they do not know their position in the fivefold.

GOD IS TRYING TO PLACE HIS CHURCH IN POSITION
Quote: E-38 That father adopting that son into his own family, to which he was borned... See now?
You're born, when you are borned again in the Spirit of God, then you are adopted or placed into the body of
Christ, positionally…
And God's is trying today to make His church stand still long enough that He could place them into
their position. But men teachers are making it, "Oh, hallelujah, we're all this. We're all that." Oh, my, what a
conglomeration, a mess is done. It's a placing. (Hear Ye Him 57-0519A).
ADOPTION – THE CHURCH IN MIGHT POWER – ANNANIAS & SAPPHIRA SHOWDOWN
Quote: 201 Then you're going to see the church of God begin to get its place. Then's when the
Philistines will go to backing up. The shorts will go off, hair will grow down, faces will be washed; cigars will
be missing. That's right. When the church begins to get into its mighty power, when they have an Ananias and
Sapphira, few of them.
Yes, sir. You'll see when that holy church stands together in its power, positionally placed as sons of
God, adopted into the family of God, powerful church standing there in its glory. Oh, that's what He's coming
for. (Manifested Sons of God 60-0518).

GOD IS TRYING TO PLACE HIS PEOPLE POSITIONALLY IN CHRIST
Quote: 32 …the adoption, or placing of the people, how that God trying to place His people… Let's
hear you say it with one word. Placing [Congregation says, "Placing'!--Ed.] the Body ["the Body"--Ed.] of
Jesus Christ ["of Jesus Christ"--Ed.] positionally ["positionally"--Ed.] in Christ ["in Christ"--Ed.] where the
Holy Spirit ["where the Holy Spirit"--Ed.] is leading us ["is leading us"--Ed.]. There you are; now we got it.
See? Positionally placing us, the Book of Ephesus is to do that. (Position In Christ 60-0522M).

I am proving to you that you do not know your position, and you are not in the fivefold! You belong to a
corrupt tree, and you should sit down and let the ministers speak to you and bring deliverance to your nasty
soul, and bring deliverance to the congregation! They are the true certified ones! They are certified by
E.O.D.H., certified by God; their revelation is certified! Yes. I do not want to get into that kind of gear. I have a
little ways to go.

Something stirs my soul and stirs your soul when we hear men speak heresies; speak like some braying
donkeys, and make such claims of apostle, Joshua; corrupt trees.
Do you know that Jackson is a star in front of these fellows who are his offspring? The man believed the
thunders for this side of the rapture. Yes. He made a mistake. He said that he is the chief thunder, and there are
six other men who are six thunders. I am sorry for the man. I am hoping that he went mad. If the man went mad,
his soul is saved, and I would love that. We love Jackson, sure.
Hear another-:

PLACED INTO BODY AS THE FIVE-FOLD
Quote: E-28 God's someday, if the people who are borned again of the Spirit of God, and the Tutor
brings message to Father one day it's called to the side, and visited by God, and positionally placed into the
body of Christ as a teacher, prophet, evangelist, teacher, pastor, whatever you have been obedient since he's
been born, God places that person. You see it? (Hear Ye Him 57-0125).

I am convincing that congregation over there, with the ministers, that Tay and Andah lied, they lied!
Leave those liars alone.
The prophet is saying that the adoption is the placing of the fivefold ministry. We stand for that. He is
saying about the same thing on, „Manifested Sons1960”. He said, you have to be born again then placed into the
body with the five gifts.
BORN, THEN PLACED INTO THE BODY – FIVE GIFTS
Quote: 197 But we have been born by the Holy Ghost, all of us. Is that right?... Then after being born,
we are predestinated unto the adoption, to be placed in the Body of Christ. You see what I mean? What is the
Body of Christ? Some are apostles; some are prophets; some are teachers; some are evangelists; and some are
pastors. Is that right? We're called to. Others has gifts of tongues, interpretation of tongue, wisdom, knowledge,
miracles, working of miracles, all these different gifts. (Manifested Sons of God 60-0518).

Where are you going to go from there, Mr. Tay? You have to formulate another lie. How can you know
your position in the fivefold ministry unless the adoption takes place?!
I know a man who was adopted in the body of Christ and his name was William Branham and he knew
that he was Malachi 4:5-6; that is man.
Now look how the adoption takes place, look how the fivefold ministry is set. Bear patience with me.

ANGEL APPEARS TO YOU & GIVES POWER TO WORK FOR HIM
Quote: E-76 Oh, He will take you out sometime, an Angel will appear to you. He will put His robe of
power upon you, and He will adopt you then by the adoption, give you power to work for Him. (Hear Ye Him
60-0806).

Is that lovely? I tell you, brethren, the adoption and the setting of the fivefold ministry are one and the
same, and then God will do it for Himself.

They are lying to us and telling us that Brother Branham left that and went away, but never said anymore
because they are ignorant of the scriptures. Tay, you are ignorant of the scripture. Andah, you are ignorant of
the scripture. Amos, you are ignorant of the scripture. How can you claim those positions? You are not adopted
into the body, you are a false alarm.

Matthew 22:29 <Jesus answered and said unto them, Ye do err, not knowing the scriptures, nor the power
of God.>

Congregation, you should not follow a false alarm. You should not follow a heretic. You should not
follow a man who was born from corruption from Jackson‟s tree roots. Jackson was a star in front of them.
Jackson believed the seven thunders was this side of the rapture, and he took up the highest position. So the
ambition was there, the pride was there, and Tay, you inherited that, Andah you inherited that and you deceived
those people with your big certificate; „thunders specialist.‟
How can you be a „thunders specialist‟ and claim that the thunders are going to be revealed at the rapture?
Is that dumb like a donkey? You are a „thunders specialist‟ and you do not know what the thunders say as yet,
and it has to be revealed about the time of the rapture. Your head is too big! Your pride is like Satan! You are
lifted up! You came from a corrupt tree, and on top of that he wants to explain Revelation10:1. A man out of a
corrupt tree, a donkey, a dog that cannot bark; you want to interpret Revelation 10:1? You want to interpret
God?! Boy, I tell you.
So they wrongly separated the fivefold ministry from the adoption, and they brought out all those false
claims and false titles, and some of them secretly believe that they are apostles and prophets. Yes, they secretly
believe that. They tell their congregation, “Do not tell anybody this mighty revelation. We are prophets and we
are apostles, and we are coming out in public very shortly.”
Let me tell you something. When God sets you in the fivefold; when He adopts you, it is power signs and
wonders! They were adopted and they came down and said, “Silver and gold have I none but such as I have
give I thee, in the name of Jesus Christ rise up and walk!” That is the kind of apostles we want! That is the kind
of prophets we want!

HOLY SPIRIT DOES SAME WORK WHEN IT COMES UPON ADOPTED SONS
Quote: E-61 Now, is it the Holy Spirit? Well, if it does the works of Jesus Christ, It's the same Spirit was
on Him. Then you can rest assure that you who believe in God and believe you have the Holy Ghost, that that's
the same Holy Ghost, because It's doing the same thing It did when It was on the real Son of God.
When It comes upon sons and daughters of adoption, It does the same thing It did there. The church
around the world knows it comes from God, because it has the same signs that it did when it was dwelling in
our Lord Jesus. And we are sons and daughters of God by adoption through Him. And His Spirit that was in
Him is in us. “The works that I do shall you do also.” Everybody understand real clearly? (Abraham Restored
61-0211).
ADOPTION –THE SON IS GIVEN POWER AND GIFTED
Quote: E-53 And now, when this son is adopted into his own family, from then on, this son is given
power. He's gifted, then his name's just as good as father's is on the check, because he's the boss. (Abraham and
His Seed After Him 61-0423).

Agabus prophesied; he took away the mantle of Paul, wrapped himself and said, “So shall this man who
owns this girdle be bound in Jerusalem! Thus saith the Lord!” And a bigger man than he; the apostle is higher
than the prophet, and the apostle told him, “Hold your peace! I know that already. Give me back my girdle. Do
not play any Old Testament prophet here for me. God revealed that to me already.”
That is the authority of the apostle. That is why it says apostle first and then prophet, and then teachers
and then pastors. And this Tay is acting like a mighty teacher! Did an angel appear to you? Did he tell you
your position in the body? Don‟t lie. It never happened or you would not deny Revelation 10:1 on earth now.
ANGEL APPEARS TO YOU & GIVES POWER TO WORK FOR HIM
Quote: E-76 Oh, He will take you out sometime, an Angel will appear to you. He will put His robe of
power upon you, and He will adopt you then by the adoption, give you power to work for Him. (Hear Ye Him
60-0806).
VISIT HIM WITH AN ANGEL – TELL HIM SOMETHING – SEND HIM OUT – MANIFEST HIMSELF

Quote: 158 What's everything waiting on? What's the whole creation waiting for? The manifestations of
the sons of God. It's waiting for the church to become into its position…And all the whole creation is waiting
for the sons of God to be manifested…Is that right? Waiting, God trying to place His church in position to
manifest Hisself, getting one that He can work through like this, say, "There's My Spirit flowing freely. There It
is. That, that, I can work here."
Get another one over here and place him, "I can place him." Adoption, placing, manifesting, take him
out here and put a ceremony on him, visit him with an Angel, tell him something... Now, if he's just making up
something, it won't work…we've had a lot of that. But I mean manifestations of sons of God, when God
manifests Himself and He sends him out. And then he goes forth, and what he says is truth. What he does is the
truth. What he does, he manifests Christ. (Position In Christ 60-0522M).

I will show you a man who was in the body; his name was William Branham. I will show you an adopted
son called William Branham, and he had an angel, and the angel told him who he was. Do you want me to tell
you the office of Brother Branham? Let me tell you what that angel told him; he is an apostle. Brother Branham
was an apostle, he was prophet, he was teacher, he was evangelist, and he was a pastor. And he had another
position higher than that, and that is a messenger. A messenger is higher than a prophet. Yes. Brother Branham
had many gifts with that.
So, “when you are adopted you are given a position and you are given power to work for God!” That is
what Brother Branham said.

ALL POWER THAT WAS IN CHRIST WILL BE IN THE CHURCH
Quote W.M.B.: E-37 That's the thing that God will do to His sons here on earth some day. He will call
you aside, Church, if you'll only obey Him and stay on the Word and believe it. And He will place into the
Church, before the coming of Jesus Christ... He will place into the Church... All the powers that Christ had in
Him will be in the Church. (Hear Ye Him 60-0313).

SAME POWER OF CHRIST WILL REST IN PLACED SONS
Quote: All that God was, He poured into Jesus; all that Jesus was, He pours into the Church. God
wanting His work done, He sent it into His Son; the Son wanting the work done, sent it into the Church. "At that
day you'll know that I'm in the Father, the Father in Me, and I in you, and you in Me." At that day, because the
same power of God, was in Jehovah God, rested in Jesus Christ. The same power that rested in Jesus Christ,
rests in the placed sons in the body of Christ. (Hear Ye Him 60-0313).
THERE’LL BE A POWER PUT INTO CHURCH – SPEAK THE WORD
Quote: Placing of a son... Take him out in a certain place, have a ceremony before Angels, and place
him positionally what he is in the body of Christ. Then that person has the authority. Let me say this, if you
count me a fanatic from this night on. That very same thing that I'm speaking of will be done. There'll be a
power put into the Church, and now is coming in, that the Holy Spirit will so anoint the people, till they'll speak
the Word and It'll create Itself right there. (Hear Ye Him 60-0313).

PLACING OF THE CHURCH - FULL POWER OF THE HOLY GHOST
Quote: We haven't seen powers like's coming into the Church now. I know it for a fact. "Say unto this
mountain be moved. Don't doubt in your heart, but believe that what you've said shall come to pass, you can
have what you have said.": the placing of the Church in position, where the fulness of the power of the Holy
Ghost comes into the Church. Then critics mouths will be shut. It'll be a short time. Jesus come right off the
mountain, went straight to Calvary. Notice, it won't last long, but it'll be here. (Hear Ye Him 60-0313).

Come, let me see your signs, let me see your wonders. Millions of people are sick around the world, come
and demonstrate your power. Tay, you are as dead as a hammer! Andah, you are as dead as a hammer, and all
that you have are titles! Yes, „thunders specialist‟? Show me that in the fivefold ministry. You are not adopted,
therefore you are not in the fivefold ministry!
I tell you, God is great, yes. But these people have no regards for the quotations of Brother Branham.
No! Then Tay blamed us, on a letter, for picking and choosing quotations to write E.O.D.H. You lied. You are
the one who pick and choose quotations, and Andah is the one who pick and choose quotations. We preach all
the Word, and we quote all the Word.

FIVEFOLD MINISTRY - WHEN, WHERE & HOW?
Since Tay said that a fivefold followed Brother Branham, that is what caused me to ask him the
questions, when? Where did he set it? I know very well that it takes God to set it. They said the fivefold
followed Brother Branham, so I am forced to ask, when, where, and how? But I know when, where and how.
How did God set it? “God had set some in the church”. And I know where and I know when.
Search it out Tay. The Adoption took place after Jesus left the earth.
So now if they said that God set it and not Branham. Yes, that is true. But the questions still remain:
“When, where and how?” But we are not going to tell them. Now if I ask, “When did Brother Branham set it,
and where did he set it and how did he set it?”, that is because of false claims. But I know very well that it takes
God to set it, and there was a time that He set it, and there was a place where He set it, and so it is today. There

is going to be a time and a place, and it will be God who set it, and Tay, you would not be there, because you are
making heresies, unless you repent after this admonishing. Andah, you would not be there. You perverted the
scripture. I call you to repentance for the last time. So now, if the adoption never took place, and the fivefold
ministry never did take place, then they are self-appointed.
So now, “Preacher, let me ask you something, I do not belong to Tay and Andah. Are you saying that
there is no fivefold ministry on the earth?” No, I am not saying that. When Jesus was there, He called seventy
and appointed them, and twelve and appointed them, but never set a fivefold ministry. But the gifts for the
fivefold ministry was right there under Jesus, but they were not set until the adoption took place. And it is the
same thing today. We have a fivefold ministry around the world, genuine ministers, genuine brothers. And
don't forget my brothers, sinners too. That might shock you: sinners too, people who are drinking rum, and you
will find some vagrants. I am saying that some of them belong to the fivefold ministry. Don't you know that?
But not adopted or placed by God.

Romans 11:29 <For the gifts and calling of God are without repentance.>

Gifts and callings are without repentance. Before a man even repents there is a gift that is born in him,
and God pushes him to that gift.
One of the prophets was told:

Jeremiah 1:5 <Before I formed thee in the belly I knew thee; and before thou camest forth out of the
womb I sanctified thee, and I ordained thee a prophet unto the nations.>
Before he was born he was ordained a prophet in his mother‟s womb. Preachers are born. Right now
there are preachers sitting here, apostles sitting here, prophets sitting here who will have those gifts in their
bosoms, and it is going to trouble them.
Oh my, this is sweet. I knew you would enjoy this, that is why I came back here, because you are
learning. Many of us never knew that the adoption and the fivefold ministry are one and the same. Many of us
did not know that. That is why you hear me say; preacher of righteousness. We have men in training here, and
they are doing very good. We have gallant brothers who have the faith, and just step out and say, “Yes, I will try
it.” And God anointed them and blessed them. Sure, God will continue to bless them.

II Timothy 1:6 <Wherefore I put thee in remembrance that thou stir up the gift of God, which is in thee
by the putting on of my hands.>

Yes, my beloved. Oh God, this is so wonderful, but we have to go on. You are adopted into that. So
remember that the fivefold ministry is the adoption, where God sets in the church a fivefold ministry and backs
it up with signs and wonders.
So now, these men, since they were born from a corrupt tree, then they could only produce corrupt
heresies. Yes. You see how that runs, brethren? They produce corrupt heresies, they produce a corrupt life, a
lying tongue, a proud devil, ambitious devil that will tell the elected ministers, “You sit down there”. Who are
you? You proud brute. You sit down there, I am commanding you now! Don't open your mouth again to the
congregation. Yes, set the people free. “Let my people go”, God said. The Word of God is coming for them. I
say, Jackson is a star to you fellows, Tay and Andah. He had more sense that the seven thunders is this side of

the rapture. I am sorry for the poor man. He went nuts, but that was a trial to you, to show your pride, self and
ambition, to start following him, knowing that he spoke contrary to Brother Branham.
And then Tay, you are going to tell me, “You did not listen to Jackson”. Imagine that. After he knows
that Jackson was wrong for all those years, he finds an excuse to tell me, “You all did not listen to Jackson”. I
don't have to listen to Jackson. If I had listened to Jackson. I would be a heretic like you. Same thing Andah. I
would be a heretic like you, Andah. I would be a heretic like Amos. Away with your advice, away with your
excuse. I do not have to follow any of you heretics. We follow the Word of God, we believe Branham, we
believe Bob Lambert, first martyr for the message. Oh yes.
So, Amos, Tay, Andah and others, and all the people who follow them, throughout the world, were born
from a corrupt tree. If you have a man with a corrupt seed, he is going to plant a corrupt seed in you. Yes.
Follow a false prophet, you shall receive a false birth. Follow a true prophet and you will have the Word of God:

FALSE PROPHETS BRING FALSE BIRTHS
Quote W.M.B.: 129 Now, false teachers will bring false births. True prophets will bring the Word, the
birth of the Word, Christ. False prophets will bring false birth, the birth of churches, the birth of creeds, the
birth of denominations. (61-1231M You Must Be Born Again).

FALSE CONCEPTIONS LEAD MILLIONS TO A FALSE BIRTH
Quote: 131 False keep enough of the true to make a form of godliness. And listen, now I'm saying
something here; I want you to listen. Them kind of false conceptions (You know what a false conception is?)
lead millions of people to a false birth.
False teachers lead the people to believe in a sensation, "'Cause you jerked all over, you got It. Oh,
because you got a real funny feeling went over you, you seen lights in front of you, and got blind and staggered,
that's Elijah's jacket put on you. That's right, you got It. (61-1231M You Must Be Born Again).

Now, Tay, Andah, Amos and all who follow Jackson, you have no right to the interpretation of the
scriptures. (I am coming up to Revelation 10.) You have no right, because your soul is corrupt, your teaching is
corrupt, you are corrupt and Tay‟s son is corrupt, who he is trying to make pastor there. Down from the pulpit
before you even enter it, and set the people free. You have no right to the interpretation of the scriptures.
Malachi 4 alone had the correct interpretation to the scriptures in the Seventh Church Age, and Christ alone has
the interpretation for the Bride Age.
Neither Tay nor Andah believe in a Bride Age. Maybe you are not the Bride. Tay and Andah, you are
not called to interpret the Mighty Angel of Revelation 10:1. Your mouth is too corrupt. You came from a
corrupt tree. You have no part nor lot in this interpretation. You have no business interpreting Revelation 10:1.
You cannot interpret God. Trying to interpret God?
Don‟t you know that is God standing there, in the form of an Angel? That might slip over your
donkey heads, Tay and Andah, but that is God who is standing there. Don‟t you realise that when Moses went
to Mount Horeb it was an Angel, and it was called the Angel of the Lord? And then He revealed to him “I AM
the I AM” That is the I AM who stood upon land and sea. You are trying to interpret God.
Now, I have no more admonition to you. If you did not repent at what I have proven on the fivefold
ministry, this admonition is not for you. This admonition is for those who are deceived by you, and deceived by
Jackson, deceived by Andah, deceived by Amos. This is for the deliverance of the souls of men and women. So,

you will have to prove your faithfulness and your election by repenting, otherwise you are condemned of
yourself. Exposition of Damnable Heresies.

REVELATION 10:1 HERESIES OF TAY AND ANDAH
CHAPTER 5

Now, this is a heresy of Tay and Andah that was hatched up. We come to Revelation 10:1, and the heresies that
they made out of that, to explain Revelation 10:1 not coming down on the earth in 1963, as Brother Branham said.
Are you greater than the prophet? A dumb dog of Jerusalem. Are you greater than Brother Branham,
that when Brother Branham says something, you say, “No, that never happened”? Who are you? A Heretic!
So, Tay and Andah placed Revelation 10:1 (this is the heresy) when mercy is over, in defiance to W. M.
Branham. They are indicating that Brother Branham was wrong in saying that. He is right. William Branham
placed Him on earth at the opening of the Seals in 1963.
Now congregation, this is why Brother Branham placed Revelation 10:1 when the Seals were opened:

MY MISSION TO FORERUN COMING WORD
Quote W.M.B.: … 119 My mission, I believe, that God has called me for. I have to say some personal
things today, because that's what I told you I'd do, see, and tell the world. My mission, I believe, to the earth, is
(what?) is to forerun the coming Word, see, the coming Word which is Christ. And Christ, in Him, has the
Millennium, and has everything right there, because He is the Word. See? All right. (62-0318 The Spoken Word
Is The Original Seed 1).

Our prophet is saying that his mission upon the earth (and let the whole world know), that he foreran the
Word, and the Word is Christ. Nobody else could have said that in the world. Who could have said that? Only
the forerunner. Alright, hear this again:

FULL WORD TO BE BORN AGAIN INTO MANIFESTATION
Quote W.M.B.: 101 … Now notice. But at the opening of the Seven Seals, Revelations 10, the full Word
is to be born into manifestation again, and vindicated by the Spirit of God, in the full strength as It was when
He was here on earth; manifested in the same way, doing the same things that It did when It was here on earth.
Amen! Hebrews 13:8, said, "Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, and forever."
In Saint Luke 17:30, Jesus said, "In the last days, as it was in the days of Sodom, when the Son of man
will be revealing Himself again, it'll be the same thing." (65-0218 The Seed Is Not Heir With The Shuck)

Brother Branham is saying that the full Word of God was born into existence at the opening of the Seals.
Now, I am asking message followers, “Where is that full Word?” Not only that, but he says it must be
vindicated in the very same way that Christ was vindicated. I am telling you that Revelation 10:1 will be
vindicated and proven that He is here, when He sets a fivefold ministry in order.
Alright, hear this:
THE ANGEL OF THE LORD - HE OPENED THOSE SEALS –
HE IS THOSE SEALS - CHRIST

Quote: 306 Quickening Power! "And if the Spirit that raised up Christ from the dead, dwell in you,
It'll quicken your morty body..." Remember, the quickening Power!
Look what we've seen in this day. The Quickening Power has come to us, to open the Seven Seals.
What was that, the intelligence of a man? No, the quickening Power of God. See, the quickening Power of God
foretold this would take place. See, the quickening Power of God made the world testify to It, it's the Truth. The
Angel of the Lord, I told you, was around, in a Pillar of Fire; quickening Power let the world testify that It's the
Truth. And, in that, they didn't know what It was; and we knew, just look this a way, and It's our Lord up there,
you see.
He is the One Who opened those Seals. He is those Seals, for the whole Word of God is Christ, and
Christ is the Seals that was opened. What is the opening of Seals then? Revealing Christ.
And the very seven Angels, which represented the Seven Churches all completed, and we couldn't even
see It. They did, they took the picture, not us. And there He is, standing there, Supreme Judge; showing that He
is Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end. What identification! Quickening Power did that to us.
Quickening Power lets us see His coming. Quickening Power snatched us from death to Life.
Quickening Power gives discernment; to know what's wrong with you, and what to do; what you have done, and
what you ought not have done; and what you should have done, and what you will be. Quickening Power, all
these things! (65-0418M It Is The Rising Of The Sun).

Now brethren, Brother Branham did not only say that Revelation 10:1 is on the earth. He said, he
foreran the Word like John the Baptist. He said when the Seals were opened, the full Word of God was born
into existence. Now he is saying that the Seven Seals is Christ. Where is He? Where is He that is born King of
the Jews? Have you seen his star? If you see His star it will direct you to the Messiah where He was born.
Unless we had a Seven Church Age star in the end-time, we could not find Christ. No, we could not find Him.
We had to follow the star, and as you follow the star, it will come over the house where the Messiah is. He was
living in a house. He was not in the manger.
The Catholic church put three wise men with a little baby in a basket, but that is a lie. Beloved, Jesus,
when the wise men went to Him, He was found in a house, and the pillar of fire came and rested over the
house. Thank God, we found the house, because the star directed us to the house.

W. M. BRANHAM SPOKE OPPOSITE TO THIS HERESY
Alright, let me settle this once and for all. Now, these hypocrites who deny Revelation 10:1 read this
quotation, they know it, they deny it and they perverted it.

Quote Andah: Another issue to note is what he said in the seals book page 74 that the seventh angel
will be on earth at the time of this coming (the coming of the mighty angel).
…what happened on 28th February 1963 was not the mighty angel to begin with.
…So how did they meet, Christ and His prophet? The Thus saith the Lord in this quote is not relative to
the mighty Angel meeting the earthly angel on earth. It is focused on the seventh angel finishing, winding up
the mysteries… (Pages 37 to 39).

I had a battle with a man called Elijah Gibbs from Connecticut, USA, that hypocrite and liar who was
trying to deny Revelation 10:1. The sword of the King put him down, (that is on Book 13, chapter 3, Pages 3441), it put him down. All kinds of lies, all kinds of tricks he tried.
Alright, hear what Brother Branham said, not me, Brother Branham, the vindicated prophet.
THE SEVENTH ANGEL ON EARTH AT THE TIME OF MIGHTY ANGEL’S COMING
Quote: 40 … And when the Seals are broke and the mystery is revealed, down comes the Angel, the
Messenger, Christ, setting His foot upon the land and upon the sea with a rainbow over His head. Now
remember, this seventh angel is on earth at the time of this coming.
Just as John was giving his message, the same time that Messiah come in the days... John knew he
would see Him, because he was going to introduce Him. And we realize that in the Scriptures over in Malachi
4, there's to be a one like John, an Elijah, to whom the Word of God can come to, and he is to reveal by the
Holy Spirit all the mysteries of God and restore the faith of the children back to the faith of the apostolic
fathers: restore back all these mysteries that's been probed at through these denominational years. Now, that's
what the Word said. I'm just responsible for what It said. See? It's written is right. That's what It is. (63-0317E
The Breach).

End of dispute. I said, end of dispute. Our prophet has spoken, Malachi 4 has spoken, and it is very
simple how he put it. He says, at the time of this Seventh angel, which is William Branham, while he is
declaring his message, opening of the Seals, he says, down comes the Mighty Angel, setting one foot upon the
land, one upon the sea. He says, remember at the time of this Mighty Angel coming down, the Seventh Angel is
here. One is from the earth and one is from the heaven, and both of them meet here on earth. To further that he
says, remember that John had to meet Jesus, and John knew that he would meet him.
Now, hear what these fanatics are saying, that Brother Branham did not mean that, he meant something
else. You raise my war blood. You are telling Malachi 4, the immortal Elijah that came back in the man called
William Branham, that he does not know what he is talking about? You liar, nobody would swallow that.
Congregation there, do not swallow it, message believers. Message ministers, do not swallow that heresy.
Brother Branham is right and these heretics are wrong. Amos is wrong, Tay is wrong, Andah is wrong.
Brother Branham is right and E.O.D.H. is right and Bethel is right, and all those who believe the Word are right.
Brother Mensah is right, Brother Asare is right, and all the ministers over there. Maxwell is right in preaching
that, and Brother Kwawoo is right. We have not followed cunningly device fables, when we made known unto
you the coming of the Lord. It is not a cult. We made known unto you the coming of the Lord.
So friends, they believe that when this happens, mercy is over, and they put this down at the rapture, and
they are condemning Brother Branham‟s statement.
The prophet of God plainly said:
OPENING OF SEALS – REVELATION 10 – FULL WORD
Quote W.M.B.: 101 … Now notice. But at the opening of the Seven Seals, Revelations 10, the full Word
is to be born into manifestation again. (65-0218 The Seed Is Not Heir With The Shuck).

He identified the opening of the seals with Revelation 10:1. Who are you to say differently? Who are
you to say that he did not come down at the seals? Do you know better than the prophet?
Are you telling us that the full Word is born into manifestation when the blood leaves the mercy seat?
Any man who claims that he has the Word and denies Revelation 10:1 is a fool. He don‟t know what he is
talking about. Jesus said, “O fools, and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have spoken.”
Andah, you don‟t know what you are talking about. Tay, you don‟t know what you are talking about.
Your heresy is rubbish, and your claim of being a thunders specialist is rubbish.
Now, I am asking you Mister Tay, who is picking and choosing quotations? For you to make such a
stupid statement, that “You did not listen to Jackson, and you pick and choose quotations, and everybody who
do not believe you, and is not in your fold is wrong.” No, the ones who are heretics like you are wrong, heretics
like Andah is wrong, heretics like Amos is wrong, heretics like you who pervert the Word of God are wrong.
E.O.D.H. is right, because we quoted all the Word; we quoted all the quotations.
We challenge you to bring your thirty errors that you found in E.O.D.H. The only way you could find
thirty errors is by your nasty heresies. Every place we say that Revelation 10:1 is on the earth is an error,
according to your doctrine. Bring it, we are waiting for it, man, bring the heresies. Show us the thirty errors in
our books. You cannot!
And, hear those stupid things he asked the black skinned son of Ham, writing him a letter. He said:
“Have you done what I asked you to do? Check your conclusions if they are Bible based or quote
based?”

Who are you talking to, some school child who did not do their home lesson? You try to evade our
question on the fivefold ministry. You are defeated.
Hear the answer for you Mister Tay: We do not write and then check, we do not preach and then
check. That is your system. I am checking you out right now, and your teachings are full of heresies. We check
before we write, we check before we preach, we listen to Branham then we preach, we listen to the Bible before
we preach. We do not write and then check. And I don‟t want your reminder. Your reminder is rubbish.
Asking Brother Jack, after we asked him the question about the fivefold ministry, this dumb heretic is
now going to ask:
“Have you done what I asked you to do? Check your conclusions if they are Bible based or quote
based?”

He said, they have a message research centre. You have a message research centre and your research is
showing you that Revelation 10:1 is at the rapture, and it shows that you are a thunders specialist, and it shows
you a lie that I am an eighth messenger? That is what your research centre is showing? Then your research
centre is of the devil. Away with your message research centre, your pride, your self, your big name you want
from America and the United Kingdom.
You talk about a research centre. If that was searching the message correctly, you would know that we
are children of God, you would know that E.O.D.H. is the Word of God. You would know that, because the
Bible bears witness of us, and the message bear witness of us, and the Word bore witness of John the Baptist.

When they asked him “Who art thou?” He said, “I am the voice of one crying in the wilderness, prepare
ye the way of the Lord”. And Jesus said, “Search the scriptures, for in them you think to have eternal life, and
they are they that testify of me”. The Word would testify of us, if we are preaching the truth, and God is coming
to back up this thing.
Yes, so you are corrupt, friend. We believe Branham. You with your dog mouth cannot tell me that
Branham is wrong, when he declared that Christ is standing on earth now. We believe He is standing on earth,
and not only intellectually. We feel the Angel’s presence, we feel the anointing of the Presence of God. He
inspired me to expose you heretics and your heresies.
What do you think, that this is a man‟s job? This is not any man‟s job. It is the job of Revelation 10:1.
You cannot fight me, and if you fight me, you cannot win me. I am empowered by Revelation 10:1, and the
congregation is empowered by Revelation 10:1. The presence of God follows this Word wherever it goes: in
India, in Africa, amongst the Ghana ministers. You don’t have the presence of God, because you don‟t have
the Word of God. You are taking our Redeemer and want to put Him when mercy is over, where He cannot
redeem us? What kind of fellow are you? I will save some energy for Sunday, but I will still give you some.

GREATEST ANOINTING AT SEALS
He came to restore the Word. Therefore He is only where His Word is at. You have perverted the Word
and rejected the fulfilment of Bible prophecy, putting it in a day to come.
You cannot deny Him and have Him in your midst at the same time. You cannot be a nasty liar and have
Him in your midst. You cannot promote your immoral son and have the presence of Christ in your midst, no
more than Eli could. God is a holy God and He dwells where holiness is at. Another spirit is in your midst.
To deny Revelation 10:1-Christ on the earth now is to deny His presence. Brother Branham said, Christ
stood right in the room and revealed the seals.
HE STOOD RIGHT IN THE ROOM & REVEALED EVERY SEAL – 7TH HE WOULDN’T PERMIT
Quote W.M.B.: 134 ... How many was here at the Seven Seals, and heard? [Congregation says,
"Amen."--Ed.] …the Seventh Seal, He wouldn't permit it.
He stood right there in the room and revealed every one of them. And if I ever preached anything in my
life, was inspired, it was that. (Souls That Are In Prison 63-1110M).

He said, never in his life had he ever worked in the realms of the spirit as when the seals were opened.

I HAVE NEVER EVER WORKED INTO THE SPIRITUAL REALMS AS THIS TIME
Quote W.M.B.: 34 ... Of all the times that I've been behind the pulpit at the Tabernacle, I have never,
never in any time of my ministry ever worked into the realms of God and the spiritual realms as it's been this
time. Yeah, it's beyond anything I ever did in any time of my ministry, in any meeting at anywhere like this.
Mostly, it's on healing; this is revealing of Truth by the same Spirit (See?) same Spirit. (63-0324M Questions
And Answers On The Seals).

It was the presence of the Lord radiating from the angel of the Lord.
Now, they placed Revelation 10:1 at the rapture, saying this is at that time, not in 1963. Brother
Branham said 1963, and they are saying it is down there. Who are you boy? Tay, you talk like a little boy.
Andah, you talk like a fool in your book. Brother Branham is saying one thing. You have no regards for
Brother Branham‟s message, just like Jackson. You are a fruit of that same tree.
So that is what they are saying. They put Him down there. Brother Branham put Him up here. Who
are we going to follow, not the Vindicated Prophet? And anyone who speaks contrary to Brother Branham is of
the devil, and anointed of the devil, and is the serpent from the Garden of Eden. When God said not to eat it, the
devil said, eat it.
Brother Branham says we have Revelation 10: 1, and „I am going to meet Him‟. Branham met Him. If
the Prophet said so, then Brother Branham met Revelation 10:1. And we met Him too. I am telling you, we met
Him too. We have His presence, we have His Word, and we met Revelation 10:1.
Listen saints, without Revelation 10:1 you could not survive this. Go down in the plain message, and see
if you could sit down there for half an hour. No, go down to Tay and see if you could sit down there. I don‟t
know how the ministers made out in Ghana to sit under Tay, and let him speak like that. The next time,
brothers, walk out. He is a hypocrite and a liar. Don‟t subject yourself to any minister and hear their foolishness.
Get up and walk out. We are of God and they are of the devil.

BLOOD MUST BE ON MERCY SEAT FOR BRIDE’S REVIVAL
CHAPTER 6
On account of putting Christ down there at the rapture, he preaches that the blood is off the mercy seat
then. We need the blood on this side of the rapture. Blood is off the mercy seat, salvation is over, the last elect is
called, because he put Him there. But hear this idiot; the seven thunders will bring a revival. Who are you
reviving? The pope. Are you going to revive the pope there? And he is using a quotation from Brother
Branham‟s book, where he said that the Bride‟s revival is going to be here. Don‟t you know we need the blood,
don‟t you know we need grace, don‟t you know that we need power in order for a Bride‟s revival, and if the
Bride‟s revival comes, it is to save the Bride?
How could you say the blood is off the mercy seat? If a Bride‟s revival is coming to save the Bride, it is
to equip the Bride. What are you going to do with a Bride revival, after mercy is over? Boy, I don‟t know what
to call these fellows: dumb donkeys, or mules, or goats, or whatever. It takes a man with a proud, devilish spirit,
to come against the prophet, and misinterpret the Word of God.
Whatever I call you, you deserve it, you dumb dog of Jerusalem. The servant of God, Jude, he called
them all kinds of things, because they were heretics. He said, clouds without water, raging waves of the sea
foaming out their own shame, wandering stars, to whom is reserved the blackness and darkness forever, and
many more, but I don‟t have the time.
On account of that, “the blood is off the mercy seat”, and they say when that Angel stands there just
before the rapture, the seventh seal is coming to change the body. You are not going to be changed to go
anywhere. None of you heretics are going anywhere. That happens on this side of the rapture.
So now he is saying that time is no longer then. He said that is when the Angel comes down and swears
that there is time no longer, mercy is over, the last elected is called. Look how stupid these fellows are; time no
longer.

AFTER THE RAPTURE TIME CONTINUES
Note well, the heresy that time no longer means “salvation time”, is a lie. The prophet said church ages
are over. It is time for Revelation 10:1. He must be here to swear away time. A little fellow inside of here, a
non-preacher, a sister could even preach to a heretic like this. After the rapture, time still continues. We have
seven years: three and a half years for a modern Utopia, and three and a half years for the great tribulation. You
are a liar Tay, Andah you are a liar, time will not be over at the time of the rapture, because there is a sevenyear period. We have a thousand years again. The thousand-year reign, that is still in time. The new world
comes into eternity.
So you are wrong in your interpretation. That is not the time, therefore your placing of Revelation 10:1
is wrong. And let me tell you, and quote the Prophet, the Prophet of God said when Revelation 10:1 comes
down and swore away time, the seals will be opened, 1963. He said, and that is not years and days and months.
He said it is church ages time, the seven church ages are sworn away. Not salvation, but it looses the plan of
salvation from the open book,
CHURCH AGES RUN OUT – TIME NO LONGER

Quote W.M.B.: 55 …this Book is not revealed until the church ages and denominational ages has run
out, and there's time no more. See it? It's only revealed after church ages and denominational ages has run out.
(The Breach 63-0317).

Brother Branham said, when the mighty Angel comes down and swears away time, the seals will be
opened. He said it does not happen in the seven church ages. The seals were not opened in the seven church
ages. It was opened after the church ages were sworn away, by the Angel. That is when it was opened.
So before the seals could be opened, or around the time of the opening of the seals, Revelation 10:1
stood on earth, and Brother Branham was here at that time. He met Him, and he spoke to Him and He was very
notable to him. When the seals were opened, Brother Branham became a new man, and he said he will never be
able to think the same. Something very great happened. Do you know what that was? He came in contact with
the mighty Angel, Revelation 10:1, just as he said. If that did not happen, that Brother Branham met the mighty
angel, which was Christ, he was found a false prophet. Because he was to forerun, with his message, the second
coming of Christ.
Your emphasis that it is the message and not the man, cannot explain away Revelation 10:1. He also
stated, it is also written; “My mission is to forerun the coming Word, which is Christ.” He did, so the type of
John meeting Christ was fulfilled; so William Branham was truly Elijah the prophet.
He foreran the Word; the full Word of God was born again, born at the opening of the Seals. The Seals
was Christ; that is who it was. So, that was the Word that came down; and the opened Book in his hand was
representing the full Word of God, from the opening of the Seals.

REVELATION 10:1 – ATTIRE OF MERCY AND JUDGMENT
Okay, just now. Christ is upon the earth since the opening of the Seals, and these fellows place Him at
the rapture. And they place Him at the rapture as a judge. So now, since He is in judgement attire, they say He
comes down as a judge, and there is no mercy for nobody. He is a judge.
Hear me; just for your strength, I don’t explain all of these things for these heretics. I am just trying to
deliver pastors, like we have delivered thousands around the world, by exposing heresies. I am trying to rightly
place Revelation 10:1.
They placed Him as a judge, and mercy is over, at the time of the rapture. I am here to expose you
heretics. His attire in Revelation 10:1 is not only a judge. You are confused, and you are blinded. Revelation
10:1 is not only a judge, but He comes down as a redeemer, and He has to find a kinsman.
His attire is not only a judge; it is mixed, with the attire of judgement and the attire of mercy. The
judgement attire speaks of amateur judgement. That is why these things are happening in the world since 1963,
amateur judgement. Full judgement is going to come after He redeems His Bride. Come on, we preached it
every year. Full judgement is going to belch forth after He redeems His Bride.
So, these fellows are really dumb dogs, they cannot bark, they cannot understand. His attire is not only
of a judge, but also in mercy. The judgement speaks of amateur judgement, and not only that; it speaks of the
sixth seal coming down, way over in the tribulation.
Hear this; the Book in God’s hand represents redemption. [Congregation says “Amen!”] Let the
congregation over there and the pastors hear; the book represents redemption. Is that right? [Congregation says

“Yes”] It represents redemption, because the Seals released redemption. Yes, it released redemption, and
redemption was written in the Book. It was a redemption book; and we want that redemption on earth.

IT IS A BOOK OF REDEMPTION
Quote W.M.B.: 152 Notice, now the Book, remember, is sealed. Here's one; here is this seal, then
another one's wrapped: a seal. Another one's wrapped: a seal. It's a Book of Redemption. And the whole thing
together makes the Book, and it's sealed with Seven Seals. … From Genesis to Revelations, a complete plan of
redemption is revealed in these Seven Seals. Oh, it's an important time. God help us to get it. See? (The Breach
63-0317).
THE BOOK OF REDEMPTION – THE PLAN OF REDEMPTION
Quote: 156 And he saw One setting upon the throne with this Book in His hand, in His right hand. Think
of it. Now, and then in this Book was the title deed to redemption. And it was sealed with Seven Seals.
…Here is the Book of Redemption. Here is the plan of redemption. Here is the only way you'll ever be
redeemed, for here is the title deed to redemption of the whole heavens and earth. (The Breach 63-0317).

You cannot put Him by the rapture down there; you have got to put Him in 1963, where He will reveal
the redemption. So the Book represents redemption for the living Bride. Pulling them, redeeming them out of
all deception of the four horse riders. The Book represents the Bride‟s Revival: redemption; it represents the
outpouring.

REDEMPTION BY THE BLOOD
That Book being opened and redemption coming forth, it represents the resurrection of the Bride
throughout the ages. These things cannot be done with the Blood off the mercy-seat. It takes the Blood to
redeem the Bride, it takes the Blood to have a revival, it takes the Blood for the Token, and it takes the Blood to
redeem the Jews.
From that book now, is the Blood of redemption. Yes, from that book, it is bringing redemption,
redeeming the living Bride, from all deception. Applying the Blood to their hearts, getting them born again,
giving them the Token, outpouring of the Spirit.
The Book is opened to change your body. Yes sir, change your body. The Book is opened for the
salvation of the Jews; the Book is opened for the final thing, the Rapture. All those works of grace coming from
the Book, and from Revelation 10:1, needs the Blood of redemption. And you could only have the Blood of
redemption on this side of the Rapture. After the Rapture there is no Blood; so we bring back Revelation 10:1,
back in 1963.
Yes, these thieves want to take Him away from us, but we know Him by divine revelation. The Book
held the plan of Redemption, in 1963. And the Seals are opened for the plan of Redemption. How you could
make Him a judge only? After the Redemption, then He becomes judge fully. Then you are going to see
judgement coming down in the tribulation period.

Do you want to hear more? [Congregation says “Amen”] Now we need the Blood of redemption on this
side; that is why He came down in 1963, just as the prophet said. Yes, and from that redemption Book, we are
drawing the born again experience, we are having a revelation of Christ. That is what is happening by
Revelation 10:1.
So, you see it is the Devil that tried to move Him form 1963 and carry Him down the road there, in order
for the people to be lost. That is what they are doing; they try to bring him right down to the Rapture, and they
don‟t know what they are talking about.

THE REDEEMER STANDING ON THE EARTH – MERCY & JUDGMENT
Alright, Job said here, (if I am not correct, correct me); I know my judge liveth, and he shall stand upon
the earth in the latter day. [Congregation says “No!”] It is not judge? [Congregation says “No!”] What does it
say? [Congregation says “Redeemer!”] Oh, it says redeemer.
And he said:

Job 19:25-27 <For I know that my redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand at the latter day upon the
earth:
And though after my skin worms destroy this body, yet in my flesh shall I see God:
Whom I shall see for myself, and mine eyes shall behold, and not another; though my reins be consumed
within me.>
Is He a redeemer? [Congregation says “Yes!”] They are calling Him “judge”. He is my redeemer. My
redeemer lives! Yes, our redeemer lives. They are trying to make Him a judge before time. He is our redeemer
because of the opening of the Seals. Right now upon earth, He is still standing there. The Blood is on the mercyseat, and He is dealing with us yes. They try to make to make Him a judge. He is not only a judge. He is in the
attire and symbols of judgement, but most of His attire is redemption.
So be encouraged, be blessed. My brother, you are not tied up in any of those heresies, and it is the grace
of God to you. You have found the correct ministry, and it is the grace of God. He loves you my brothers and
sisters, an Angel of God is with us. God bless your hearts.
Let us say a word of pray. Thank you Father. God, we want to be prepared, above all things. We want
to put down our hypocrisy, our sin, our shortcoming, Lord, the sin that so easily beset us, that we may be born
again. Oh God and after we a born again that outpouring cold come to us, and then we are safe and secured for
the rapture, we will be raptured off the earth.
Thank you for this grace upon Your people. Bless them, lead them, Father, and anoint and deliver those
people under these heresies. Thank you very much for your Word and the unction from above, tonight, in the
name of Jesus Christ we pray, and the congregation say [Congregation says, “Amen!”] One more time.
[Congregation says, “Amen!”] Amen! Amen means so let it be. “I believe all that you preached tonight,
preacher.” Yes, and we shall enter in. Give us a song.

TAY’S & ANDAH’S DEFENCE IS DEPARTED

The first and second parts of Tay’s and Andah’s exposition of damnable heresies were published of
recent weeks; from 1ST June 2016 and thereafter. Seemingly Tay is busy trying to formulate his defence, but his
defence is departed. As we published by a second notice, he is trying to use a major devilish formula to excuse
himself from this exposition, and it is based upon quotations of Brother Branham which he termed “Word-based
quotations” and “Non-Word-based quotations”.
I repeat that this itself is a nasty satanic heresy. It is saying, in so many words, that Brother Branham
said things that were not scriptural. You liar, bastard born hypocrite, deceiver. That is the simplicity of this
wicked heresy. We condemn it, it is a lie of the devil, it is the serpent‟s strategy from the Garden of Eden, and it
has passed that. The serpent only added one word, but Tay and Andah have added multitudes of lies against the
truth and Brother Branham‟s message, by saying which are non-Word-based statements. It is a wicked lie of
the devil. Let message believers arise with their swords out of their sheets, and chop this heresy to pieces. Who
is this mad man to defy the message and the prophet? Contend for the faith (Jude 1:1-4).
Jude 1:3 <Beloved, when I gave all diligence to write unto you of the common salvation, it was needful
for me to write unto you, and exhort you that ye should earnestly contend for the faith which was once delivered
unto the saints.
For there are certain men crept in unawares, who were before of old ordained to this condemnation,
ungodly men, turning the grace of our God into lasciviousness, and denying the only Lord God, and our Lord
Jesus Christ.>

THE “LOVE GOSPEL”
We perceive that in Tay’s lame defence will be other hideous lies, heresies and private
interpretations, and they will be based upon the “Love gospel”: “Don‟t rebuke, love one another, let us all come
together, etc”. A bunch of sissies will support that. This cannot defend him, this cannot excuse him for the
heretic that he is, and also Andah. Their heresies are too dangerous, cunning and deceptive to the simple in
mind, filled with lies, hypocrisy and unbelief against the prophet and his teachings. They are truly the sons of
Mr Jackson.
By his approach of the “love gospel”, it reveals a spirit of antichrist upon him, identified in the early
ages as the Nicolaitans.
This is nothing less than white horse tactics of the love gospel, coming in peaceably and seemingly
harmless, and inoffensively, but with a dagger to conquer the souls of message believers. Run for your lives.
The tongue of Andah is silent like a barkless dog. Come on the scene you bastard, or we will vote you in. Open
your mouth like you brayed your heresies out on your book: Two clouds etc. You are a cloud without water, a
raging wave foaming out your own shame, a wandering star that has no place to rest. You better help Tay, as
you helped him to embarrass our brothers and E.O.D.H. ministers. He is distressed with the proclamation of a
fivefold ministry restored, which he borrowed from you.
Hear the psychological words of Tay, with his love gospel: “My Dear Bro. Christian Greetings. Shalom.
God bless you. I love and respect you.” He is sending an ambassage of peace, after he declared war on
E.O.D.H. and our ministers.
Message believers, beloved of the Lord, elected children, is Tay speaking to you all, locally and
internationally, so nicely, humbly, peacefully and respectfully about us? Or is he hatefully, critically, arrogantly,
and with a hot temper blasting us out to save his face? In Ghana all bear witness that Mister Tay is an arrogant,
high tempered man, full of pride and with a boastful mouth. This was evidently displayed before E.O.D.H.
ministers.

By this psychological and hypocritical love gospel strategy is how they fought the true ministers, even
Apostle Paul. They tried to belittle those who exposed their heresies and them as heretics, and show the public
how good they were and what humble Christians they were, with psychological words and psychological
writings. Apostle Paul exposed their approach as “Enticing words of man‟s wisdom”, which he never used. He
had a gospel with teeth.
I Corinthians 2:4 <And my speech and my preaching was not with enticing words of man's wisdom, but
in demonstration of the Spirit and of power:>
A good example of what Tay is about to do is represented in the letter below, supposedly written to
Brother Paul. This represents the attitude of the “love gospel” and the hypocrisy. Like Brother Branham spoke
of the good old priest, and compared him with Jesus, showing how Jesus appeared to the public, and how the
good old priest appeared to the public as the right one and the nice one. He intends to let E.O.D.H. appear to the
public in like manner.
In this letter to the Apostle Paul, fictitious or non-fictitious, it has truly exposed this “love gospel”,
compromising spirit, a bunch of make believers and a bunch of hypocrites and sissies. I could put Tay‟s name
right under that letter as a heretic and Nicolaitan. We wish to lend you this letter to enhance your false defence,
Mr Tay. This may help you. Why not copy this, as your defence against E.O.D.H.?
Coming soon would be the third part of the exposition of Tay and Andah. We close our case for the
time being and await Tay‟s and Andah‟s defence against those three messages, ten chapters, exposition of their
heresies and both men as heretics.
This has nothing to do with the thirty assumed errors that Tay boastfully claimed that he found in
E.O.D.H. That is a separate subject. But he will try to tie that in there, saying that we did not give him enough
time to point out the errors in E.O.D.H. It is a lie.
We await the thirty errors he claimed to have found in E.O.D.H., and we already warned him that we
want the Word of God and the message of the prophet, W. M. Branham.
We are not going to accept his dagger and broken sword with a percent of the message and
condemning the quotations of the prophet. Any man who does that, he is of Satan, of the devil, he does not
believe this message, he is a hypocrite and bastard, and that is where Tay fits. Tay fits with the so-called
Pentecostal spirit that hates William Branham, but we love him and we love his teachings.

Presbyterian Church in Asia Minor
Committee on Missions
Paul the Apostle
c/o Aquila the Tentmaker
Corinth, Greece
Dear Paul:
We recently received a copy of your letter to the Galatians. The committee has directed me to inform you of a
number of things which deeply concern us.
First, we find your language to be somewhat intemperate. In your letter, after a brief greeting to the Galatians,
you immediately attack your opponents by claiming they want to "pervert the gospel of Christ". You then say that such
men should be regarded as "accursed;" and, in another place, you make reference to "false brethren." Wouldn't it be
more charitable to give them the benefit of the doubt at least until the General Assembly has investigated and

adjudicated the matter? To make the situation worse, you later say, "I would they were even cut off which trouble you." Is
such a statement really fitting for a Christian minister? The remark seems quite harsh and unloving.
Paul, we really feel the need to caution you about the tone of your epistles. You come across in an abrasive
manner to many people. In some of your letters you've even mentioned names; and this practice has, no doubt, upset the
friends of Hymenaeus, Alexander, and others. After all, many persons were first introduced to the Christian faith under
the ministries of these men. Although some of our missionaries have manifested regrettable shortcomings, nevertheless, it
can only stir up bad feelings when you speak of these men in a derogatory manner.
In other words, Paul, I believe you should strive for a more moderate posture in your ministry. Shouldn't you try to win
those who are in error by displaying a sweeter spirit? By now, you've probably alienated the Judaizers to the point that
they will no longer listen to you.
By your outspokeness, you have also diminished your opportunities for future influence throughout the church as
a whole. Rather, if you had worked more quietly, you might have been asked to serve on a presbytery committee appointed
to study the issue. You could then have contributed your insights by helping to draft a good committee paper on the
theological position of the Judaizers, without having to drag personalities into the dispute.
Besides, Paul, we need to maintain unity among those who profess a belief in Christ. The Judaizers at least stand with us
as we confront the surrounding paganism and humanism which prevail within the culture of the contemporary Roman
Empire. The Judaizers are our allies in our struggles against abortion, homosexuality, government tyranny, etc. We
cannot afford to allow differences over doctrinal minutia to obscure this important fact.
I also must mention that questions have been raised about the contents of your letter, as well as your style. The
committee questions the propriety of the doctrinaire structure of your letter. Is it wise to plague young Christians, like the
Galatians, with such heavy theological issues? For example, in a couple of places, you allude to the doctrine of election.
You also enter into a lengthy discussion of the law. Perhaps you could have proved your case in some other ways, without
mentioning these complex and controverted points of Christianity. Your letter is so doctrinaire, it will probably serve only
to polarize the differing factions within the churches. Again, we need to stress unity, instead of broaching issues which
will accent divisions among us.
In one place, you wrote, "Behold, I Paul say unto you, that if ye be circumcised, Christ shall profit you nothing."
Paul, you have a tendency to describe things strictly in black and white terms, as if there are no gray areas. You need to
temper your expressions, lest you become too exclusive. Otherwise, your outlook will drive away many people, and make
visitors feel unwelcome. Church growth is not promoted by taking such a hard line and remaining inflexible.
Remember, Paul, there is no such thing as a perfect church. We have to tolerate many imperfections in the
church, since we cannot expect to have everything at once. If you will simply think back over your own experience, you
will recall how you formerly harassed the church in your times of ignorance. By reflecting on your own past, you might
acquire a more sympathetic attitude toward the Judaizers. Be patient, and give them some time to come around to a
better understanding. In the meantime, rejoice that we all share a common profession of faith in Christ, since we have all
been baptized in his name.
Sincerely,
Charles Phinney
Coordinator, Committee on Missions

RAYMOND JACKSON’S OFFSPRING TAY AND ANDAH
CLOUDS AND ANGELS HERESIES
CHAPTER 7

II Thessalonians 1:7-12 <And to you who are troubled rest with us, when the Lord Jesus shall be
revealed from heaven with his mighty angels,
In flaming fire taking vengeance on them that know not God, and that obey not the gospel of our Lord
Jesus Christ:
Who shall be punished with everlasting destruction from the presence of the Lord, and from the glory of
his power;
When he shall come to be glorified in his saints, and to be admired in all them that believe (because our
testimony among you was believed in that day.
Wherefore also we pray always for you, that our God would count you worthy of this calling, and fulfil
all the good pleasure of his goodness, and the work of faith with power:
That the name of our Lord Jesus Christ may be glorified in you, and ye in him, according to the grace of
our God and the Lord Jesus Christ.>

May the Lord add a blessing to the reading of His Holy Words.
We are back here on the warpath. We are exposing the heresies that circled the earth for many years, and
they are the heresies of Raymond Jackson. They took root in India, they took root in Africa, and they took root
in many parts of the world. People are anchored in those heresies.
The earliest exposition of Raymond Jackson‟s heresies is in book 12. That takes us to 2004. But then,
since that time, Jackson has had many offspring, offshoots, cliques, churches. And many cults arose,
throughout the world, that deceived those Indians in India, they deceived those Africans in Africa, and around
the world. But it did not stop there. It went on to go further and further away from the scriptures, and made
hideous cults and greater heresies. Starting from that one corrupt tree of heresies, it went forth and brought forth
corrupt fruits, as our Lord said in Matthew 7. The fruits that it bore were corrupt doctrines and it produced
corrupt lives.
And it happened now that these fellows here; Tay and Andah, interfered with E.O.D.H., the perfect
revelation of the message of William Branham, and they are getting the two-edged sword. Besides that they
interfered with great men in Ghana, who we respect, and somehow were affiliated with Jackson‟s people, and
when E.O.D.H. books fell into their hands, their eyes were opened. So they separated themselves from such
wicked doctrines. So they interfered with our minister brothers, and they are going to pay for it publicly, with
full exposition of their heresies, and the axe has been laid to the roots of the trees, and then the branches with
the fruits will fall.

PURPOSE OF EXPOSITION
We are doing this with the purpose, not that I have much hope for Mister Amos, not that I have much
hope for Tay and Andah, but I do this with the hope of bringing deliverance to their people and their
congregations everywhere.
We don‟t need this very much here. We are not following heresies. I am not trying to win you over from
heresies. We are people who follow the truth, and by God‟s grace I have never been mixed up in heresies or
making a cult. No sir. We followed the truth. I was never mixed up in a cult in all of my Christian life.
Never! I never went out preaching heresies at any time, and had to repent. We have witnesses here who date
back to forty and more years, and as long as I started to preach the gospel. I was never caught up in heresies,
never followed a heretic, not one time. I never had to repent for that. I laid the line straight on Brother
Branham‟s message, until Revelation 10:1 was revealed to me. I thank God for His grace.
So we are on the subject again: “Raymond Jackson‟s Offspring – Tay And Andah – Clouds And Angels
Heresies”. So we are going to major upon these two things, and see how they are applying these two symbols in
order to explain away Revelation 10:1.

EFFORT OF HERETICS – EXPLAIN AWAY REVELATION 10:1 - 1963
Now, their effort is to explain away Revelation 10:1 from 1963, and bring Him down to the end of the
rapture. Now beloved, this is a strange thing. They believe in a spiritual Garden of Eden, not a natural. I don‟t
know how they could bend the scripture to suit that. And they believe in a millennium and holy New Jerusalem,
not as natural things, but spiritual; everything: the streets of gold, the big city coming down are spiritual and not
natural. So, this coming of the Lord is also spiritual, according to their doctrine, and Revelation 10:1 is spiritual,
but He will come only at the time of the rapture. So they are giving no account here for a physical coming of
the Lord.
So they are saying there are three comings of the Lord: 1. Jesus, 2. Revelation 10:1, and the next one is
to the Jews. So they completely ignore the physical coming of the Lord for the rapture. That is why they are
fighting so hard to explain away Revelation 10:1 in 1963.
They said, if you all believe that Christ came in 1963, then that will make four comings. That is what
they are blaming us for: “You believe in four comings”: 1. Jesus, 2. 1963, and 3. At the end of the rapture, when
Christ comes and stand there as Revelation 10:1, according to their doctrine, that is to take the people in the
rapture, and then the coming for the Jews, that would make it four comings. They are liars, they bend the
scriptures to suit, and they spiritualise Eden and they spiritualise the millennium, New Jerusalem. And since
Revelation 10:1 is spiritual, then they say that is the coming of the Lord for the rapture, and they give no
account for the physical coming of the Lord. I tell you, that is a dangerous doctrine.
I don‟t have time with it; we preached on the three comings of the Lord, Brother Branham said, I believe
in a physical coming of the Lord. The second coming of the Lord is a physical coming.

I BELIEVE IN THE PHYSICAL RETURN OF CHRIST
Quote W.M.B.: E-9 I believe in the coming of the Lord Jesus. I believe in the physical return of Christ.
I believe it's real close at hand. I believe we're near that time now. Now, no one knows when He's going to
come, not even the Angels. He said the Father only knew that. (Jesus Christ The Same Yesterday Today And
Forever 62-0718).

JESUS WILL COME IN PHYSICAL FORM – HE WILL CLAIM HIS OWN
Quote: 14 …He will send Jesus Christ, the second time, He will come in a physical form. He will claim
His Own. (64-0207 The Patriarch Abraham).
JESUS’ PHYSICAL BODY AT RESURRECTION
Quote; E-5 … Now, you won't see Him in a physical body, until He comes for you at the great general
resurrection. Then we'll see Him. And then we'll know as we're known, see Him as He is. That's the hour we're
all longing, waiting for, that time. Until that time, His Spirit is here. And the church is becoming more like Him
all the time. (60-0330 Blind Bartimaeus).
They don‟t believe Brother Branham. No. They said, Brother Branham pointed us to the Word, and if he
makes a mistake, then we have to go back to the Word. So anything they don‟t like in the message, they call it
a mistake, and they do their own interpretation. Brother Branham was right and the whole world was wrong.
He was the mighty immortal Elijah who returned today, and he was right. He was sent to interpret the
scriptures, and we believe all that he interpreted. And you, Mister Tay, and Mister Amos and Mister Andah, you
have no right to the interpretation of the scriptures, because you were born from a corruptible tree, and the
fruits that you could bring forth, your revelation that you could bring forth and anything that you could say on
the fivefold ministry are corrupt doctrines, and we proved it, and anything that you could say about Revelation
10 is corrupt.
You do not have a revelation, you are a liar and you are corrupt in your seed and you are born from a
corrupt root, and your branches are corrupt and the fruits that you are bearing, they are corrupt. You have no
business interfering with Revelation 10:1. He is on the earth today, and by your heresies you are trying to put
Him way off there, and I will prove you a liar tonight. You are using the two clouds and you are using the two
angels, the notable angel, to explain away Revelation 10:1.
We believe that Revelation 10:1 is Christ. He is standing upon land and sea since 1963 and He is
standing here now at Bethel and wherever they preach the truth. That was manifested in the songs, it was
manifested in the music and it is being manifested here now in the preaching of God‟s Word and the exposition
of your heresies.
There is no way to expose these heresies, these cunningly devised fables, outside of the anointing that
came from the seals, which was bottled up in Revelation 10:1. No way. We are inspired by Revelation 10:1.
The scriptures that we just read, give you a great account that Revelation 10:1 did not come down alone,
but He came down with mighty angels, and many of those angels came to set the fivefold ministry into motion,
and many of those mighty angels are operating right now in those that have the truth.
So now that scripture I just read is Revelation 10:1 in action, and the angels that are with Him fulfil
Hebrews 1:

Hebrews 1:5 <For unto which of the angels said he at any time, Thou art my Son, this day have I
begotten thee? And again, I will be to him a Father, and he shall be to me a Son?>

Hebrews 1: 14 <Are they not all ministering spirits, sent forth to minister for them who shall be heirs of
salvation?>

Hebrews 1:7 <And of the angels he saith, Who maketh his angels spirits, and his ministers a flame of
fire.>

The only way that you can see the fire on the ministers is that they must be in contact with the
ministering angels that came down when Revelation 10:1 came down. Oh my, there are some pearls that I do
not want to give away. You defeat the heretic and take away his doctrine, take away his falsehood, expose them,
deliver the people and keep your pearls. So in between you will see that I am trying to pull back and keep the
pearls.
Alright, now what happened, those who claim to be Revelation 10:1 steal these pearls and they apply it
to themselves, because they do not know it, they cannot have the lineup, so they steal these pearls and they say,
“You see what I am telling you? This is the way to explain Revelation 10:1; I am Him in flesh right now.” Yes,
Santiago, Vin Dayal and all these false prophets and false Christs are waiting to steal these revelations and
apply it to their ghostly ministry. So you see I have to hold back a little something.
Now if you read that scripture for yourself, you will understand and you will see that the destruction
comes from the Presence of the Lord. The Presence of the Lord is what you feel here, and He comes to be
glorified in the saints. Therefore Revelation 10:1 is this side of the rapture. I am saying that Revelation 10:1 is
on this side of the rapture because He comes to glorify Himself in His saints. That could never be after the
rapture in judgment.
Alright read the rest, maybe I will pick up these nuggets and bring it in one message for you all that we
alone are going to understand. If the Lord be willing we will do that.
So Tay and Andah and all preachers who preaches these heresies that are linked to Jackson, they are
defeated by the Word of God on the past two messages, and they will be further defeated today. If there is any
sincerity in those who will hear these messages, they must come out, they must understand, and if they hear the
words of life and they will still follow these men, then something is wrong with their sincerity, and they are
following that crowd for money, for position, for fame and glory, and they are not born for this. So we will be
sending this out.
They are defeated by the Word of God, they are defeated with their false claims of fivefold ministry. I
know you rejoiced in that. Many of you wrote. Thank you for your letters, overseas, locally, and wonderful little
sisters, people who sat here for all those years. They say, “Brother Bruce, I never understood that the fivefold
ministry and the adoption were one and the same. Now they cannot get away from that. One lovely sister, she
said, “Brother Bruce, it is the wisdom of God to be telling them something about the adoption without you
saying it out plainly, and you are keeping back these pearls. How the wisdom of God works that you could tell
them what the adoption is, in so many words, and they cannot catch it and you still you keep your secret.” Now
it is the doing of the Lord.
So they are defeated on their fivefold ministry, and now they were defeated on our last message on
Revelation 10:1. We are positively saying, by the message and the scripture, that Revelation 10:1, the mighty
Angel, Christ, is here now and is not going to be fulfilled down at the rapture there. No. Why they do that, is
because they try to fit the fivefold ministry between Malachi 4, the raputure and Revelation 10:1, and do away
with Revelation 10:1 for 1963. No, hear the lineup again for the last time: it was John the Baptist, it was Christ
who followed (I am showing you in the type), and then something happened up there, and then the apostles
started saying, Paul an apostle of Jesus Christ, thus and thus. It means that an adoption took place and a fivefold
ministry was set. Is that clear enough for everybody? [Congregation says. “Amen!”] A fivefold ministry was
set.

Now these heretics are bringing the fivefold ministry between Malachi 4 and Revelation 10:1. No, they
have the cart before the horse. You cannot put it that way. There was an adoption somewhere, Mister Tay, that
set the fivefold ministry in order. You all are claiming that it was set after Malachi 4. No, it was not set there.
Okay, so we are finished with that for the time being, and then we come down to their heresies. They
have a few heresies on Revelation 10:1 again. I will disprove them. And then they are talking about it was two
angels that were holding the seventh seal, and they are saying that the two clouds are not associated. Boy, I will
dent you here this evening. You heretic, after that exposition you should not open your mouth and you should
get off the pulpit, and let the people go. Yes, let the people go, you are a liar.
This man said that he wrote me a letter and complained that somebody is preaching me as the eighth
messenger? Now look how big men lie. He wrote me a letter yesterday. Now this is a letter here that was
written on 19th April, and he said:
Quote John Tay’s Letter: “I wrote you earlier this year drawing your attention to what the loyalist of
yours in Ghana are saying about Dalton Bruce being the eighth messenger and not me saying and never saying
that Dalton Bruce is proclaiming himself as the eighth messenger. No reply has been received from you so far.”

Unquote: I said to you it is coming by an electronic donkey cart. Now beloved, that letter never came to
me. Hear what he said, “earlier this year, 2016.” None of the brothers preaches me as the eighth messenger. He
cannot identify them here, he is just saying „your loyalists.‟
Big men, you will notice how they lie. A man who will lie dry on a natural thing cannot preach the truth
because he has a lying spirit. Now he says that this letter was sent to me earlier this year, 2016. So we
challenged him and said, “Send the letter to us.” He cannot show us the letter, I never received it. I checked his
history back for eleven years. We do not throw away those records. And for eleven years, the only thing that he
received is a package of books in 2005 and he wrote one letter of courtesy, „Thank You‟. There is not another
letter anywhere in the computer.
I am on the computer fifteen hours a day, reading letters, answering them, and there is not one
appearance of that letter. I said search the histories. Eleven years ago he got one or two books. He boasted in
Ghana and said, “I am the first man who ever got books from Dalton Bruce.” He lied; books were going out
much earlier than that throughout Africa. He lied.
Now watch at this. So he is writing me, I am telling you about a couple days ago, because we challenged
him to show us the letter. If I write somebody a letter, it is stored there.
Quote John Tay: “Shalom! This is the email I sent to you on the 24th of September 2015.”

Did his letter just say that he sent it earlier this year, 2016? Now you see, a liar must have a good brain
and he must have a good memory? If we have a liar in here, make sure your memory is tops, because you are
going to forget what you said yesterday, and you will speak contrary today, and that is how I caught a lot of
liars when I was an unsaved man. My brain was as sharp as a whistle, and you will tell me something today, and
tell me that one year after, I will remember distinctly what you said that year ago, and say, you are lying. It is
another lie to say that you forgot. Repent, 2015 cannot be 2016.
Alright, this is the letter that he said he wrote me on the 24th September, 2015. One letter is saying he
wrote to me, the earlier part of this year. You lied, Mister Tay. There is no record of you having ever written to

us on that matter. We do not throw away these things. You can go back into my computer and find it for twenty
years, especially when I deal with hypocrites and liars. They raise up and say, “I never said that.” We would
punch it up and say, this is what you said. This is a fabricated letter, this letter is a fabrication. When we
cornered him and asked him, “Did you write a letter to us? It is not there, it did not arrive”, he formulated this
letter. Here is what he said:
John Tay: “The prophet made mention of "Bride Age". 1. Does that make the church ages 8?”

Answer: How dumb you are Mister Tay that you cannot divide Bride age from an eighth church age!
This is a dumb question. Second question:
John Tay: “2. Is there or do we expect messenger number 8 for the Bride Age?”

Answer: Since Brother Branham said Bride age, does that make it an eighth church age? You are a
dumb fellow.
John Tay: “3. Are you the 8th Messenger as some are proclaiming in Ghana (West Africa)?”
Answer: And it says here; “Shalom, Brother Isaac.”
Why did you put Isaac's name there? Who is Isaac? Are you trying some kind of trick to deny this letter
afterwards and say it is Isaac. Away with you and Isaac, whoever Isaac is. His name never came up in this
battle.
Alright, why did you put Isaac's name there? You are playing tricks. Let me put him in his place right here.
Since he said he sent it since September, and is lying and saying it came up this year.
John Tay: “The prophet made mention of "Bride Age". 1. Does that make the church ages 8?”

Answer: You are a dumb fellow. Are you such an ignoramus in the Word and message, with your
“Certified Thunders Specialist” donkey certificate, that you cannot divide the Bride age from the church ages, to
ask such a foolish question? Well saith the scriptures that wisdom is too high for a fool. It shows that the only
thing your certified thunders specialist certificate is fit for is perverting the message and throwing in the
garbage.
Church ages is different from the Bride age. And if you want a better word for the Bride age, it is the
eternal age. Where Brother Branham spoke about that is in “future home”. He said the eternal age or the eighth
day.
ENDING 7TH CHURCH AGE – 8TH DAY - ETERNITY
Quote W.M.B.: 236 And we lived through all these types in here, but, when you hit the eighth, you go
on into Eternity.

…And we're ending the seventh church age… the Pentecostal age. Do you see it? We're entering that
holy convocation. We are entering into that real, genuine, Eternity, where the Church is called; not to some
station, some denomination, but into Eternity with their Eternal King. See? We don't have it at all, no such a
thing as days, and things, and times. You've passed into Eternity, where you come from. You was There, to
begin with. See? (64-0802 The Future Home Of The Heavenly Bridegroom And The Earthly Bride).
CROSSED FROM THE 7TH DAY INTO THE 8TH – THE ETERNAL
Quote: 453 ... You're in the Eternal. And if you've crossed from that seventh day, into the eighth, you
got into the Eternal by the baptism of the Holy Spirit, you're included in This.
…This is the Eternal, the Feast after the feast of tabernacles. See? (64-0802 The Future Home Of The
Heavenly Bridegroom And The Earthly Bride).

Do you know better than the prophet, you Korah? Answer me these questions if you have wisdom:
The true church started in AD 33 on the day of Pentecost. The seven church ages started in AD 53,
twenty years later. What age existed between Pentecost and AD 53? Do you know about God‟s Holy
Convocation before the rapture? No! Because your spirit is too proud against the truth.
The prophet said that the fullness of times (Ephesians 1:10) is the seven church ages. He said on the
seals time no longer means that church ages time have been sworn away. The mighty angel swore away church
ages time in 1963. The seventieth week of Daniel is yet to start. Pray tell me in what age is the Bride living in?
The seventh church age continues for all Laodiceans like yourself, who are blind, wretched, miserable
and naked. But the Bride has been called into another day.
John Tay: “2. Is there or do we expect messenger number 8 for the Bride Age?”
Answer: You are a dumb fellow. After William Branham was Revelation 10:1. Since you removed him
from 1963, you have to ask these dumb questions.
The Bride age is the Bride age and church ages is a different thing.
John Tay: “3. Are you the 8th Messenger as some are proclaiming in Ghana (West Africa)?”

We proved that you are a liar already, by the very words of the ministers that they never said that. That is
why you cannot call their names here. Who are the “some in Ghana”, who are you accusing? They wrote a
letter saying that you are the man who said that, and they have the recording of it, they have the facts of it that
you said some are preaching Dalton Bruce as an eighth messenger. Bethel congregation already bore witness
against you. I would not even waste a lifting of their hands for that. No, you are a liar. I never proclaimed
myself to be an eighth messenger of an eighth church age. I will be a dumb man like you. There is no eighth
church age. So how could there be an eighth church age messenger? Thus the “some” cannot preach that
heresy.
Anything after John the Baptist was Christ. How many say amen? [Congregation says, “Amen!”] And
anything after Malachi 4, is Revelation 10:1, Christ standing on the earth. You and Andah as heretics, removed
Revelation 10:1 from 1963, when the prophet of God placed him there, according to the “Seals Book” pages 74-

75, and now you are trying to fit a dead fivefold ministry in between there. You are putting the cart before the
horse. But we have the horse pulling this cart. So your mail, my friend, and the letter that you wrote has arrived
on a lame electronic donkey cart. So you told a lie. I proved that you told a lie, saying that you sent a letter
earlier this year, now you brought out something from the 24th September, 2015.
You need to go and take some kind of tonic for your brains, and then learn to lie. That is the truth. So we
will go on. Bear patience with me today, we are just relaxing, less fans are moving, and that is good.
You are defeated by the Word of God. Your fivefold ministry is defeated, your eighth messenger lie is
defeated, and your letters are defeated. And I want your congregation to hear how a preacher lies. This is one
preacher standing here who does not lie. I speak the truth to the congregation, and that is why I speak the truth
by the Word of God. Brother Paul said “I speak the truth in Christ and lie not.” Yes sir. I do not tell lies, my
friend. That is why the congregation believes me. I would not twist the Word for nothing in this world, nothing!
So your eighth messenger lie is defeated, the world is going to hear it. You interfered with E.O.D.H ministers,
boy, you are looking for trouble. You insulted them privately, and I am going to insult you publicly.
This is going on the internet for everybody to read. First they must know that you came from a corrupt
tree and you are bearing corrupt fruits of lying, you are bearing corrupt fruits of pride, anger, self, show off
“thunders specialist”. Your thunder specialist is nothing, and in the world it is a big boast.
I am on the internet fifteen hours a day, answering letters, writing letters and reading WhatsApp, which
is wonderful for me. Yes, fifteen hours a day, seven days a week. When you are sleeping I am dealing with
people's soul and their problems, and I enjoy it. I do not think in my heart, that I am doing too much for the
Lord and His people. No! That is my pleasure. My pleasure is to help some soul somewhere, in any part of the
world who has problems. They have the confidence, they love the answers and they apply them.
A lying spirit cannot speak the truth. Therefore you lied on the fivefold, and you lied on Revelation
10:1, saying that He is not here.
Newcomers if you are here wondering what we are talking about. I might have lost you by now. God
sent a prophet and he brought a true message, revealing the Bible in the correct way. These men like Judas and
others in the Bible, took the message and tried to change it around from the simple understanding. So now we
are taking the message, and we are taking the Bible, and showing them that they are lying. They need to come
off the pulpit. And we are trying to reach the members of those congregations around the world. And we are
trying to wise them up, that their pastors are liars.
If you sit in a church and your pastor is a liar, you are going to hell with him. If he is a perverter of the
Word, and he tells you baptism in Father, Son and Holy Ghost, and a woman could preach, and a woman could
wear any kind of clothing, he is leading you to hell. Come out of that. Come and take up fellowship in Bethel.
We have the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. Visitors, when I say Revelation 10:1, I am talking
about Christ‟s spiritual coming.
His spiritual coming is the Word, the full Word, and it is represented by an Angel, and the Angel is the
Angel of the covenant. The same one that led the children of Israel throughout the wilderness, in a pillar of fire.
That is who we are talking about. But there is a physical coming. The physical coming takes place when Jesus
comes to rapture you from the earth. His feet do not touch the ground here. And if they made the second coming
of the Lord, Revelation 10:1 standing upon land and sea, they are liars, because Jesus‟ feet do not touch the
earth here. No. It must be cleansed. Then when His feet touches the earth, it will be upon a mountain in Israel.
And then when He puts His feet there, the mountain is going to cleave to one side and the next side.

I Thessalonians 4:16-17 <For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of

the archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first:
Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the clouds, to meet the
Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord.>

Zechariah 14:3-4 <Then shall the LORD go forth, and fight against those nations, as when he fought in
the day of battle.
And his feet shall stand in that day upon the mount of Olives, which is before Jerusalem on the east,
and the mount of Olives shall cleave in the midst thereof toward the east and toward the west, and there shall be
a very great valley; and half of the mountain shall remove toward the north, and half of it toward the south.>

WHEN HE RISES FROM THRONE FOR RAPTURE, HIS FEET SHALL NOT TOUCH THE EARTH
Quote W.M.B.: 7 … And we can look towards Heaven and see the Son of man rising from His Throne to
start towards the earth for the Rapture of His Church, and know that His precious feet won't touch this sinful
earth at that time; for as Rebekah rode the camel and jumped off the camel, right between the house of
Abraham, out in the field she met her bride. O God, and the Church will meet our Bride in the air, "For we
which are alive and remain shall not prevent or hinder those which are asleep.
The trumpet of God shall sound, the dead in Christ shall rise first, and we shall be caught up together
with them to meet the Lord (in the field) in the air, and forever be with Him." (60-1208 The Thyatirean Church
Age).
SECOND COMING – NEVER TOUCH HIS FEET ON EARTH
Quote: 100 We're waiting till the rapture, the change that we can see the Son of God coming in glory
one of these days. He will never touch His feet on the earth, but we'll be changed and caught up to meet Him in
the air. (61-0416 Abraham And His Seed After Him).

JESUS FEET NEVER ON EARTH UNTIL CHURCH RAPTURED
Quote: 68
… there will never be a Jesus set a foot on this earth until the Church done raptured and
gone. Now, you just bear that in mind, because there'll be false christs rise up. But Jesus will not be here on
earth; 'cause the trumpet sounds, and He never comes, we meet Him in the air. …And Jesus... never puts His
feet on the earth until the Church has been raptured and took Home and the Wedding Supper's over in Heaven;
then He returns back after the Jewish remnant. (60-1209 The Sardisean Church Age).

HE WILL NEVER COME TO EARTH IN HIS SECOND COMING
Quote: E-83 … He will never come to the earth on His second coming. We'll be caught up in the air to
meet Him in the air. We'll meet Him in the air. (61-0519 Sirs We Would See Jesus).

So His feet will not touch here upon the earth when he comes for the rapture, but they made the second
coming of the Lord touching the earth. No, He will not touch the earth the second time. We shall be caught up to
meet Him in the air. So Jesus is coming. That is true. But there are different phases of His coming, which I
cannot explain to you, and I do not give away to the hogs and the dogs. You don‟t give away pearls to the hogs

and the dogs. You are talking about the language of Jesus! You say, “I do not like your language.” Then you
don't love Jesus, as Jesus said; cast not your pearls before swine, and give not that which is Holy unto dogs.
That was a preacher. He called them hogs and dogs. He said do not give away your secrets.
So now, where they got mixed up, is there are different phases of the coming of the Lord until it leads
up to Jesus in the air. That does not make it four comings. There are still three comings. Three comings of the
Lord we believe in. But the second coming of the Lord has phases. That is what we are taking about.
Now we proved that Christ must have been here since 1963, at the opening of the seals. It was
confirmed by the prophet who was dealing with Him directly. Tay was not dealing with Him directly, nor was
Jackson dealing with Him directly, nor were any of these fanatics dealing with Him directly. No! Brother
Branham was dealing with Him directly. You said, how? They picked him up off the earth, and there was a
notable Angel on top. Now these heretics are contending with the notable Angel, and they are giving Him a
place where He does not belong.
Some of these Heresies have to pass our way for us to hear the deeper things of God, and I am glad for
them, showing the church how to defeat these lies, and these heretics.

REVELATION 10 – REDEMPTION & JUDGMENT
We proved that Revelation 10:1 is both occupied in redemption and judgment. Did that come out okay?
[Congregation says, Amen!”] I was so happy the other night, that you said, yes we want it, otherwise you would
have a kind of missing link. Yes, but Revelation 10:1 represents both redemption and judgment.
Now, if you notice the attire of judgement was in part. That represents amateur judgement. And beloved,
notice the other part of Revelation 10:1 speaks of redemption, and the main thing there was the rainbow; a
rainbow covenant, securing the elect while the amateur judgement is falling. It also represents judgement to
come, after the rapture. Yes, that is what it represents. So now, there are several symbols that belong to
redemption, and there are several symbols that represents judgement. And I proved it to you, that you could
have redemption while judgement is going on. The evil and the wicked are going to be judged, and the
redeemed who have the Covenant are going to be saved.
Now, that is what we are under. We are a covenant people, because we believe the Word and we
accepted Elijah the prophet, and we opened our arms to Revelation 10:1, the Covenant Angel. So we are saved,
and on account of that we will receive the Token, and those who reject the Token will perish. So it was declared
after the seals; “Receive the Token or perish”. So, it is both a judgement and a mercy attire.

HERESY – 5 THINGS HAPPEN BY REVELATION 10:1 AT RAPTURE
Now hear this heresy. This heresy is saying, “The Lord is going to come just at the brink of the rapture,
and five things are going to happen, five works of grace are going to happen. Seven seals, seven thunders will
be revealed, at the time He comes.
Now, on the brink of the rapture is still mercy yet, according to their doctrine. So during that time the
seventh seal, seven thunders will be revealed, and when that happens, five things will happen, at the brink of the
rapture, under mercy.
Alright, it says:

1. “It will gather the Bride together.”
2. “It will give rapturing faith.”
3. It says: “It will reveal the new name just before Christ and the blood goes off the mercy seat.”
4. He says: “It gives the minute and the hour of the coming of the Lord.”
Answer: Now, they perverted one of Brother Branham‟s quotations to say that. Jesus never said,” No
man knoweth the minute.” He said,” No man knoweth the day nor the hour.”

Matthew 24:36 <But of that day and hour knoweth no man, no, not the angels of heaven, but my Father
only.>

So, they put in an extra inside of here. He says, if you claim to know the seventh seal, you have to say
what minute the Lord is coming.
5. He said, “The Bride‟s revival will break about that time.”
Answer: Imagine something like that. Then if the Bride‟s revival is going to break, and the rapture is
going to take place, in just a matter of minutes, what is the use of the Bride‟s revival?
Now, he has to say that, because Brother Branham said the Bride‟s revival comes by the seven thunders.
(Seals page 253).
SEVEN THUNDERS FOR BRIDE’S REVIVAL
Quote W.M.B.: 182 … We have denominational revivals; we haven't had a real stirring. No, no, no, no.
No, sir. Don't think we got revivals. We haven't. Oh, they've got millions and millions and millions of church
members, but not a revival nowhere. No, no.

The Bride hasn't had a revival yet. See? There's been no revival there, no manifestation of God to stir
the Bride yet. See? We're looking for it. It will take those seven unknown thunders back there to wake her up
again. He will send it. He promised it. Now, now, watch. Now, she was dead. (The Third Seal 63-0320).
He said the Bride was asleep, but the seven thunders will wake them up.
If the seven thunders is opening just before the rapture, as Tay says, it means that the thunders will have
to wake them up then, and rapture her at the same time. Impossible. I am saying here that the seven thunders
belong on this side of the rapture, because the Bride was sleeping, as you were sleeping. One time you saints
were asleep in your organisations and in your churches, but Revelation 10:1 woke you up and put you in
desperation. I am saying that seven thunders belong on this side of the rapture.
You are exposed just by your own statement. You say the Bride‟s revival belongs to when the rapture
is going to take place.

REVELATION 10:1 GATHERS THE BRIDE BY HIS VOICE

Another dogma you put here is that the gathering of the Bride is going to take place about the time of
the rapture. You lied. There is a shout. The Lord Himself shall descend from heaven with a shout. Brother
Branham said that is his message. And then with a voice. He said that is the gathering of the Bride, and the
trumpet of God.
A SHOUT – A MESSAGE – MALACHI 4 TIME
Quote W.M.B.: 129 ...in Second Thessalonians, …there is three things that has to happen before the
Lord Himself appears…
…Three things happens. A voice... A shout, a voice, a trumpet, has to happen before Jesus appears.
Now, a shout... Jesus does all three of them when He's descending.
A shout, what is the shout? It's the Message going forth, first, the living Bread of Life bringing forth the
Bride. (The Rapture 65-1204).

Quote: 141 The first thing comes, when He starts descending from the Heaven, there's a shout. What is
it? Is a Message, to get the people together. A Message comes forth, first. Now, lamp-trimming time, "Rise and
trim your lamps." What watch was that?
The seventh, not the sixth. The seventh, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh. Rise and trim your lamps."
And they did. Some of them found they didn't even have any Oil in their lamp. See? But it's lamp-trimming time.
It's Malachi - 4 time. What He prom-... Is Luke 17. (The Rapture 65-1204).
A VOICE – GETTING THE BRIDE TOGETHER – THEN THE RESURRECTION
Quote W.M.B.: 152 …The first thing is... A shout; and then a voice; and then a trumpet.
Shout: a messenger getting the people ready.
The second is a voice of the resurrection: the same voice, that, a loud voice in Saint John 11:38-44, that
called Lazarus from the grave. Getting the Bride together; and then the resurrection of the dead, see; to be
caught up with It.. (The Rapture 65-1204).

The gathering of the Bride must take place before the rapture, and that is what is happening, we are
gathering already. The Bride is gathering for a certain amount of years, because she is following Revelation
10:1, and out of his mouth went forth seven thunders
REVELATION 10:1 – THE CHURCH IS FIXING TO BE RAPTURED
Quote W.M.B.: 29... I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a cloud: and a
rainbow... upon his head,...
If you notice that's Christ …Angel is a messenger, and He's a Messenger to Israel. See? The Church has
been raptured. See? Now, or fixing to be raptured. He comes for His Church. (The Breach 63-0317).

So you have misplaced this first thing, that you say that the gathering of the Bride is the resurrection.
The gathering of the Bride is not that kind of gathering. This here with the voice of the Lord is that the Lord

descended from heaven with a shout and with the voice. When the voice echoes, the sheep hears the voice, and
they rally around Revelation 10:1, and they are getting prepared for the rapture.
Alright, so you are knocked out with your first work of grace just before the rapture. The gathering of
the Bride is now. We have a mixed multitude that follows Brother Branham‟s message, but the Bride is within
that mixed multitude, and the voice of Revelation10:1 that He came down with, is now gathering the Bride. I
saw another mighty angel come down from heaven and He cried with a loud voice. That voice is the same voice
that Christ descended with, that is gathering the Bride right now, that revelation.
Alright, you say around that time, that is your second one, it gives rapturing faith at that time when
Revelation 10:1 comes for the rapture, then they will have rapturing faith. Absolutely not! Rapturing faith has to
be this side of the rapture, and the Bride slowly grows into that rapturing faith. And if this stumbles you let me
tell you something, rapturing faith is here now. The rapturing faith is right here now. Faith cometh by hearing
and hearing the Word of God. The rapturing faith is here now. We are not waiting for it down there.
You say the new name will be revealed then. Alright, new name will be revealed because it is under
the seven thunders. Now the new name will be revealed on this side of the rapture, because that new name is
employed in signs, wonders and miracles.
NEW NAME – OPENING UP OF POWER
Quote W.M.B.: E-43 ... It just kept burning on my heart a message, that I knowed that something God
had promised on the opening up of the power, yet I'm waiting now for Him, which I believe will appear to me
visibly. I say it with reverence; I've seen Him twice. 'Course it was vision.
…And I've been feeling for the last few months that I'll see Him again. Here in... pretty soon that He will
reveal again His... something that's fixing to come forth.
Oh, brother, if I have it right, God forgive me if I'm wrong, but seeing it in the Scripture, seeing that
when He rose and ascended up, He received a new Name that no one knowed about. Then I see Him coming in
His power. (53-1213E Faith).

And let this stumble you. I am not going to answer your question. The new name was revealed to
William Branham already on this side of the rapture.

7 SEAL/7 THUNDERS REVELATION BEFORE MERCY OVER
TH

God revealed two parts of the seven thunders to Brother Branham. He said, “The first one I would tell
you, it is the seventh seal, it is the seven thunders and the third pull.” He said, “The next one I cannot tell you
that.” What was that? He said, “…and the third part, it will be revealed just before the rapture.”
Alright, now you tell me what the second part is. He said, “I would not say it”. The third part was in an
unknown language. Alright, hear this liar now; he says that the seven thunders would be revealed at the brink of
the rapture, the whole seven thunders would be revealed at the rapture. Well then that is contrary because two
parts were revealed to Brother Branham on this side of the rapture already. The third part will be revealed on
this side of the rapture, in a time of mercy.
So the seven thunders, two parts were revealed already, under the blood of redemption, on this side of
the rapture. The third part would be revealed here. The next thing is for the Bride to know the new name.

Brother Branham knew it already. It was revealed to him. And I would tell you when the new name would be
revealed. At the time of the circumcision. I said the new name would be made known at the time of
circumcision. The name must be pronounced on the day of circumcision.
So, this fellow counted out five works of grace, where he put Revelation 10:1 on the brink of the rapture.
I proved to him that he is a liar. The first one, the gathering of the Bride, is on this side of the blood; giving
rapturing faith is on this side, to reveal the new name is on this side. And here he made a lie and perverted one
of Brother Branham‟s quotations on seals page 575.

REVEALED IN THAT DAY, IN THAT HOUR IT IS SUPPOSED TO BE REVEALED
Quote: 576 (1) So I believe... If we don't know it, and it won't be known „til that time, but it will be
revealed in that day, in the hour that it's supposed to be revealed in. So the thing for us to do is to be reverent
before God and serve Him, and do all that we know how to do, and live good Christian lives. (New Ed. Page
520(393). (The seventh seal 24/3/1963).
Do you know what they turn that quotation to mean? Brother Branham is saying, “It will reveal the
minute, it will reveal the hour and it will reveal the day.” You lied, Mr. Tay, you perverted the words of
William Branham. He was not talking about the time it would be revealed in that respect. He was saying that it
would be revealed one of these days, in the correct time and in the correct day and hour.
If you could make that something else, make it and write me back. You are a bunch of perverters, Mr.
Tay and Mr. Andah and Amos. You are a bunch of perverters, and you are the ones using the quotations of
Brother Branham conveniently, not us. E.O.D.H. is undefeatable.

7 SEAL/7 THUNDERS THIS SIDE OF RAPTURE
TH

Alright, Revelation 10. Now, they are saying that the seventh seal, seven thunders will be revealed at the
brink of the rapture when the blood is about to leave the mercy seat. Yes. They lied. Everything happened here
before the rapture takes place, and I am going to prove it furthee. I am saying to all the followers of Jackson that
it is not five works of grace. The seventh seal is not opened on the brink of the rapture, the seven thunders
are not opened at the brink of the rapture. It is opened before that. And the reason that I am saying that, is that it
has to do a work of grace. The capstone comes by grace. H ow many knows that? “Zerubbabel has laid the
foundation” (Is that right?), “and Zerubbabel will bring again the headstone with shoutings of grace, grace.”

Zechariah 4:7,9 <Who art thou, O great mountain? before Zerubbabel thou shalt become a plain: and
he shall bring forth the headstone thereof with shoutings, crying, Grace, grace unto it.
… The hands of Zerubbabel have laid the foundation of this house; his hands shall also finish it; and
thou shalt know that the LORD of hosts hath sent me unto you.>

So, grace is going to be here until the capstone comes, and after that too.
Zerubbabel laid the foundation, Christ laid the foundation, and Zerubbabel, Christ, shall bring again the
headstone with shoutings of crying grace, grace unto it. Yes, grace has to be here until that capstone comes, and
after that.

Alright, let me put in this here before I forget. The seven thunders must come in a period of grace
because the prophet proclaimed that the seven thunders caps the pyramid, (the seven thunders caps the church).
It takes grace to bring the headstone on the church of God, so the thunders is under grace. Zerubbabel brings it
under grace. You fellows do not even know about that outpouring of the Holy Spirit, otherwise you would know
about the adoption. The seven thunders cap the church.

PURPOSELY LEFT OUT THE THIRD PULL
Now, to make this heresy only three or four or five, which he perverted, saying that the seventh seal,
seven thunders is going to do those things, but that would happen at the brink of the rapture, hear the
cunningness. And you followers of Jackson and you followers of Tay, followers of Andah, followers of Amos,
let me tell you what they did. Now, Brother Branham said that the seventh seal is the seven thunders, and the
seven thunders is the third pull. Everybody remember that, that those three things go together, in the Seven
Seals book? It goes together: seventh seal is the same, seven thunders is the same and third pull is the same,
and all is the coming of the Lord.
THIS IS THE THIRD PULL – THE SEVENTH SEAL
Quote: 299 And in Sabino Canyon, He said, "This is the third pull." And there's three great things that
goes with it, and one unfolded today, or yesterday, the other one unfolded today, and there's one thing that I
cannot interpret, because it's in an unknown language. But I was standing right there and looked right
straight at it, and this is the third pull coming up. And the Holy Spirit of God... Oh, my. That's the reason all
heaven was silent.
…So just remember, the Seventh Seal, the reason it was not opened (See?), the reason It did not reveal
it, no one should know about it. (63-0324E The Seventh Seal).

In order to make this doctrine, do you know what these fellows did? They never added the third pull and
the miracles and signs to the seven thunders and the seventh seal. They cut it off and they behaved like that did
not exist, in order to get these few things here and say that it is fitting near the rapture. They lied. Brothers and
Sisters,, they purposely left it out. When you add the third pull, you bring Revelation 10:1 right back this way,
and they purposely left out the third pull because the third pull ministry has to be on this side of the blood and
this side of the rapture.
Yes, so now what they eliminated, I have added. So it is not only five works of grace, it is about
thirteen works of grace that are done by the seventh seal, seven thunders, when you add the third pull into it.
You know this is history to us. That is on Book 12, pages 6-18. If you want to get that book it is right on the net:
“Seven Thunders Heresies Vs The Real Program Of God”.

tay, andah & All heretics exposed by
real thunders program
CHAPTER 8

I took the program of God, as stated by Brother Branham, from his message, and placed it first in the
book, pages 6-18. I invited ministers from around the world to tell me, what is the program of God for the
seventh seal, seven thunders revelation? They wrote from everywhere and guessed. I said, Brother Branham has
that in his message. One fellow wrote and he said there is no program. I said, but Brother Branham said “you
will mess the real program of God up”. There must be a program.
You would be surprised to know how much nonsense great ministers wrote, saying what the program of
God is. Now I put the real program of God up front, and I matched all what they were saying, and examined it
by the true program of God, and the oaks of Bashan fell, and cedars of Lebanon fell. Men like Jackson were
exposed in the last part of the book. We challenged men like Gan, we challenged Ewald Frank, and there is a
whole list of heretics. At the end of it, I said none of your programs fits God‟s program, therefore you are false.
Man, I tell you, you heard heretics grumbled, heretics kicked up, they fought up, and they could not fight that.
And there is where Raymond Jackson came in; his program was a terrible program, changing all the teachings
of Brother Branham.
So congregations overseas, if you want to find that, go to our website, Bethel‟s website:
www.bethelthehouseofgod.net & www.geocities.com/bethel_thehouseofgod. Punch up book twelve and
examine that book, and see how all those ministers came tumbling down, as they did not fit the program that
Brother Branham hinted, stated in so many words, and gave out in so many words for that program. Every one
of them was contrary to the program and I denounced them as heretics. Oh, they battled, they fought. So they
could not stand up.
Now, so is Mister Tay, so is Mister Andah. The program of God outlined during that time is still living,
it is still existing, and I could still use it here to expose any heretic who will raise up in this 2016. It is an
undefeatable work. And I am still challenging them, come prove to me the program of God and see if you fit
in that program of God. And if you cannot fit, you are a false prophet. So Tay is found to be a false prophet,
Andah is found to be a false prophet, Amos is found a false prophet, and anything that is contrary to the
program of God is a false prophet and a heretic, and we are true, we follow the program of God; we believe the
program of God. With those elect of God overseas, we are right and the whole world is wrong. Only who
believe us, and believe our revelation are right. This is true. This is the Sword of the King at work; nothing
could chop through these heresies but the Sword of the King. Brother Branham said “The third pull is the
revealing of the Word of God”.
So these fellows, they take Revelation 10:1 and put Him on that side, and they are only accounting for
the seventh seal and seven thunders. But hear me loud and clear, I bring back the third pull that is connected
with the seventh seal and seven thunders, and now pick out the works of grace that must be done. Therefore the
seven thunders, seventh seal and third pull are on this side of the rapture, and would accomplish what it is
supposed to accomplish.
They want to take our Redeemer, are they mad or what? You are found liars, you are found hypocrites,
and you are found deceivers. When we measure you with God‟s program, you are liars and thieves. Beware of
false prophets that come to you in sheep‟s clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. All those major
heretics were loosed.

REVELATION 10:1 RIGHTLY PLACED AT TIME OF MERCY
Let me prove one more time that Revelation 10:1 has to be here, not after mercy is over, but while
mercy is in progress.
There was a dream that Brother Branham interpreted concerning a place called, the house of hell. And
Brother Branham went to loose those people, and he was shaking the bars and everything, and he could not get
them out. And do you know what he saw in the prison, anybody knows? He saw the rainbow in the prison
and Christ. That belongs to Revelation 10:1. You need grace to deliver those people behind those ten inch
thick bars. And then he put the spoken Word in action, and he said, “House of hell give way”, and people were
running and screaming, “Delivered! Delivered!”
HOUSE OF HELL DREAM – REVELATION 10:1
Quote W.M.B.: 30 And she said, "Brother Branham, deliver us from this." Said, "This is a house of
hell."..." And I looked over there, and like a great big cellar, or big walls, down beneath a great big cave; and
great iron bars, eight or ten inches thick. And people, out of their mind, twisted arms and legs, beating their
head like that.
… And I seen some lights flickering around in there. And I looked up, and there stood the Lord Jesus
with lights of rainbow around Him. He was looking right straight to me, said, "Deliver those people." And He
went away.
And I thought, "Well, how could I deliver them? I haven't got strength enough in my arms to break
those bars."
So I said, "House of hell, give away to the Name of Jesus Christ."
And all the creaking and popping, and the rocks a-rolling, and bars a-falling; and people running,
screaming, "Delivered!" and screaming at the top of their voice, and was all delivered. (Works Is Faith
Expressed 65-1126).

Where are you going to put that? If you put the third pull up here, you have to put the seventh seal up
here. If you put the seventh seal here, you have to put the thunders up here, because they are one and the same,
and it speaks of the coming of the Lord for deliverance. How many believe that? [Congregation says,
“Amen!”]
THIS IS THE THIRD PULL – THE SEVENTH SEAL
Quote: 299 And in Sabino Canyon, He said, "This is the third pull." And there's three great things that
goes with it, and one unfolded today, or yesterday, the other one unfolded today, and there's one thing that I
cannot interpret, because it's in an unknown language. But I was standing right there and looked right
straight at it, and this is the third pull coming up. And the Holy Spirit of God... Oh, my. That's the reason all
heaven was silent.
Now, I'd better stop right here. See? I just feel checked not to say no more about it. See? So just
remember, the Seventh Seal, the reason it was not opened (See?), the reason It did not reveal it, no one should
know about it. (63-0324E The Seventh Seal).

You have to bring back Revelation 10:1 on this side. There was a flickering light of the rainbow inside
the prison, because there was covenant fish inside of there. The rainbow trout were in prison and the spoken
Word delivered them. So Revelation 10:1 belongs on this side, the blood belongs on this side, the thunders are
revealed under the blood, the seventh seal is revealed under the blood, and the third pull ministry is under the
blood. That is why it has to take place right here today.
These fellows don’t believe in a physical coming of the Lord. So they spiritualize it, and when they
spiritualize it, it could only fit after the rapture. That is what happened to them. We are bringing it back in place.
I am telling you children, you have not followed cunningly devised fables. You are not following a myth. If
this was a myth, we could not have the presence of the Lord, we could not have the strength to live this life, we
would not understand the Word of God. This is not a myth, this is the Word, the truth, the whole truth and
nothing but the truth. If this was not the Word, it could not have licked up all those heretics. They would have
licked me up already.
“We are riding on alligator backs down here, and wearing loin cloths and drinking monkey liver soup.”
That is what they think of us. But we are not drinking monkey liver soup; we are not wearing loin cloth and
riding on alligator backs out here. We are on the Word of God, and the Words that I speak unto you they are
Spirit and life, Jesus said. That is why It could mash up Gan, that is why It mashed up Raymond Jackson, that is
why It mashed up the German corbeaux (vulture), who calls himself the German eagle. That is why It mashed
up Vin Dayal, that is why It mashed up Coleman, because we have the truth, and the whole truth, and we are in
connection with Revelation 10:1. Not only that, we are in connection with the Mighty Angels that came down.
That is why His presence is here with us. Oh yes. I believe it.
You told our ministers, “sit down”?! You sit down Tay, you sit down Andah; you big goats! Sit down
there, and don‟t enter the pulpit again. Do you know, this man who wrote the book, called Andah, was in that
meeting too, I was informed? Yes, they all gathered together with their heretic mouths, to put down our
brothers. And they said “If you don‟t know your position in the fivefold ministry, you need to sit down and let
us talk.”
You dog, arrogant fool! Treating human beings like that. You have no principle, you are arrogant,
filled with anger. Our brothers should speak, and you should take your seat. And I am calling you to take your
seats now. Get off the pulpit and let the people go.

GOD’S PROGRAM FOR SEVEN THUNDERS BRIEFED
So beloved, the thirteen things that have to happen before the Rapture are recorded in Book Twelve. It
is about twelve pages. Let me brief you just a little on them:
1. The first of God’s program for the seventh Seal, seven Thunders is that God used Elijah, Malachi 4 to
lay a foundation. You say, “For whom? Which man?” No, he laid a foundation for Revelation 10:1.
John the Baptist laid a foundation for Jesus.
He said, I am the voice of one crying in the wilderness, prepare ye the way of the Lord. He was laying a
foundation. So Malachi 4, he laid a foundation for Revelation 10:1, Christ. And he said that he must decrease,
but Christ must increase. That is just one. That happened on this side of the Rapture; we have quotations to suit.
[Reference: 567-3 {325} The seventh seal 63-0324E & 13-4 And knoweth it not 65-0815.]
2. The notable angel of the seven angels held the seventh Seal. It is revealed after the seven Church
Ages time, in the Bride Age, under a new covenant (Revelation 10:1-6). That is the second thing that
happens is that this Angel of Revelation 10:1 comes down upon the earth after Church Ages time is
sworn away. Yes. In another place Brother Branham said that Revelation 10:1 opened the seals. So how

was He not here; and how did the Seals get opened? Brother Branham said Revelation 10:1 opened the
Seals.
THE OPENING OF THE SEALS – REVELATION 10
Quote W.M.B.: 101 … Now notice. But at the opening of the Seven Seals, Revelations 10, the full Word
is to be born into manifestation again… (65-0218 The Seed Is Not Heir With The Shuck).

3. Now, we have another one here; God has an appointed time and an appointed season for the revelation
of the seventh seal and seven Thunders. We are familiar with that.
4. God will send it at the appointed time. His Crystal will reflect the interpretation. Is that true?
[Congregation says “Amen!”]
That is the fourth in the program of God, that the Crystal will reflect the true interpretation. That is not
after the Rapture. That is up here.
5. It will start in secret somewhere. Why Tay and Andah did not say that? It has to start in secret right
here, on earth. [Reference: 564 (4)… The seventh seal 24/3/1963 - New Ed. Page 510 (304)].
6. It will be broken to the public when the hour arrives. To the public, when the hour arrives.
[Reference: 576 (2) The seventh seal 24/3/1963), 576 (3) to 576 (5) The seventh seal 24/3/1963, 574
(1)… The seventh seal 24/3/1963).
7. The ministry is manifested and vindicated at the world council of churches’ boycott on the church.
Then the Revival breaks in New England.
Then we have the Thunders Revival, the Bride has the Thunders Revival. What is the use of it down by
the Rapture? Are these men mad, or what? This is a Bride‟s Revival. Yes sir.
And let me put in something here for you. There was a Bride Revival once. How many say „Amen‟?
[Congregation says “Amen”] It started by the Adoption, and it set the fivefold ministry in motion. And Christ
will do it again; Revelation 10:1 will do it again, by the uttering of the seven Thunders, we will have that same
ministry, a Bride‟s Revival..
8. The people should not make isms of the seventh Seal/seven Thunders since it was not opened in 1963.
[Reference: 577 (2) The seventh seal 24/3/1963, New Ed. Pages 521 (400).]
9. God revealed to W.M.B. about the seventh Seal, that it is in a threefold manner like the six seals.
The first fold connected the three mysterious silences of the Bible, and it kept silent about the second
fold, and God kept silent about the third fold.
What I am saying is that, the first fold, Brother Branham gave to the church; he said that it is the coming
of the Lord. The second fold, Brother Branham kept silent about it. And the third fold, God kept silent about it.
All of these here have quotations to suit. Nobody is speaking but Brother Branham; telling you the
program of God for the revelation of the seventh Seal and seven Thunders. And I let them argue with that. They
cannot argue with it.
10. The people were to humble themselves, go on with the plain message, await the revelation of the
seventh Seal/seven Thunders; and not try to interpret it, as they would mess up the real program of God,
and wind themselves off the beaten track.

[Reference: 458 (4) to 458 (6) Questions & Answers. On The Seals 63-0324M.]
Tay is giving us five little things, and he is putting it when mercy is about over. You have no revelation,
Tay, you have no right to the interpretation of the scripture. You have no rights to the claim of a fivefold
ministry, you have no right to put down our brothers. You should sit down as a dumb donkey and listen to these
men in Ghana.
11. The tremendous, mysterious happening is gone. There is not a way for you to see it. God will send it.
God‟s plan and program includes five musts and the threefold mystery of God. On the threefold mystery
of god Brother Branham talked about the seventh seal/seven thunders. Now that is a knockout. That
cannot fit where they are fitting it.
12. Each item must dovetail with the five “musts” in doing God a service. So it lays out here the five musts,
before you come and preach the Revelation.
13. The three-fold mystery of God. That is a major quotation there, and major teachings of the three-fold
mystery of God. It includes the Revelation of the Son of Man; it includes there a Bride‟s Revival and it
includes the coming of the Lord. How are you going to fit that when mercy is over? You cannot fit that.
GOD’S GREAT MYSTERY-HE KEPT IT A SECRET
THAT’S THE REASON SEVENTH SEAL SILENCE
Quote W.M.B.: 17-1 “Now, God had a purpose and a hidden mystery. And that's what I want to speak
on to the church this morning: the hidden mystery of God that He had in His mind before the world ever began
and how that it's unfolded itself right down to this present hour that we're living…
God's great mystery of how... It's a secret. He kept it a secret. Nobody knowed nothing about it; even the
Angels didn't understand it. See? He didn't reveal it. That's the reason under our seventh mystery, when the
seventh seal was opened, there was silence.” (Christ Is The Mystery Of God Revealed 63-0728).
Quote: 24-5 “First, to express Hisself completely: God in Christ. Second, to have the preeminences by
this in His Church (which is His Body, Bride) to... He could have the preeminence to express Himself through
them. All right. And thirdly, to restore the Kingdom to its rightly position that fell by sin by the first Adam, back
to where He walked in the cool of the evening with His people, talked with them, fellowshipped with them.
(Christ Is The Mystery Of God Revealed 63-0728).
There we are, you got a briefing. Let the people see God‟s program. So, Tay‟s program, Andah‟s
program cannot fit the program of God, therefore, you are found false prophets. Amos‟ program cannot fit it,
Jackson‟s cannot fit it; therefore, you are false prophets, liars and deceivers.
They are going to hear me on the net with this, and they are going to read it around the world. You tried
to embarrass our brothers; you tried to find thirty faults in E.O.D.H., you will be exposed publicly. And
anybody around the world who wants to defend this and jump into this battle, come!! Send your picture for
me!

Tay, I want your picture! Andah, I want your picture! Amos already has a picture. His face is thin and he
has a beard that comes down like a goat. That is Amos, „black skin son of Ham unveiling the Son of God.‟ And
this fellow who I am telling to sit down; he is a „thunders specialist consultant‟ but he is denying the opening of
the thunders until the rapture is about to take place. What are you consulting about?! What specialist are you?!
You are a specialist in heresies!! That is what you are; a specialist in heresies, denying the Lord Christ upon
earth. He is here with His Mighty Angels!
Alright, so now brothers, he puts five things to happen at the time of the rapture. Several of them are
lies. We studied this, this is history. We brought out that in 2004, and we defeated all the heretics around the
world. Tay arrived on a lame donkey, and Andah; he arrived on a lame donkey taking a ride behind Tay on
the same donkey.
So now, we have here the Sword of the King a long time ago, and we challenged your father; Jackson,
and he could not answer. Not one word he could answer!! Gan could not answer one word!! The German
eagle‟s mouth was shut because he is a German corbeaux (vulture)!!

CRITICAL & SULKY AT THE REBUKE OF THE WORD
What is happening with you here? Are you sulky when you hear the Word? And do you feel that,
„Brother Bruce should not talk like that.‟ “I do not like how that man talks!” Well you would not like Jesus.
Jesus said, “Scribes and Pharisees ye hypocrites! Ye are graves that appear not, and men who walk over the
graves are not aware that they are walking over graves.” Yes, “Scribes and Pharisees, your mouths are like open
sepulchres.” He said, “Inside of you are full of dead men‟s bones!!” That is a preacher, and I like the Spirit of
Jesus! I love the Spirit of Jesus!
John the Baptist preached the Word of God; he said, “The axe is laid to the root of the tree and every tree
that bringeth not forth good fruit is hewn down and cast into the fire! You vipers you snakes in the grass!!” Yes
sir, and we love his spirit.
Yes sir, I want to be a John the Baptist preacher; “…axe is laid to the root of the tree, every tree that
beareth not fruit is hewn down and cast into the fire!” Yes, that is the kind of man God wants. Read, „God
Called Man‟, you will find out the kind of man God uses today: “God called man; man who has come through
the fiery furnace and from the lion‟s den and don‟t care what they eat or what they drink.” He said, “If you are a
coward God cannot use you!”
GOD CAN’T USE COWARDS IN HIS ARMY
Quote W.M.B.: E-29 … Christians are not cowards. They believe God. They stand on what He says. And
God's not a coward. And He can't use cowards in His army. You got to be brave and stand right up to it, believe
Him, take and trust in His Word, not knowing where you're going, but you know you're going His way. (560415 The Deep Calling To The Deep).

HE WANTS MEN WITH BACKBONE
Quote: E-90 ... Oh, my. Cowardly, God can't use a coward; He wants men. He wants to take that
wishbone out and put a backbone in there. (60-0712 Hear Ye Him).

RUGGED MEN WHO DON’T CARE WHAT THE OPPOSITION IS
Quote: 30a …We cannot have a revival until we get men--God-called men, God-trained men, that's not
trained up in the schools of theology and of education, but rugged men of faith that God has brought up in the
school of His rugged training, men who are not afraid to face the fire, men who has come in the Presence of
God and knows His power, and knows His omnipotence, and knows His healing power, some men that's trained
to know the living God. It's all right to train them by the Word, but the letter killeth; the Spirit giveth Life.
And before we can have this revival, God has to call out and train men (God-trained men) to carry this
Message. And they don't care what the opposition is. They are willing to go to the fiery furnace in defeat, or to
the lions' den, or wherever it may be; they're ready to go, because they've been in the Presence of God and
know that He is. Whether it's to victory or defeat, they still stand the same. That's the kind of training God does
to man. (58-1005 God Called Man).

HOW CAN GOD EVER USE A COWARD
Quote: 115 What were they? Men who God trained and called... How can God ever use a coward to put
His Word into? He's a scared. That's the reason they know nothing about it. Men who are not scared, who God
has circumcised by the Holy Spirit, God lives inside. He'd just as soon as seal …his testimony with his blood:
doesn't care. It's Christ that he lives. "For me to live is Christ and to die is gain." That's the way they feeled
about it. Amen. (58-1005 God Called Man).

I am not a coward! The ministers here are not cowards. My assistant here is not a coward. No sir! They
are men who can handle heresies. There are two great men who are deputed to handle heresies of any kind here,
and they are Pastor Sookdeo Ramnarine and Minister Jack! Yes sir, they are deputed to do so.
Any heresies I send to our assistant pastor, Brother Sookdeo, I do not even have to check it; everything is
accurate. No matter he does not deal with many from the pulpit, but he dealt with a lot of heresies on paper
accurately, and I asked Brother Jack to do that, accurately! He puts serious blows on them. Yes, two men who
are deputed, and the others are coming behind and they are not going to play with heresies here.
We are ministers of E.O.D.H.!! Ministers of Christ, and we stand in defence of the gospel, we stand in
defence of Revelation10:1. We stand in defence of another outpouring of the Holy Spirit, and it is going to be
here to manifest the Bride of Christ, O yes; thirteen facts.
So Tay, you are found a liar. Andah, you are found a liar, and you are riding on the crocodile‟s back! Yes,
and you are drinking monkey‟s liver soup, and you are wearing the loin cloth!! Yes sir! And Brother Branham
likes what is in us. Your heresies are exposed by the program of God for the seven thunders and the seventh
seal.
Alright, so now the seven thunders caps the pyramid. It has to be this side of the rapture because it
takes the capping of the pyramid in order for the rapture.

THE PYRAMID IS CAPPED BY THE SEVEN THUNDERS
Quote W.M.B.: 372 …If it is, then the pyramid is capped by the Seven Thunders.
You remember the pyramid Message? It's the Capstone. What did It do? The Holy Spirit capped off the
individual and seal it, when we added to our faith; righteousness, and godliness, and faith, and so forth, and
kept adding to it till we got seven things. And the seventh one was love, which is God.

That's how He makes the individual, and caps him and seals him with the Holy Spirit.
…the Headstone comes, to cap off the Church. Does the Thunders mean that, my brethren? Sirs, is that
where we're at? (62-1230E Is This The Sign Of The End Sir).

MYSTERY OF THUNDERS BRING BACK HEADSTONE
Quote: 390 Is this the mystery, of the Thunders, that will bring back the Headstone? You know, the
pyramid never was capped. The Headstone is yet to come. (62-1230E Is This The Sign Of The End Sir).

PERFECT CHURCH - CAPSTONE CAP IT OFF
Quote W.M.B.: 47-1 Now, in building the virtue, building this monument, building this statue (See?), it
starts off and the foundation that's on faith, virtue, knowledge, temperance, patience, godliness, brotherly
kindness. Now, what's it do? Then they're waiting for the Headstone which is love; for God is love…
…The Holy Spirit is above all this, welding this together, building a what? A perfect church for the
capstone to cap it off. (62-1014M The Stature Of A Perfect Man).

CAPSTONE SEALS YOU INTO KINGDOM
Quote W.M. B.: 51-5 …When a man or woman possess this, then the Capstone comes down and seals
them into the Kingdom of God which is the Holy Ghost. (62-1014M The Stature Of A Perfect Man).

CAPSTONE COMES THEN WILL COME THE RAPTURE
Quote W.M.B.: 53-1 When the pyramid Cap does come, the pyramid itself, the Body of Christ will have
to be honed... It'll have to be so perfectly like Christ till when He comes, He and that ministry will fit right
smack together. Then will come the rapture, the going home. (62-1014M The Stature Of A Perfect Man).

HEADSTONE FOR RAPTURE
Quote: 116 The Dynamics of this Church will be a refilling of the Holy Spirit that we have worked in a
small measure while the Headstone is coming down to unite with the Body. But when that Head and Body
unites together, the full power of the Holy Ghost would raise Her up just exactly like that; even the dead, that's
dead in Christ, for hundreds of years ago, will rise in the beauty of His holiness, and take a flight to the skies.
The Dynamics is the Holy Spirit. (63-1123M What Shall I Do With Jesus Called Christ).

HERESIES: TWO ANGELS & TWO CLOUDS NOT ASSOCIATED
CHAPTER 9
Okay so here we are. We are coming now to his second heresy. They have reasons for wanting to make
this heresy.

TWO ANGELS HERESY
So now they say, “The two angels: Revelation 10:1 and the last and seventh angel of the seven angels
who revealed the seals, they are separate angels.” He said, “The seven angels never touched the ground. They
kept flying…” He said, “…but this one here; Revelation 10:1, touched the ground, and it will only happen when
the rapture is going to take place, because that is the second coming of the Lord, also, he is not the seventh
Angel holding the seventh seal.”
They are separating these two angels: Revelation 10:1 and the notable Angel. The only way they could
put Him at the rapture is to separate Him from 1963. So they say, “That angel; Revelation 10:1, and that
notable angel of the seven angels; which is the seventh angel, are different.” O yes?
He said that those seven angels never touched the ground. They never did? I am saying that those seven
angels touched the ground, and it was confirmed by Brother Branham. Now, who will you believe, Brother
Branham or these heretics? [Congregation says, “Brother Branham.”] Brother Branham said:
SEVEN ANGELS COME DOWN, TURNED WHITE AND FORMED CLOUD AS THEY WENT UP –
Quote: 31 Like the March 17th, the March issue of the Life magazine, you seen that circle of Light in
the skies, thirty miles high, twenty-seven miles across.
…And right standing beneath that, a man that is sitting right present now, was right standing there by
me, when seven Angels come down from God, visibly standing right there, and told me about the end time, and
these revelations and things of the Book of Revelation, the Seven Seals, and said, "Return home, and one by one
will bring the Message." That's right.
And It went right up, and begin to turn white as It went up, on up; and a blast that shook the
mountains, till rocks, size of a- bucket, fell out of the mountains, like that. (63-1128M Testimony).

He is saying that they never touched the earth and they kept on flying. Brother Branham is saying that
they touched the ground.
And hear this again, not only touched the ground, but Brother Branham is saying, “the seven angels
came down and blasted the earth!” He said, “When they blasted the earth, big junks of rocks like a pig tail
bucket broke off from the mountain.” Those angels did it. That is just to answer this fool according to his folly.

SEVEN ANGELS COME DOWN AND BLASTED THE EARTH

Quote: 176 That morning when those seven Angels come down and blasted the earth, and rocks flew
every way, seven Angels stood there and said, "Return back to Jeffersonville, from where you come from, for the
Seven Seals of the seven mysteries will be opened." (65-0219 This Day This Scripture Is Fulfilled).
“SEVEN ANGELS IN A CLUSTER SHOOK THE EARTH
Quote: 163 (65-0219 This Day This Scripture Is Fulfilled).

You are telling me that they never touched the ground?
SEVEN ANGELS COME DOWN - STOOD – THEY TOOK THE PICTURE OF IT IN THE SKY
Quote: 25-26
Shalom).

… And they took the picture of It in the sky. It come out in the magazine. (64-0119

They came down and stood.
SEVEN ANGELS CAME – BURSTED THE GROUND – ROCKS ROLLED OFF THE MOUNTAIN
Quote: 40 …And seven Angels came and bursted this, and ground bursted and everything else, to...
rocks rolled out of the mountains, and seven Angels stood there. (65-1127B Trying To Do God A Service
Without It Being God's Will).
SEVEN ANGELS SWEPT DOWN AND PICKED ME UP
Quote” 79 (63-0623M Standing In The Gap).

So they came down to the ground, picked up Brother Branham and then flew up. So you lied by saying
that these angels never did come down to the ground. And let me prove you a big liar here.
They sent back Brother Branham to the east. He went into a room and he waited for one of the angels
every day, and the angels came down to the ground, gave him the seal, and went away. Second angel, third
angel, fourth angel, fifth angel, sixth angel, seventh angel. And the seventh angel when He came, He said, the
seventh seal is not revealed. I am proving that all touched the ground. So Tay is found a liar! Andah is found a
liar! They said the only one that touched the ground was Revelation 10:1 and that has not happened as yet, it is
going to happen. I am proving to you that Revelation 10:1 touched the ground too, He touched the ground in
1963!
They are saying that these two angels are two separate angels. Let us see if they are two separate angels.
Is everybody ready? [Congregation says, „Amen!] My beloved, there was one in the constellation, which was
the seventh angel. Brother Branham said, He was the one with the seventh seal, and a notable angel. Out of all
of them, He had His chest pushed out and He was a notable angel.
The angels were in the shape of a pyramid. The one that was on top, made the pyramid headstone for the
constellation of seven angels. I am saying that the seventh angel; the notable angel was the capstone. And who
is the capstone? It is Christ! It is Christ.

CHRIST IS THE HEADSTONE
Quote W.M.B.: 319 And notice in the pyramid when he built it, in time of Enoch, every stone was in
there. They could measure them things just exactly and tell the wars and things. Everything is complete but the
Headstone. Why? …It never was capped. Christ is the Headstone that was rejected, He was the rejected
Headstone. He's coming back pretty soon. (61-0108 Revelation Chapter Four 3).

Now He has a reason for being up there and He had a reason for being notable. Tay, I am asking you,
what is the name of the notable Angel? And I am asking you, what is the name of the Angel of Revelation
10:1? You are too dumb to answer that. I know the name and this congregation knows the name. They know the
name of the notable Angel; they know the name of Revelation 10:1. Go burst your head and find out who that
is. If you could find out the name then you will find out that the two Angels are one and the same. And I will
prove to you right now that there were never two angels holding the seventh seal.
The one that was flying held the seventh seal. The one that came down uttered the thunders voices. That
makes the revelation one. Whoever was holding the seventh seal was also uttering the thunders because it is one
Angel. And this one on the ground is Christ! Therefore, the one in the constellation is Christ! The one in the
constellation is Christ, and I will prove to you, it is Christ. He was the capstone in the constellation of seven He
was the capstone; He was the one on the top. And who is the one on top? Who is the capstone of this pyramid?
The capstone of the pyramid is Christ. Do not play with E.O.D.H.
Tell me the name of that notable angel and tell me His position. He had a name and He had a position.
The position was on top of the pyramid. Tell me who is this one here now, Revelation 10:1? He uttered the
thunders and the other one uttered the seventh seal. The seventh seal and the seven thunders are one and the
same. And the third pull has to come into that. So now, the master of the third pull is standing on the earth now,
and He has the rainbow. That is why he went into the prison and broke the ten-inch thick bars. The rainbow was
flashing. That is the truth.
The one in the constellation of the seven angels, on the top, had to be the headstone and had to be Christ.
If any angel climbs up to the top of the pyramid there, they will misrepresent the gospel. The capstone is Christ.
And in the constellation of angels, there was a notable angel standing on the top, and Brother Branham was
close by, and he said, “the one nearest to me, He was the notable angel and meant plenty more than any other
of them.”
Do you know that Brother Branham said that the seventh angel would be upon earth when Revelation
10:1 comes down upon the earth? Do you know that they met and it was very notable? It was very notable to
Brother Branham. Brother Branham spoke the truth and both of them met.
Tell me heretics, how Revelation 10:1 could belong at the rapture and you have the Bride in prison yet
in ten inches thick bars and she has to come out of there by a covenant Angel? How could you take it and put it
down there.
Away with you, away with your heresy! Congregations, leave these men, come out of Babylon!
Depart from the tents of Korah, Abiram and Dathan! If you love life come and follow the message of William
Branham. Stand on the side of Moses!
Tell me, what is their name, Tay? Tell me what is the name of this fellow standing on earth today? You
do not know! And you are separating these two angels. One thing will defeat you, and that is the seventh angel
hath the seventh seal and this one uttered seven thunders. It is the same angel broadcasting the same
revelation. Yes sir! That is it. So He was on top of the pyramid.

That angel, Revelation 10:1, who came down, is the sealing Angel. It is the sealing Angel. Do you know
where He is heading? He is heading to Israel, and He is going to seal a hundred and forty four thousand. So He
dropped by the Bride to finish the Bride’s redemption. Now, His aim is Israel, and aiming at Israel, read
Seals page 71 to 75. Brother Branham said that He is coming to the Jews. He is directly coming to the Jews.
HE IS DIRECTLY COMING TO THE JEWS – HE COMES FOR HIS CHURCH
Quote W.M.B.: 29 This seven-sealed Book is revealed at the time of the Seven Thunders of
Revelations 10. If you're marking it down...
... I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a cloud: and a rainbow... upon his
head,...
If you notice that's Christ (See?), 'cause He in the Old Testament was called the Angel of the Covenant,
and He's directly coming to the Jews now, for the Church is finished.
…Angel is a messenger, and He's a Messenger to Israel. See? The Church has been raptured. See?
Now, or fixing to be raptured. He comes for His Church. (The Breach 63-0317).

He drops by in His mission to seal the end time Bride by another outpouring of the Holy Spirit. He is
the sealing angel. Now, when He seals the Bride, now He is heading to the Jews. In the same mission, He is the
sealing angel, so He seals the Bride, and then after He seals the Bride, He is now going to Israel to seal the
hundred and forty four thousand.
Hear the scripture for it:
Romans 11:26 <…There shall come out of Sion the Deliverer, and shall turn away ungodliness from
Jacob:>

So He had a work to do in Zion, the Bride, and when He finishes that He went to Israel to seal the
hundred and forty four thousand.
<…There shall come out of Sion the Deliverer, and shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob:>

Whom do you think delivered you saints? Who delivered you from your organization? Who delivered you
from your sin? Who delivered you from your false interpretations, your church and their heresies? It is the
Deliver. And He shall turn the same ungodliness away from Jacob. So He is in a hurry now, the rapture is
about to take place, the token is about to come, prophecies are being fulfilled left and right, and He is in a hurry.
His heart is longing for Israel. He said they are the apple of His eye.

Isaiah 49:15 <Can a woman forget her sucking child, that she should not have compassion on the son of
her womb? yea, they may forget, yet will I not forget thee.>

Can you measure the height of the skies? He said no, so is my love for Israel, and He is going after her.
He said, yes, a mother may forget her sucking baby, but I cannot forget Israel. She is the apple of mine eye. So

He is in a hurry. You had better get hurry; you had better shape up your life. Get in a hurry, the sealing angel is
in a hurry, and He just dropped here on a certain location of the earth, to fulfil this last thing upon earth, and that
is to get the Bride ready.
As soon as He gets the Bride ready and the rapture is about to take place, out of Zion (He is going to leave
the Bride now), out of Zion shall come forth the Deliver and turn away ungodliness away from Jacob.‟ And He
is going to go over there because He is a sealing angel. Seventh chapter of the book Revelation. Yes, and it said
there that the sealing angel was flying east and He went there with the seal of the living God.

Revelation 7:2-4 <And I saw another angel ascending from the east, having the seal of the living God:
and he cried with a loud voice to the four angels, to whom it was given to hurt the earth and the sea,
Saying, Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God in
their foreheads.
And I heard the number of them which were sealed: and there were sealed an hundred and forty and four
thousand of all the tribes of the children of Israel.>

So now, He is amongst us, He is doing a work of deliverance. Yield your hearts to Him. He wants you to
yield; He wants you to come just as you are: “Just as I am I come to thee.” He wants that when you make a
mistake you come back. Don‟t hide your sin. “Lord, I have sinned again, please deliver me.” Adulterer,
fornicators make up your mind.
While the Deliver is passing yield to Him and He will bring deliverance. One day He will cut you off and
there will be no more deliverance, because the Deliver will go to the Jews and seal them. You better make ready
for the seal here now, better make ready for this outpouring of the Holy Spirit.
A RETURN OF DYNAMIC POWER – RETURN TO BRIDE AS WAS AT PENTECOST
Quote W.M.B.: 377-2 This age started just after the turn of the twentieth century. As it was to be the
age in which the true church would return to being the bride she was at Pentecost, we know that there must of
necessity be a return of dynamic power. The believers sensed this in their spirits and began crying to God for a
new outpouring such as was in the first century.
What seemed to be the answer came as many began to speak in tongues and manifest gifts of the Spirit.
It was then believed that this was indeed the long awaited RESTORATION. It was not, for the latter rain can
come only after the former rain which is the spring or TEACHING rain. The latter rain, then, is the HARVEST
rain.
How could this be the real thing when the Teaching Rain had not come? The Prophet-Messenger who
was to be sent to TEACH the people and turn the hearts of the children back to the Pentecostal fathers had not
yet come. Thus what was thought to be the restoration and the final quickening unto the rapture had not come.
(A Resume Of The Ages - Church Age Book Cpt. 10).

He is in a hurry and He is looking straight to Israel. From His geographical location He is looking straight
to Israel, and His heart is pounding, His heart is paining, His heart wants to get to the Jews. He loves them as
the apple of His eye.

He could hardly wait, and when He goes there you will be cut off and you will go through the tribulation.
Cry and bawl how much you want, you will not have any mercy. I say, do it today, do it now. Yes. Out of
Zion shall come forth the Deliverer. Out of the Bride. That means that He had been working amongst the Bride.
Tay, you don‟t know anything about this. Andah, you don‟t know anything about this. He is in the Bride
and is working amongst the Bride, and out of the Bride He will go to Israel.‟ How many believe?
[Congregation says, „Amen!‟]

HERESY - TWO CLOUDS NOT ASSOCIATED
Alright, so a next heresy that He made was that the two clouds are not associated. That is the one over
Arizona, and the one over Revelation 10:1‟s head, are not associated.
The heresy said that they are two separate angels and two separate clouds. I proved that both angels are
the same: the notable angel is Christ, the capstone, and He is coming to seal, and Revelation 10:1 is Christ, and
there are not two angels holding the seventh seal. It is one angel. So we identify the both of them as one, and
they are on the same mission.
And Brother Braham did see Christ, and He noticed Him as a notable Angel, and He did not want to say
that. But later on He said, both of us will meet here. The seventh angel and Revelation 10:1 will meet here. So
now, this man is saying that these two clouds are two different clouds. Now, Mister Tay, I wonder if you
checked back your records, to find that there was a visible cloud and an invisible one.
Who ever saw the cloud of Revelation 10:1? We preach a cloud, we preach fiery eyes, we preach a
rainbow. Did anybody ever see the rainbow? So there was a visible cloud, and science took the photo of that.
Brother Braham saw it turning white and going up, then life magazine took out that. So we are dealing here
Tay, with two clouds, but you never specified that one is invisible and the other one is visible.
So there was a visible spiritual cloud. It was a spiritual cloud formed by angels. In spirit it was formed.
That is why they could not do anything about it. They said it is not a rain cloud, it is too high. That was a visible
cloud. God declaring judgement in the heavens, for the people who are about ready to be judged.
How many say that cloud is a cloud of judgement? [Congregation says, „Amen!‟] Is it a cloud of
judgement? [Congregation says, „Yes.‟] And did Brother Braham confirm that? [Congregation says, „Yes, He
did.‟] He said that it is in the form of a wig. And everybody tried to guess what that cloud was, and then the
Holy Spirit told Brother Braham, it is a cloud of judgement, and it is in the form of the old English judges-their
wig, and that is a sign of judgement. God declaring judgement before the judgement happens.
One was a visible cloud, and was a symbolic cloud in the Bible. The rainbow was symbolic in the
Bible, feet of brass was symbolic for a judge, and the cloud upon Revelation 10:1 is a judgement cloud.
Therefore it is associated with the one over Arizona, and that one came as a warning to the world. Whereas the
symbolic one was here upon earth, that same cloud of Revelation 10:1, speaks of judgement. The visible cloud
was representing, typing out the invisible cloud of Revelation 10:1
So the feet of brass was judgement, eyes of fire was judgement, and the cloud was the same judgement
cloud. I am not saying that the cloud came down, and was over the Angel‟s head. No, it was symbolic of
judgement day, warning the world. But on Revelation 10:1 was a spiritual cloud, speaking of judgement that
needs interpretation for that.

So Tay is calling that is a cloud of glory that Revelation 10:1 came down with. Wait there, you will get
the cloud of glory. And then you put the cloud of glory after the blood leaves the mercy seat? No sir, this cloud
speaks of judgement. That cloud up there spoke of judgement. It has the same meaning, it has the same
mission: judgement upon the face of the earth. Exactly. So it is connected, it speaks of judgement up there. It
spoke of judgement here in the Bible.
None of you ever saw the cloud, but you saw it. How do you see it? By faith. Because a man preached
it unto you, you saw it by faith. None of you saw the rainbow, it is by faith, none of you saw the Opened Book,
but you believe it. [Congregation says, “Amen!”]
A prophet told us about it, and by faith we believed the Book, by faith. We believe the cloud by faith,
we believe the rainbow by faith, because the cloud is symbolic in the Bible of judgement. And we believe the
mercy part too. The Opened Book in the hand of the Lord speaks of mercy.
The rainbow speaks of mercy, and while the world is coming under the judgement of God, we have
found mercy in the sight of God. We have the grace of God, we have the blood of Jesus Christ.
Revelation 10:1, we have not seen Him. Can you tell me if Revelation 10:1 is white or black? We have
not seen him, but by faith our Redeemer liveth and He shall stand upon the earth in the latter day. But we feel
His presence. Can‟t you feel His presence? We see Him working the Sword of the King, both sides against
every heresy. [Congregation says, “Amen!”] That is the Opened Book, the Sword of the King. Yes.
So this now is a cloud of faith. That one was visible and they saw it with their eyes and took a picture of
it. But this one here has to do with the Bible, and it is speaking of Judgement.
First part of the attire speaks of a Judge coming to judge the earth, and it also speaks of mercy. We
took the mercy part, yes, we have heard from the Opened Book. You never saw the Book but you have heard
from it.
You never saw the rainbow but you feel the effects of that rainbow. We are under a cloud, and that is a
cloud of angels that came down with Revelation 10:1. Mighty angels came down. The Lord will open your eyes
to see that cloud, not over somebody‟s head.

ADDITIONAL HERESIES OF TAY & ANDAH
“SEALS & OPEN BOOK, SON OF MAN, 144,000”

CHAPTER 10
SEALS & OPEN BOOK HERESY
Quote Andah: “the seven angels was in connection with the opening of the seals, not the open book.
… its fulfilment is different from Revelation 10:1-6.”

Answer: This heresy is saying that the opening of the seals is different to the open book of Revelation
10. This is a fabrication, and totally contrary to what the prophet established. The very fact that the prophet
linked and connected the seventh seal to the seven thunders shows the folly of such teaching and false teachers.
The prophet taught us that the Book in the hand of Revelation 10:1 is the same seven seals book of
Revelation 5. He said, in chapter five it was closed, and in chapter ten it was opened.
The prophet further established that Revelation 10 is the opening of the seven seals, and identified the
opening of the seals in 1963 as the opening of the book. Thus this is a mad heresy. The book was closed by
seven seals. When the seals were loosed the book was opened in the hand of Revelation 10:1. Both are linked
together. It was the same event of 1963.
The prophet said the book is already opened waiting for the seventh seal to identify Christ‟s coming.

BOOK IS ALREADY OPENED
Quote W.M.B.: 182 And who would dare to say that wasn't the inspired Word of God, when He foretold
It here, and sent out yonder to Arizona and brought It right back, even with science and everything else, and
proved It so! This Book is already opened, that's right, just waiting for the Seventh Seal to be identified of the
Coming of Christ. (What Shall I Do With Jesus Called Christ 63-1124M).

Who are you Tay and Andah to blasphemously say that the open book is different from the seven seals?
Are you God, the Lamb or Elijah? Truly you are not God, for He does not tell lies and formulate heresies. You
are dumb dogs that cannot bark. So shut up!
Quote Andah: “The prophet taught us that the seals (seals book page 75) are different from the
thunders.”

Answer: This statement was made before Brother Branham knew better. You are perverting this
statement to remove Christ-Revelation 10:1 from where the prophet rightfully placed Him in 1963 (through
the revelation of the Lamb), and erroneously place Him and the seven thunders at the brink of the rapture.
The prophet said he was presuming. But when the Lamb gave him the revelation, he linked the seventh
seal to the seven thunders.

WE ARE PRESUMING
Quote W.M.B.: 49 Notice, Seven Seals on the Book has… the Book sealed. See? … The Book is
absolutely a sealed Book until the Seven Seals is broken. It is sealed up with Seven Seals.
Now, that's a different from the Seven Thunders. See? This is Seven Seals on the Book, and the …Seals
will not be released until the message of the seventh angel. See? So we are presuming, but the genuine
revelation of God will be made perfect in that sounding and vindicated Truth. (The Breach 63-0317E).
SECRET BENEATH 7TH SEAL WAS THEM SEVEN THUNDERS
Quote: 567 (1) … Now, what this great secret is that lays beneath this Seal, I do not know. I don't know
it. I couldn't make it out. I couldn't tell it, just what it said. But I know that it was them seven thunders uttering
themselves right close together, just banging seven different times… (The Seventh Seal 24/3/63 - New Ed. Page
512 (322-323)).

SON OF MAN HERESY
Quote Andah: “Is it the son of man ministry wrongly believed to be Jesus descending on 28th
February 1963 and entering the prophet to usher in the son of man‟s ministry?... The son of man‟s ministry
started long before this statement was made. Another thing is John‟s ministry has a different application from
that of the prophet. John had to meet Jesus in person but concerning the prophet, it is his message that will
forerun, not the man.”
Answer: This is a terrible heresy, and we cannot expect anything else from men who came from a
corrupt root, and are therefore not born again. This heresy further proves that these men are not born again. And
I am not going to cast precious pearls before swine, neither will I give that which is holy unto dogs. But I will
just say enough to dismantle this heresy.
Now, this heresy was formulated from a quotation of the prophet below. Its purpose again is to explain
away the descending of the mighty Angel-Christ at the opening of the seals in 1963.
Yes, the son of man was revealed earlier than 1963. That does not disannul his Revelation in 1963 as
son of man in a shout, voice and trumpet.
Now, I want to show you the deceit of this heresy and the deceit of these men. Now, a heresy is a
cunningly devised fable. It takes some cunningness, it takes some craftiness, it takes some deceit to devise a
heresy, and this was employed in formulating this heresy. It represents a corrupt tree, fruits and nature of these
heretics. Now let us examine this quotation:

Quote W.M.B.: E-24 Jesus said, "When the Son of man is revealed from heaven." Let me close by
saying this: that the Son of man is now being revealed from heaven.
"Will it come after while, Brother Branham?"
It is now. And I hope I won't have to make this so personal of this own meeting, but that your spirit
within you that's give you by God, can read what I'm talking about. The Son of man has already come from
glory and is revealing Himself for the past few years to His Church in mercy…

The next time He reveals Hisself, it'll be in judgment on the world and the nations that's forgot God and
sinned their day of grace, away. (58-0109 The Called Out – Will The Church Go Through The Tribulation).

Tay and Andah, why did you leave out the next revelation of the son of man? The prophet is saying that
the son of man is now revealing Himself. Absolutely true. But he said that “the NEXT TIME He reveals
Hisself”. This statement was deliberately, cunningly, shrewdly, slyly and deceitfully left out by these men. You
deceitfully placed a full stop to the revealing of the son of man: Revelation 10:1, Luke 17:30.
Mister Tay, you are a deceitful hypocrite. Mister Andah, you are a deceitful worker. Why did you
deliberately leave out that part of the quotation? Congregations, I am showing you that your pastors are
deceitful hypocrites. They are picking and choosing from the quotations of the prophet, like white fowls.
Brother Branham is saying that there is a next revealing of the son of man. This shows that the
revealing of the son of man is in different phases, and the phase in 1958 was a different phase. There was a
phase before the opening of the seals, and the shout was a different phase to that phase. And the voice and the
trumpet are also different phases of the revealing of the son of man. Brother Branham spoke about a threefold
mystery. The revealing is in different folds and phases.
And if we would go back to the first coming of the Lord, Christ was on earth for thirty three years, and
He was revealing Himself as son of man. But He only declared His coming when He came into Jerusalem riding
upon a little donkey.

Matthew 21:4-9 <All this was done, that it might be fulfilled which was spoken by the prophet, saying,
Tell ye the daughter of Sion, Behold, thy King cometh unto thee, meek, and sitting upon an ass, and a
colt the foal of an ass.
…And the multitudes that went before, and that followed, cried, saying, Hosanna to the Son of David:
Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord; Hosanna in the highest.>

He was on earth revealing Himself all along. But this was a different phase of the same son of man.
This phase was going to identify His coming in the scriptures to Israel. Christ first coming was son of man, and
it continued unto His crucifixion. He said:

John 3:14 <And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of man be lifted
up:>

So away with this heresy and away with these men. I will put one quotation of the prophet to prove that
the opening of the seven seals was a different phase of the revealing of the son of man:
SEALS - FULL WORD TO BE BORN AGAIN INTO MANIFESTATION – LUKE 17:30
Quote W.M.B.: 101 … Now notice. But at the opening of the Seven Seals, Revelations 10, the full
Word is to be born into manifestation again, and vindicated by the Spirit of God, in the full strength as It was
when He was here on earth; manifested in the same way, doing the same things that It did when It was here on
earth. Amen! Hebrews 13:8, said, "Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, and forever."

In Saint Luke 17:30, Jesus said, "In the last days, as it was in the days of Sodom, when the Son of man
will be revealing Himself again, it'll be the same thing." (65-0218 The Seed Is Not Heir With The Shuck).

This phase had to do with the opening of the seals.
Another thing they said, to try to explain away the descending of Christ at the seals, is that the message
foreruns Christ coming today and not the man, so “Christ‟s coming will take place just before the rapture, in
Revelation 10, and Brother Branham does not have to be here for that, because the message will forerun
Christ.”
These men pick and choose quotations. The same prophet that said that the message foreruns Christ‟s
coming, is the same prophet who stated that the message and the messenger are one.

THE MESSAGE & MESSENGER ARE ONE & THE SAME
Quote W.M.B.: 66 We find out that when a man comes, sent from God, ordained of God, with the true
THUS SAITH THE LORD, the message and the messenger are one and the same. Because he is sent to
represent THUS SAITH THE LORD, Word by Word, so he and his message is the same.
A denominational man under denominational auspices, he and the church is the "one." A theologian
under theology, made by some denomination, he and his message are one; church of theology, a theologian. It's
correctly.
Then when a man comes with THUS SAITH THE LORD, he and the Message is one. And when Elijah
come with THUS SAITH THE LORD, he and his message became one. Just as Jesus, when He come, He was
the Word, Saint John 1. So the Word of God and the messenger of the age was the selfsame thing, all the time.
That's right. (65-0718E Spiritual Food In Due Season).
Also 91 & 126 65-0718E Spiritual Food In Due Season.
And at the opening of the seals he said the mighty angel descended, and He met the seventh angel on
earth, just as in the case of John the Baptist and Jesus.
THE SEVENTH ANGEL ON EARTH AT THE TIME OF MIGHTY ANGEL’S COMING
Quote: 40 … And when the Seals are broke and the mystery is revealed, down comes the Angel, the
Messenger, Christ, setting His foot upon the land and upon the sea with a rainbow over His head. Now
remember, this seventh angel is on earth at the time of this coming.
Just as John was giving his message, the same time that Messiah come in the days... John knew he
would see Him, because he was going to introduce Him. And we realize that in the Scriptures over in Malachi
4, there's to be a one like John, an Elijah... (63-0317E The Breach).

Congregations, who are you going to believe, the prophet or these deceitful men? I say, believe the
prophet, believe his message and denounce the heresies of these men.
It was further reported to us that these men teach that time sworn away by Revelation 10:1 is salvation
time sworn away, and that land and sea means universal. If Tay was a certified thunders specialist he would
know different to this heresy of salvation being sworn away.

Salvation and redemption are one and the same. The redemption book was opened to bring
redemption and salvation to man, not swear it away, you idiot.
Tay and Andah cannot prove in scriptures and the message that land and sea means universal. I read that
in Baptist doctrine way back in 1963 on the internet. Some Baptist fellow, he said:
Quote: “He stands with one foot on the land and one on the sea-denoting universal ownership and
authority.
“The
earth
is
the
Lord‟s,
and
the
fulness
thereof”
(Psalm
24:1).
(http://www.baptistbiblebelievers.com/).
Here are two other comments from other Baptists websites:
Quote: “His right foot on the sea, his left on the land. Many commentators believe this symbolizes a
universal message, (oncedelivered.net).
His right foot upon the sea, and his left - on the earth - To show that he had the command of each,
and that his power was universal, all things being under his feet. (studylight.org).”
So stop preaching Baptist doctrine, Mister Tay.

CLOUD AND ANGELS HERESIES
Quote Tay & Andah: “The prophet never saw any cloud on sunset mountain on Feb. 28, 1963.
…The first time the prophet ever heard of the cloud was on June 1st 1963 after Life Magazine published
it on May 17, 1963 (Come Follow Me. 63-06-01 Tucson AZ).” (Developments In The Message After 1965).

E.O.D.H. Answer: You do not know better than the prophet, Mister Tay.
In the quotations below the prophet is plainly saying that the seven angels came down, and then they
went up and began to turn white and formed the cloud, and Science photographed the cloud around the same
time he was up there, and he was standing right beneath where they photographed that cloud.
Not only that; but it was a very big cloud and it alerted other people who were also seeing it in different
parts of the Country, and science photographed it and proved that it was supernatural.

SEVEN ANGELS COME DOWN, TURNED WHITE AS THEY WENT UP
Quote; 31 Like the March 17th, the March issue of the Life magazine, you seen that circle of Light in
the skies, thirty miles high, twenty-seven miles across.
… And right standing beneath that, a man that is sitting right present now, was right standing there by
me, when seven Angels come down from God, visibly standing right there, and told me about the end time, and
these revelations and things of the Book of Revelation, the Seven Seals, and said, "Return home, and one by one
will bring the Message." That, that's right. And It went right up, and begin to turn white as It went up, on
up;…
And nothing was around. Even the newspaper said they checked to see if there was a sound breaker, or
a plane, or something. … they can't understand what was that up there. Then if you'll get the magazine and
look, you can even see the shapes of Their wings is still in there as They're going up, the seven Angels. And we
know that these things are correct, friends. (63-1128M Testimony).
AT THE TIME THEY WERE TAKING PICTURES I WAS STANDING JUST BELOW

Quote: 82 And, now, I didn't know at the time, that they were taking pictures of that, scientists was, as
the Angels lowered themselves from Heaven, to bring the Message. And you remember, I said the One on the
right side of the constellation had, kind of, His chest back, and His wings. … And I didn't know they were taking
a picture of It, 'cause immediately I hurried East. But going back home to Tucson, there It was all through the
papers that had been seen almost nationwide, or plumb into Mexico, and all the Western States, … How many
saw, "A mysterious cloud in the sky"? You see the hands. And now the Life magazine picked it up. And I have
the--the article here this morning, in the Life magazine, of to show. Now here It is, the same time I was there.
See the pyramid of the Cloud? I was standing just below this. And there, see the distinctive Angel on the righthand side? (63-0623M Standing In The Gap).
Quote Tay & Andah: “There is not a single quote that any angel knows about the seventh seal or the
seven thunders.
“Angels knew nothing about it… Jesus said, even the angels in heaven didn‟t know nothing about it.”
(Seals page 558)” (Developments In The Message After 1965).

E.O.D.H. Answer: Mister Tay, this shows the credibility of your seven thunders specialist consultant
certificate. It needs throwing in the garbage. This heresy is totally foolish and totally dumb. Why did you not
quote the full quotation of the prophet? He said Jesus didn‟t know it Himself.
Quote: 255 … Jesus said even the Angels of heaven didn't know nothing about it. See, see? He didn't
know it Himself, said only God would know it... (The Seventh Seal 63-0324E).
Are you saying that Jesus does not have a revelation of His second coming? In His earthly ministry He
did not, but after His resurrection it was revealed to him. According to the book of Revelation, God gave that
revelation to Christ. (Revelation 1:1). And according to the raw scripture and the prophet, the mighty Angel
holds the thunders revelation, and He is employed in Christ‟s seventh seal/seven thunders program and coming:
(I Thessalonians 4:16, Revelation 10:1). Here are the quotations you deceitful worker:
SEVEN ANGELS HOLD SEVEN THUNDERS
Quote W.M.B.: 103 …And I believe that the Seven Angels who's holds these seven thunders will grant
it. See? And I'm... (God In Simplicity 63-0317M).
SEVENTH ANGEL – THE ONE WITH THE SEVENTH SEAL
Quote W.M.B.: 275 And did you notice that one Angel, I said in there, was a strange Angel? He
looked more to me than any of the rest of them… They were in a constellation--three on a side and one on top.
And the one right next to me here, counting from the left to the right, would've been the seventh Angel. He was
brighter, meant more to me than the rest of them. You remember, I said he had his chest out like that, and was
flying eastward. You remember like that? And I said, "It picked me up, lifted me up." Do you remember that?
Here it is. The one with the Seventh Seal, the thing that I've wondered all my life. Amen. (The Seventh
Seal 63-0324E).

HERESY – 144,000 NOT KILLED
When men who came from the world and organisation, not knowing truth: blind, wretched, miserable
and naked, and after hearing the greatest light that ever came to the earth (through the opening of the seals), by

the Lamb using one of the greatest prophets who ever walked the face of the earth, and could get so proud and
swell-headed to want to now correct the prophet on his teachings, and say that the 144,000 would not be killed,
they have to be devil possessed. They cannot live higher than the root they sprung from.
Tay, you are devil possessed. Andah, you have to be devil possessed. Congregations, who are you going
to believe, the prophet or these men who choose to contradict him?
144,000 KILLED – MARTYRED BY THE ANTICHRIST
Quote: 269 …And white robes were given to every one of them; and it was said unto them, that they
should rest yet... a little season,... until their fellowservants... (See? Now, what is it? The prophets now are
preaching to Israel. See?)... thy fellowservant and also thy brethren, that should be killed...
…Now, notice. Thy brethren had to yet be killed, which means the hundred and forty-four thousand yet
to be called in the tribulation, the hundred and forty-four thousand is called...
…They have to be martyred by the antichrist; we just come through, and notice in his last ride, where
he breaks that covenant with them Jews down there, and there she goes. See? These Jews, a hundred and fortyfour thousand, is to be called out by the two witnesses of Revelations 11. (The Fifth Seal 63-0322).
Quote: 299 …They said, "How long, Lord? Are we going in now?"
Said, "No, no, no, no. Your fellowmen, the Jews, has got to suffer a little bit yet. They got to be martyred
like you was martyred. The beast has got to get them when he breaks his covenant." (The Fifth Seal 63-0322).

TAY’S PENTECOSTALISM
Whether this man came from so-called Pentecost or not, he is fully a so-called Pentecostal in spirit by
his fruits and manifestations.
REFLECTING PENTECOSTALISM
Quote W.M.B.: 240 ...Now, what is it? Justification, sanctification, baptism of the Holy Ghost…
…If you got in a seminary, your light, you'll reflect the seminary. You got it in a Methodist seminary,
you'll reflect Methodistism. You reflect! If you got it in a Pentecostal seminary, you reflect Pentecostalism. But
if you got It in the Glory of God, by the burning bush... (61-0108 Revelation Chapter Four 3).
What is in the root will come forth and manifest in the branches and bear the same corrupt fruits.
His root and father, Raymond Jackson, was a former Methodist, but was buried in Pentecostalism, and
Pentecostalism was buried in him, even after following a pure message for years, that came to call us out of the
mess of Pentecostalism.
He openly disagreed with the correction of the prophet on church order and the manifestations of the
gifts of the Spirit, and a group pulled away and went to his assembly, speaking in tongues openly in the
congregation with several false prophecies that did not come to pass. They were under the message but
manifested like so-called Pentecost.

JACKSON DISAGREE WITH THAT BUT HE BELIEVES THIS MESSAGE
Quote W.M.B.: 124 …somebody made fun of somebody leaving the Tabernacle and went down to
Brother Junior Jackson's for a church.
…Well, the reason of it, because when I set the church here in a certain order, when I come back, to see
if I could get the manifestation of the gifts, half of them pulled away from it. Because when you would start to
speak, or preach, or something... It was getting in such a place that you could hardly preach 'less there was
somebody spoke in tongues, somebody interpreting, somebody give the interpretation; and half of it never even
come to pass.
Now, Brother Junior Jackson had a right to disagree with that. He wants his church... The people all
want to speak with tongues and things in the audience. That's Brother Junior's troubles; that's up to him. (640823E Questions And Answers 2).

Tay also disagrees with the prophet on the descending of Revelation 10:1 in 1963 and many other
doctrines, and now the manifestations of Pentecostalism can be also found in Tay‟s group.
We visited his website (http://backtopentecost.org/video.html#) and found Pentecostalism style
preaching and manifestations of women thrown back on their seat, acting as though they are so much in the
spirit, rolling on the floor with a high heel shoes as if they are so super-spiritual, giving Jesus a clap-round of
applause, shouting, jumping and working up a lot of emotion.

CLAP HANDS AND WORK UP EMOTIONS
Quote: E-56 …No wonder the thing's sinking. It's got to come back to God's Bible: repentance from
unbelief, not super-duper, clap hands and work up in a lot of emotion. Pentecostal birthplace is in that, these
days, shake them and say, "Say it. Say it. Say it. Say it. Say it. Say it. Say it. Say it", till they say some kind of an
unknown tongue or get a confusion and say you got the Holy Ghost and live any kind of life with enough
unbelief in them would smear the devil's hell out. Super-duper faith! Huh! (61-0318 Abraham's Covenant
Confirmed).
The title of your meetings was “Eagles Revival Meeting”. You cannot revive eagles with a vulture
anointing, vulture food and Pentecostalism.
This is a typical Pentecostalism devil, reflecting what is in the inside. It shows that Tay never came out
of Laodicea and organisation. That is the foundation of all organisation that started with Rome: come out of
error, identify yourself with the gospel, and bring over your same spirit, doctrines and manifestations and hybrid
it with the truth.
Tay, you have not changed your spirit, and you came over under the message with your spirit from
organisation or hell, and you are bringing forth so-called Pentecostals right under the message, and you are
demon possessing the people with the same evil spirit that you passed on to your son.
WE GET ONE ANOTHER’S SPIRIT INSTEAD OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
Quote W.M.B.: 79 …I have went in the churches, and I say this with reverence now. I find that many
times in the churches, I believe people get one another's spirit in the stead of the Holy Spirit. You go into a
church and watch, where the pastor maybe jerks his head, the whole congregation will do it. You go into the

church where the pastor says he's got oil running from his hands. The first thing you know, the whole company
believes that, and they have it.
Go into a church where there's a lot of dancing and jumping and running around. I'm not condemning
these things; I'm just speaking from an observation to present a point to you. If you'll get a pastor that's very
emotional, the whole congregation will be emotional. You get a pastor that's starch and stiff, and the whole
congregation will be starchy and stiff. I believe you receive each other's spirit. (God Keeps His Word 570120E).
THEY WERE GRAFTED IN & COULDN’T BRING FORTH NO MORE THAN WHAT THEY WERE
Quote W.M.B.: E-17 … a citrus tree. It had nine different kinds of fruit on one tree... It was a orange
tree… but it had… all different kinds of citrus fruit. Why? They were grafted in there. They were living off of
the life of that tree, but they could not bring nothing but what they was. (Things That Wasn‟t So from The
Beginning 61-0120).

THE METHODIST WILL BRING FORTH METHODISTS, EVERY TIME
Quote: 48 …The Methodist will bring forth Methodists, every time. The Baptist will bring forth Baptists,
every time. The Catholic will bring forth Catholic, every time. But the Church of the living God will produce
Christ from the root, the Word every time, if it ever puts forth another vine of its Own." (The Anointed Ones At
The End Time 65-0725).

Tay and Andah, you do not belong to this Bridegroom Tree. You were grafted into this message by
Satan himself, and you are bringing forth his denominational sons right under the message. You pervert the
Word, just like the organisations, contradict the prophets, just like the organisations, and manifest just like the
organisations.
Where did you ever hear of Paul, Peter, James, John or Branham saying to give Jesus a clap or round of
applause, clapping hands and working up emotions? You are both buried in Pentecostalism, and are a wild
bunch just like so-called Pentecost.
Tay, you have a so-called Pentecostal devil. Andah, it is the same with you. You both have Jackson‟s
devil. It is manifesting the very same way by disagreeing with the prophet, perverting the Word and message,
backed up by Pentecostalism manifestations.
FALSE SENSATION – FALSE BIRTH – JERKS, FEELINGS & FALSE MANIFESTATIONS
Quote: 131 False keep enough of the true to make a form of godliness… Them kind of false conceptions
(You know what a false conception is?) lead millions of people to a false birth. False teachers lead the people
to believe in a sensation, "'Cause you jerked all over, you got It. Oh, because you got a real funny feeling went
over you, you seen lights in front of you, and got blind and staggered, that's Elijah's jacket put on you. That's
right, you got It.
Oh, you know what you are? You're a manifested son of God." Where do you find yourself? Defeated.
That's right. "Glory to God, I went one night and I had a dream." Oh, yes, uh-huh. See? "Oh, I seen this, that..."
Yeah, uh-huh. "…don't you believe in dreams?" Yes, sir, I certainly do. But if that dream didn't back up God's

Word, then it's wrong. This is the Truth here; stay in This. Yes, sir. Lead million to false birth, just think. (You
Must Be Born Again 61-1231M).
OH, FILL ME, FILL ME – THE DEVIL WILL SURE DO IT
Quote: 125 False prophets have false words: creeds, denominations, sensations. "Oh, bless God, only
thing you have to do... You want to wear Elijah's garment? Glory to God. Only thing you have to do is just be
blank in your mind, don't think of a thing, and say, 'Oh, fill me, fill me, fill me.'" The devil will sure do it. And
then you rely upon that?
"Oooh, It run all over me, Brother Branham. I felt It. Oooh, glory to God, Hallelujah. Jumping up and
down like that, oh, I got It." And live like you live? "By their fruits you shall know them," (See, see, see?), not
sensations. (You Must Be Born Again 61-1231M).

Congregations, these men do not believe the message. They are only using it as a platform. Satan
transforms himself into an angel of light (the message) in order to deceive the Bride. The prophet said that these
evil spirits were here:

INVASION OF FALSE & WICKED SPIRITS IN THIS LAST DAY MINISTRY
Quote W.M.B.: 70-2…And every time God moves, Satan is there to move also. It never fails.
…And if you have been aware of this last day ministry, you will have noted the same invasion of false and
wicked spirits. It has to be that way. Now I hope and trust you are spiritual minded enough to get that, and
capitalize on it. (Ephesian Church Age Cpt 3).
And right on Tay‟s website there is another son of Pentecostalism preaching in Tay‟s church - Pastor
Steven Shelley from USA.
This man is a dead so-called Pentecostal, is why he could find fellowship with Tay. They are birds of the
same feather. Is this who you got your certified thunders specialist certificate from, in America, or did you get it
from someone else?
Shelley is a typical so-called Pentecostal under this message:
Quote Website http://www.elijahlist.com/words/display_word.html?ID=11489: “Pastor Steven
Shelley… sent his word out in WhiteDove Ministries latest newsletter. This word by Steven is prolific in nature
and I can tell just by reading it that he has a seer anointing.
…Steven possess a wonderful understanding of God's Word, but he also moves in clear and concise
revelation, discerning the secrets of the heart”
…Pastor Shelley has been given a beautiful gift of seeing into the heavenly realms, and he has been faithful
to declare the visions and revelations that God has given him.”

Shelly, a pastor they say, with a seer anointing, speaks of visions and trances that are off the Word and
message that he said shows how the Bride will be taken to higher grounds. He is a false prophet, he has a

Pentecostalism devil and cannot prophesy for the Bride. He is prophesying under the anointing of Tay and has
come to further deceive the Bride.
Run from these men, congregations. All they could do is give you their false spirit, false births and
sensations, and lead you away from the message, to the tribulation and unto hell.
The rest of your nonsense, we would not waste any more time with, because you are defeated on your
fivefold heresy, you are defeated on your thunders heresies, your Revelation 10:1 heresy, your two angels and
clouds heresies etc., which are your major heresies. So all your other heresies are false, because they have their
foundation in a corrupt root of interpretations.
The heresies of these men, exposed in this book, are true examples of cunningly devised fables, which is
a proper description of heresies, of how cunningly, slyly, crafty and shrewdly men could twist the Word and
twist the message. And the bad part about it is that they do it after reading E.O.D.H. books. Then they know
better, and they are doing it in deceit, and to their own destruction and those who follow them.
Congregations, caught up in these heresies, come out of the tents of these deceitful men before you are
swallowed up in hell with them.

CONCLUSION
Now that we have come to the end of exposing Mister Tay and Andah, Amos is exposed, Jackson is
exposed, and all the preachers who follow Jackson are thoroughly exposed. All who believe these heresies are
thoroughly exposed and should get off the pulpit, and “let God‟s people go!” God says, “Let my people go!” So
all your heresies are exposed. Tay and Andah, your heresies are fully exposed by this series of messages. It is
going on the Net and it is going into a book, and we will circulate it around the world. Never touch E.O.D.H.
ministers, never touch E.O.D.H. books.
I am waiting for your thirty points that you found in E.O.D.H. books. Bring them to me, send them to
me. I am waiting for the errors that you found. You cannot challenge this Word of God. The words that I have
spoken is thus saith the Lord, and it has exposed all heretics and heresies. Respond if you want, challenge
what I am saying. You cannot do it. You will get more exposure.
So the Lord bless you my people, and bless you overseas, my brethren, for sitting and hearing these
expositions. I am sure you are going out a much wiser people, and I feel that you know much more about
Revelation 10:1 than you ever knew. There are more secrets for you, but I cannot throw away my pearls before
swine, and give this holy revelation unto dogs. But I will retain it for you the people of God. So God bless your
hearts. Give us a song. Amen.
This is a final reply to a recent letter from Tay:
Dear Sir,
Our agenda is in progress and coming to an end. You are much late with this letter. You failed
to answer our question on the five-fold ministry. That closes our correspondence. Thank you. You will hear
from us otherwise. We have no time to waste.

RIGHT IN SPIRIT & RIGHT IN DOCTRINE

If anybody thinks that this is a harsh exposition by their so-called brotherly love gospel, and wants to
challenge the spirit of it, perverting the quotation of Brother Branham, of rather being right in Spirit and wrong
in doctrine, they are wrong. E.O.D.H. and this present exposition are both right in spirit and right in doctrine,
even like Jesus, Jude, Peter, Paul and all the apostles. Condemn those, and then try to condemn us.
There is a right in spirit and right in doctrine, but it sounded hard to unbelievers and sissies, with a
sissified love gospel.
Read the following scriptures and get back to us. We will pick up your challenge.

Matthew 23:13-17 <But woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye shut up the kingdom of
heaven against men: for ye neither go in yourselves, neither suffer ye them that are entering to go in.
Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye devour widows' houses, and for a pretence
make long prayer: therefore ye shall receive the greater damnation.
Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte,
and when he is made, ye make him twofold more the child of hell than yourselves.
Woe unto you, ye blind guides, which say, Whosoever shall swear by the temple, it is nothing; but
whosoever shall swear by the gold of the temple, he is a debtor!
Ye fools and blind: for whether is greater, the gold, or the temple that sanctifieth the gold?>

Jude 1:4-13 <For there are certain men crept in unawares, who were before of old ordained to this
condemnation, ungodly men, turning the grace of our God into lasciviousness, and denying the only Lord God,
and our Lord Jesus Christ.
… Likewise also these filthy dreamers defile the flesh, despise dominion, and speak evil of dignities.
… But these speak evil of those things which they know not: but what they know naturally, as brute
beasts, in those things they corrupt themselves.
Woe unto them! for they have gone in the way of Cain, and ran greedily after the error of Balaam for
reward, and perished in the gainsaying of Core.
These are spots in your feasts of charity, when they feast with you, feeding themselves without fear:
clouds they are without water, carried about of winds; trees whose fruit withereth, without fruit, twice dead,
plucked up by the roots;
Raging waves of the sea, foaming out their own shame; wandering stars, to whom is reserved the
blackness of darkness for ever.>

II Peter 2:10-17 <But chiefly them that walk after the flesh in the lust of uncleanness, and despise
government. Presumptuous are they, selfwilled, they are not afraid to speak evil of dignities.
…But these, as natural brute beasts, made to be taken and destroyed, speak evil of the things that they
understand not; and shall utterly perish in their own corruption;
And shall receive the reward of unrighteousness, as they that count it pleasure to riot in the day time.
Spots they are and blemishes, sporting themselves with their own deceivings while they feast with you;
Having eyes full of adultery, and that cannot cease from sin; beguiling unstable souls: an heart they
have exercised with covetous practices; cursed children:
Which have forsaken the right way, and are gone astray, following the way of Balaam the son of Bosor,
who loved the wages of unrighteousness;
But was rebuked for his iniquity: the dumb ass speaking with man's voice forbad the madness of the
prophet.
These are wells without water, clouds that are carried with a tempest; to whom the mist of darkness is
reserved for ever.>

Also Paul and many others. Support your defense by scriptures and message quotations, with your
proper name and address, and don’t forget your photo. Amen.
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